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The procurement strategy: 

The h e w o r k  within which 

construction is brought about, 

acquired or obtained. 

"CIB W92 - Procurement Systems" 

La maîtrise d'ouvrage: 

Structure qui soutient l'acte de 

bâtir depuis la conception jusqu'à 

la livraison de l'ouvrage. 
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a Abstract 

This research investigates whether and how the level of project performance is 

reflected in the number and the extent of delay claims that irnpinge on projects under 

different contracnial settings. More specificaily, it examines claims arising fiom delays and 

relates them to the available procurement strategies, particuiarly in instances where project 

time is found to be an important consideration for the building owner. 

Literature review shows that "project procurement strategies" and "delay claims" 

have been midied separately. A combination of case studies and surveys pennined the 

identification and the analysis of some of the critical root causes of claims that affect the 

performance of the building process tmder different procurement strategies. Al1 fac ts were 

obtained from historical data, since cases were drawn frorn case law, which represents a 

facts-based judgement and is not biased by subjective opinions. This gives an insight into 

the differences between aitemate procurement strategies and facilitates the evaluation of the 

building process performance under each of them. 

The availability and access to Iliformation proved to be the most critical category of 

causes of claims for d l  procurement strategies. The findings of this research point to the 

consequences (in ternis of claims) of the constraints within which public sector owners 

operate. They also throw an unexpected light on the likelihood of al1 types of owners 

running into trouble when non-traditional procurement strategies are adopted, suggesting the 

need to fine-tune the practicalities of these strategies. 

This research is, therefore, intended to partidly fil1 the gap in the available 

knowiedge of the sources, causes and effects of codict  under different procurement 

stratcgies. It also provides owners with suitable benchmarks for assessing the risks 

associated with a particular procurernent strategy, as well as creating an increased 

awareness arnong them of likely causes of disputes and their fiequencies. Thus helping to 

shape strategies that improve the performance of the building process by minimiPng 

conflict occurrences in the first instance. 



Résumé 

La décision d'acquérir un bâtiment précède généralement sa réalisation, de telle sorte 

que i'appréciation de sa qualité par le maître d'ouvrage devient impossible. Par ailleurs, la 

maîtrise d'ouvrage porte principalement sur la performance du processus de conception et de 

construction mais indirectement sur la qualité du bâtiment lui-même. 

En général, la stratégie d'acquisition du bâtiment, autrement dit la maîtrise 

d'ouvrage, établit le cadre contractuel qui détermine l'attribution de l'autorité et de la 

responsabilité des participants au niveau du projet. De plus, les contrats de construction 

répartissent l'autorité et la responsabilité parmi les organisations participantes en fonction 

des liens contractuels, ces derniers étant à leur tour définis par le modèle stratégique adopté 

pour l'acquisition du bâtiment- 

Étant donné que la stratégie d'acquisition du bâtiment détermine les limites ou 

champ d'intervention de chaque participant, i'ensemble des contrats de construction sert à 

clarifier et à communiquer les particularités des champs d'intervention à chaque intervenant. 

Le fait qu'il n'existe pas une seule stratégie d'acquisition du bâtiment (ou une seule 

forme organisationnelle) qui est la meilleure pour n'importe quel sort de projet - à cause des 

caractéristiques particulières de chaque projet de construction - a comme conséquence, 

l'obligation d'évaluer chaque stratégie à la lumière des caractéristiques spécifiques de chaque 

projet. 

Parmi tous les scénarios possibles en ce qui concerne la stratégie d'acquisition d'un 

bâtiment, la sélection de celle qui est la plus performante reste la première priorité du maître 

d'ouvrage. 

Les résdtats des recherches antérieures ont démontré que la performance du 

processus de conception et de construction est affectée inversement par le niveau des 
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conflits inter-organisationnels. En conséquence, pour obtenir un projet de qualité qui répond 

aux exigences et auu objectifs du maître d'ouvrage, ce dernier cherchera à minimiser les 

codi ts  et les contestations qui en décodent. 

Les réclamations sont une conséquence des conflits qui découlent d'une approche 

inappropriée à la maîtnse d'ouvrage. Cette proposition est explorée et vérifiée au cours de 

notre recherche. 

Les projets rencontrent souvent des retards qui aboutissent à des réclamations; de ce 

fait, ces réclarnations peuvent être considérées comme ui bon indicateur de la validité de 

l'approche adoptée par le maître d'ouvrage. 

Le concept des "codlits hter-organisationnels" et son lien d'une part avec le concept 

de "design de l'organisation du projet" et d'autre part avec le concept de "réclamations" - 

comme manifestations de ces "conflits inter-organisatiomeIs" - est élaboré. Il suggère que 

le nombre, la sévérité et la récurrence dzs réclamations dues à des retards donnent une bonne 

indication permettant d'évaluer la performance du processus de conception et de réalisation 

du bâtiment. 

Les réclarnations dues à des retards sont identifiées à partir de la jurisprudence. 

L'analyse de cette jurisprudence founiit l'information qui permet d'explorer les relations 

entre les concepts mentionnés ci-dessus et d'approfondir l'identification des sources de 

conflit sous les différentes stratégies de maîtrise d'ouvrage. 

Cette recherche examine la question de savoir si le niveau de la performance d'un 

projet est reflété par Ie nombre et l'étendu des réclamations dues à des retards et de savoir si 

ces réclamations ont un impact différent sur les projets en fonction des différentes stratégies 

de maîirise d'ouvrage. Plus spécifiquement, les réclamations dues à des retards sont 

examinées en fonction des différentes stratégies d'acquisition du bâtiment, surtout dans les 

cas où la durée du projet est considérée comme très importante par le maître d'ouvrage. 



Quelques facteurs critiques qui déterminent le succès ou Péchec d'un projet sont 

identifiés à partir de l'analyse d'un grand nombre des projets qui ont donné lieu à des 

problèmes. Cette analyse permettra d'expliquer les différences entre le niveau de 

performance des différentes stratégies d'acquisition des projets. 

L'examen de ces facteurs stratégiques - coiisidérés en fonction des différentes 

stratégies d'acquisition de bâtiments - nous a permis, d'une part, d'identifier ceux qui 

entraînent des pertes de temps et des coûts additionnels et, d'autre part, de proposer une 

approche à l'évaluation de la performance des différentes stratégies d'acquisition de 

bâtiments, 

Un examen des sources des confiits donnant lieu à des réclamations et des litiges, en 

tenant compte des différentes stratégies d'acquisition de bâtiments adoptées nous permettra 

d'identifier quelle stratégie est la plus susceptible d'aboutir a un haut niveau de réclamations, 

ce qui, à son tour, implique une grande perte de temps et un grand impact fmancier. 

En conséquence, il devient possible de suggérer quelle stratégie adéquate de maîtrise 

d'ouvrage sera la p l u  appropriée, tout en tenant compte des objectifs du maître d'ouvrage. 

Un examen des stratégies de recherche utilisées en sciences humaines (expériences, 

enquêtes et études de cas) nous a permis de conclure qu'une combinaison des deux dernières 

(enquêtes et études de cas) est la meilleure pour rencontrer les exigences de notre recherche. 

Cette approche a, donc, été appliquée à cent vingt-et-un cas qui furent identifiés dans les 

textes juridiques, puis sélectionnés pour une étude très approfondie. 

De plus deux enquêtes effectuées dans la région du Montréal métropolitain ont 

permis d'établir des groupes de contrôle. La première enquête permet de comparer la 

distribution des projets de bâtiments parmi les différentes stratégies d'acqxisition du 
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bâtiment et la deuxième permet d'établir et d'esquisser la perception des experts sur 

l'importance relative des différentes sources des réclamations. 

Les études des cas et la comparaison de celle-ci avec le groupe de contrôle ont 

permis d'identifier les stratégies susceptibles d'avoir une grande incidence de réclamations, 

et d'apprécier jusqu'à quel point la résolution de ces réclamations peut être longue et 

coûteuse. En conséquence, les propositions sur le choix des stratégies d'acquisition de 

bâtiments peuvent être suggérées aux maîh-es d'ouvrages tout en tenant compte de leurs 

propres objectifs. 

Un des problèmes majeurs rencontrés dans la poursuite d'une recherche de cette 

nature est l'absence de consensus sur la définition et la catégorisation des différentes 

stratégies d'acquisition de bâtiments; en plus L'utilisation de la terminologie dans ce domaine 

est confuse et peu consistante. Une catégorisation en des stratégies d'acquisition de 

bâtiments en trois grandes familles est adoptées, d'après la catégorisation de Masterman 

(1992); elle est discutée en détail et elle est utilisée comme base d'une méthode logique 

permettant la catégorisation des différentes stratégies d'acquisition observés en Amérique du 

Nord. 

La base théorique pour notre recherche a été empruntée à l'école de pensée qui 

étudie la prise de décision dans un environnement inter-organisationnel. En fonction de 

cette approche il a été montré précédemment que le niveau des conflits inter- 

organisationnels affecte inversement la performance du processus de production des 

bâtiments, et, de ce fait, correspond à un mauvais choix de stratégie d'acquisition. Notre 

recherche propose d'utiliser l'incidence des réclamations dues à des retards comme façon de 

mesurer le niveau des conflits inter-organisationnels, en associant les causes principales aux 

caractéristiques déterminantes de ces conflits. Une fois q'une façon de mesurer le niveau 

des confiits a pu être développée, il devient possible d'évaluer la performance des différentes 

stratégies d'acquisition et de conseiller les maitres d'ouvrage en conséquence. 
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La recherche est présentée en cinq chapitres: 

Chapitre 1 (Le processus de production de bâtiment): Ce chapitre discute en 

détail le processus de production de bâtiments et le problème de Leur 

acquisition, considéré comme une décision stratégique dans un contexte 

organisationnef particulier. Ceci nous permet d'esquisser la toile de fond 

nécessaire à la compréhension du contexte de notre recherche. L'idée d'utiliser 

la notion de conflit inter-organisationnel comme outil d'évaluation du processus 

de production de bâtiments est égaiement présenté afin d'avancer notre 

hypothèse, à savoir: qu'on peut se servir des réclamations dues à des retards - 
considérées comme manifestations des conflits inter-organisationnels - comme 

façon de mesurer et d'évaluer la performance des différentes stratégies 

d'acquisition disponibles au maître d'ouvrage, parmi lesquelles il doit faire son 

choix. 

Chapitre 2 (Conflits et réclamations): Ce chapitre explore les problèmes 

inhérents aux conflits inter-organisatiomeIs et en identifie les causes 

principales; il trace la transformation de ces contlits en disputes et puis en 

réclamations. 

Certains facteurs critiques communs affectent le succès ou l'échec du projet. 

L'accent est mis sur les facteurs stratégiques qui sont caractéristiques des 

différentes approches à l'acquisition de projets. il devient alors possible 

d'identifier ceux qui sont associés a une grande perte de temps et qui ont un 

grand impact financier. Nous pouvoos ensuite évaluer les performances des 

différentes stratégies d'acquisition de bâtiments. 
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Chapitre 3 (Méthodologie de recherche): Ce chapitre discute le choix de la 

stratégie de recherche grâce à un examen et une discussion des stratégies de 

recherche utilisées en sciences sociales (expériences, enquêtes et études de cas). 

Les enquêtes et les études de cas, ensemble, paraissent offrir le niveau de détail 

nécessaire pour répondre aux besoins de notre recherche. Une explication est 

donnée quant à la façon dont les cas ont été identifiés et choisis parmi les cas de 

réclamations ayant été l'objet de jugements en cours. Les hypothèses de 

recherche sont avancées, la stratégie de recherche développée - compte tenu de 

la nature et de la disponibilité des données qui devaient être recueillies pour 

appuyer les propositions - et les variables définies. 

Chapitre 4 (Analyse des données et discussion): Ce chapitre présente les 

résultats des études et des enquêtes en quatre sections: les caracténstiques des 

méthodes d'acquisition de projets, les conséquences des réclamations, les causes 

des réclamations et l'interdépendance des trois sections précédentes. Chaque 

section se termine par une discussion des résultats qu'elle a permis de proposer. 

Chapitre 5 (Conclusion et recommandations): Ce chapitre présente les 

conclusions suggérées par notre étude ainsi que des recommandations portant 

sur les recherches fùtures. 

En résumé, donc, cette étude examine l'interrelation entre les différents 

cheminements utilisés pour l'acquisition de bâtiments et les réclamations qui peuvent surgir 

à cause des délais; elle permet d'analyser et de quantifier les aspects essentiels de cette 

interrelation. Tous les faits on été obtenus a partir de données objectives puisque les cas ont 

été tirés des dossiers juridiques qui présentent des jugement fondés sur des faits; il a été 

possible d'éviter tout biais dû à des opinions subjectives. 
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Nous tenons à souligner le fait que notre approche globale à la problématique de la 

maîtrise d'ouvrage et des difticdtés qui peuvent en découler est tout à f i t  inédite en 

Amérique du Nord. A notre connaissance, nous sommes des précurseurs à cet égard. 

Nous espérons que les résultats de cette recherche offriront aux maîtres d'ouvrage 

des indications appropriées qui les aideront à évaluer les risques associés à une stratégie 

d'acquisition particulière. et à les conscientiser sur les causes possibles des disputes et de la 

fréquence de celles-ci. 

Cette recherche vise, donc, à combler partiellement le vide dans la connaissance 

disponible concernant les sources, les causes et les effets des conflits dans Pindustrie de la 

construction Nord-Américaine. L'investigation et l'identification des causes qui contribuent 

a la naissance des conflits. peuvent aider à formuler des stratégies qui pourraient minimiser 

le risque de conflits dès le départ du projet. 
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Buildings are usualiy procured before they are built, so that prior quality assessrnent 

of the product by the owner is impossible. Difficdties are compounded by the fact that the 

owner's procurement decisions directly affect the performance of the designing and building 

process, and only thence the performance of the building itself. 

The procurement strategy establishes the contractual fhmework for any project and 

determines p roj ect-related authority and general responsibility assignments. Constnic tion 

contracts M e r  expand and define this authority and responsibility among the 

organizations involved. They follow the pattern of the procurement strategy by assigning 

roles and responsibiiities to those who wili be operating under the contractuai relationships. 

In addition, because a procurement strategy implies a general scope of work for each 

participant, construction contracts must clarify and comrnunicate the details of that scope. 

Accepting the fact that there is no one procurement strategy (or organizational 

profile) suitable for any type of project, because of the unique features of each building 

project (site, requirements, timing and so on), it can then be suggested that each shategy 

should be evaluated in rhe light of each projectls specific characteristics. 

Within al1 the available scenarios and variants of the project procurement strategies, 

selecting the highest performïng project organizationai strategy still remains the highest 

pnority for the building owner. 

From the results of previous research, it has been dernonstrated that the performance 

of the designing and building process is advenely affected by the level of inter- 

organizational conflict. Consequentiy, to obtain a quality project that fulnlls the owner's 

objectives, he or she is interested in avoiding inter-organizational confiicr and disputes. 

Construction claims are in themselves a manifestation of inter-organizational conflict; they 

are assumed to be the resdt of the selection of an inappropnate procurement strategy. This 

suggestion is explored and verified during the course of this research Projects are nearly 
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always delayed, ending up with claims for delays. This suggests using such delay c1ah-m as 

an indicator of the appropriateness of the chosen procurement strategy. 

The concepts of "inter-organizational conflict" - and its link to "project organization 

design" - and that of "claims" - as a manifestation of "inter-organizational conflict" - are 

discussed. They suggest that the project process performance may be revealed by the 

nurnber, severity and recurrence of "tirne-related claims" or (delay claims). "Tirne-retated 

claims" are identified from case-law. The analysis of case-law provides data that enables 

the relaiionship between the above concepts to be explored as well as offering an in-depth 

understanding of the root causes that give rise to conflict and claims under different project 

procurement strategies. 

This research investigates whether and how the level of project performance is 

reflected in the nurnber and the extent of delay clairns that impinge on projects under 

different contractual settings. More specifically, it examines claims arising fkom delays and 

relates them to the available procurement strategies, particularly in instances where project 

time is found to be an important consideration for the building owner. 

Identification of some of the common criticai factors affecting project success and 

failure - drawn fiom a number of building projects in which such problems arose - gives an 

insight into the differences between altemate procurement çtrategies. By placing emphasis 

on strategic factors within different approaches to projecr procurement, it should be possible 

to identie those which affect time and cost o v e m .  This should allow us to evaluate the 

performances of the alternate building procurement strategies. 

A study of the root causes of conaict that lead to clairns under different 

procurement strategies can help in suggestkig which strategy is likely to lead to a higher 

incidence of claims, involving more time lost and having a higher hancial impact. A 

suitable procurement strategy can then be identified, without losing sight of the owneh 

objectives. 

(8 Tarek Ahmed Abdel Mcguid 1997 
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An examination and discussion of social science research strategies for experirnents, 

surveys and case stuclies; suggests that the latter two provide the necessary hi& level of 

inter-related detail required to meet the needs of this research. One hundred and twenty one 

cases were identified and selected fkom adjudicated claims for an in-depth study. The 

control group was established fiom two surveys in the Metropolitan area of Montreal, the 

k t  survey is used to compare the distribution of building projects arnong the different 

procurement strategies and the second aims at getting experts' perceptions on the relative 

importance of pre-identified root causes of claims. 

One of the major problems in undertaking such a research is the absence of any 

consensus on the definition and on the categonzation of different procurement strategies, 

as well as the confusing and interchangeable use of procurement terms. A three-part 

categorization of building procurement strategies, following Masterman's (1992) 

categorization, is discussed in detail and introduced as a logical method for categonzing 

the different procurement strategies in North Amerka. 

The "Inter-organizational Decision Making" school's theory has been chosen as 

the fiamework for this research. Inter-organizational conflict has been shown to 

inversely affect the performance of the procurement strategies. The proposition of this 

research is to investigate the suitability of using time-related claims as a measure of inter- 

organizational conflict by linking the root causes of claims to the determinants of inter- 

oganizational conflict. A yardstick can then be developed to assess the performance of 

different procurement strategies and advise owners accordingly. 

The q u m e n t  is developed in five chapters: 

Chapter 1 (The building process): This chapter discusses in detail the building 

process and the building procurement problem, considered as  a strategic decision in 

an organizational conte* to give the theoretical background necessary for this 

research. The concept of the use of inter-organizational contlict as the building 
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process performance-appraisal tool is also discussed to advance the premise of this 

research which is to use claims - which are assumed to be a manifestation of inter- 

organizational conflict - as a yardstick to evduate the performance of the different 

procurement mtegies available for the building owner to choose fkom. 

Chapter 2 (Conflict and claims): This chapter explores the inherent probiems and 

identifies the root causes of inter-organizational contlict that are manifested in 

disputes and claims. 

Some of the common critical factors affecthg project success and failure are 

discwed. Placing emphasis on strategic factors within different approaches to 

project procurement; should make it possible to ident@ those which affect t h e  and 

cost o v e m .  This wodd allow us to evaluate the performances of altemate 

building procurement mtegies. 

Chapter 3 (Research methodology): This chapter discusses how the research 

strategy is selected through an examination and a discussion of social science 

research strategies (experiments, surveys and case studies). Surveys and case snidies 

combined are found to provide the necessary high level of inter-related detail 

required to fidfill the needs of this research. An explanation is given as to how the 

cases were identified and selected fkom adjudicated claims. The research hypotheses 

are stated; the strategy for the research is developed, considering the data that need 

to be collected to support the stated propositions, and the variables defined. 

Chapter 4 (Data analysis and discussion): This chapter presents the resdts in four 

sections: project procurement characteristics, claims outcornes, causes of claims and 

relationship between classifications. Each section ends with a discussion of the 

results under that particdar section. 

0 Tarek A Iimed A bdrl Meguid 199 7 
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Chapter 5 (Conclusion and recommendations): This chapter presents the 

conclusions deduced fiom the present study together with the recornniendations for 

m e r  research. 

As far as we are aware, this is the k t  study in North America which Iooks into the 

relationship between different project procurement paths and delay-related claims; it is also 

the f k t  which attempts to analyze and quanti@ it. Al1 facts were obtained fiom historical 

da@ since cases were drawn fkom case-law which represents a facts-based judgement and 

is not biased by subjective opinions. 

It is hoped that the results of this research will provide ownes with suitable 

benchmarks for assisting them in assessing the nsks associated with a particular 

procurement strategy, as well as creating an increased awareness among them of likely 

causes of disputes and their frequencies. 

This research is, therefore. intended to partially fiIl the gap in the available 

knowledge of the sources, causes and effects of conflict in the North American 

construction industry. Such an investigation into, and identification of the "conuibuting 

causes" to contlict, can help shape strategies that may minimize conflict occurrences in the 

first instance. 

O Tarrk Airmed A bdel Mquid 1997 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Buildings are u d l y  procured before they are built, so that prior quality assessrnent 

of the product by the owner is impossible. Difficulties are compounded by the fact that the 

owner's procurement decisions (strategies) directly atfect the perfomance of the designing 

and building process and only thence the performance of the building itself. 

The building industry is different from other indusaies, since it is characterized by 

the temporary and multi-organizational nature of the building project organization, where 

different task-organizations are temporarily assembled to build the project that satidies die 

ownefs needs and constraints. These task-nrganizations may never meet again and are 

therefore involved in a power struggle to prornote their own long term objectives over the 

short term objectives of the building project. thus causing inter-organizational conflict which 

was found in previous research to be invenely proportional to the performance of the 

building project (Mohsini, 1985). 

An understanding of the unique nature of the building indusûy by itself is not 

suficient to improve its performance since ownen are often at a Ioss in choosing an 

appropriate way to procure their buildings due to the wide variety of available building 

procurement options. Thus owners are faced with a procurement problem. 

This chapter discusses in detail the building process and the procurement problem, 

considered as a strategic decision in an organizationai context, to give the theoretical 

background necessary for this research. The concept of the use of inter-organizational 

tonflict as the building process performance-appraisal tool is also discussed to advance the 

premise of this research which is to use claims - which are assumed to be a manifestation of 

inter-organizational conflict - as a yardstick to evaiuate the performance of the different 

procurement strategies available for the building owner to choose fiom. 
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1.2 THE BUILDING PROJECT ORGANIZATION 

Unlike traditional closed organizations, the building industry is an open 

organization. in closed organizations. the components are not readily interchangeable, 

meaning that there is oniy one participant assigned to do a particular job; in ûpen 

organizations (like the building industry) the different components (e.g. contractors, 

architects, enk@nees) of the orgaRization are interchangeable and intervene in response to 

changing conditions, according to the availability of work and their desire to perform it. 

Their participation is short-term or "ephemerai". 

The building industryl is characterized by being custom-oriented and incentive- 

dependenf and by its dependence on hurnan factors; consequently, the building process' is 

highly hgrnented and sometimes divisive (Barrie and Paulson. 1992). It is also marked by 

the fact that ih  product is location specific. thus differentiating it tiom other rnanufacturing 

industries (Roberts, 1 974). 

The building ind- is therefore a conglomeration of quite diverse particip.mts 

from different fields. The building projeci orgarzization, uniike project organizations in 

other indusnies, is composed of a number of usually srna11 independent organizations which 

onIy corne together on a temporary basis and establish links with each other when and for as 

long as the need arises; the building project organization is a "multi-organization" (Figure 

i-1). 

As soon as the project is completed, the project organization is dissolved and the 

participating organizations (usually called "task-organizations") join other projects. Also, as 

there are many task-organizations that can perform the same task every time that a new 

1 The buitding industry: is the linkage benveen supply and demand for man-made envimnmcnt or building space. 
The slements of the building industry are diverse: they vary from owners (demmd side) with their different profiles; and 
architects, enginers, conuactors. sub-contractors, suppliers, and manufacturers (supply side) [Katsanis and Davidson. 19961. 
2 The building process: Describes the whole process frorn perception of the need to the occupancy of building by the 
owner [Davidson. I9881. 
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project organization is assemble& each task-organization may have to work with an entirely 

new set of participants on each successive project with which it becomes uivolved; therefore 

temporariness is an important feature that disùnguishes the building project organization 

fiom almost any other. 

I THE WUTiCAL CONTIXT a THE E!WIROFIMENI OF 

FINANCIAL INSlïRTIONS 

PLANNING BOARDS 

BUILDlNG OWNERS a a +O:* e...m 

ARCHITECTS a a a,:. i. e*.*e 

CONÇULnNG ENGINEERÇ l C-0 * - a  

GENEML CO-CTORS . . .*k - - a(.--.*. *@ 

SUBCONTRACTORS a a .,:O a a m;-.a 

SUPPUERS a a 0 a :a 0 ':e--*e 

MANUFACTURERS O a a.'. - - _ _ _ _ -  m j i  .--.O 

RESOURCE ORCA!!KATIONS 

The building team in the building industry and the building 
industry within its environment. Members of the building tearn 
are selected fiom among the many enterprises in each category 
which exists within the building industry; they corne together to 
cary out a particular building project. E-vtra-industry 
participants are depicted outside the project boundary (planning 
boards, financial institutions, resource organizations and 
controiling authonties). Environmental impacts are s h o w  by 
arrows. 

The Building owner, although shown within the industry, 
belongs to a system of his own, extemal to the industry, and has 
fiinetions and interests quite separate fiom the industry, yet 
ciosely involved with the building process wherever he or she 
needs a building. 

Figure 1.1: Building project as a temporary multi-organization (Mer Davidson, 1988) 
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In a building project, the formation of the building team is progressive, f?om the 

time the building owner makes an initial contact directly (or through a representative) with 

the £ k t  party whose seMces he or she requires (usually, the architect) until the last 

specialist subcontract is signed. Thus although a large number of task-organizations are 

involved at some time or other, or for some period or other while the building project is 

being carried out, not al1 are involved in the process sirnultaneously (Mohsini and Davidson, 

1991)- 

Thus in management and in legal ternis, the organizational structure of the building 

process is temporary and multi-organizationai in nature. Task-orgaNzations establish links 

with each other on a project-by-project basis; the procurement strates and the contractual 

relations chosen by the owner govem these relationships. Although the different task- 

organizations corne together to form a "project tearn", they are in fact necessarily 

fundamentally independent of each other. The consequences of the decisions that they make 

are interdependent (even if the decisions are acnially made independently) and, if not in 

harmony with those of other participating task-organizations, can disrupt the working of the 

project, hence creating a management problem (Davidson and Mohsini, 1987). 

1.3 BUILDING PROJECTS AS TEMPORARY LMULTI-ORGANTZATIONS 

Whiie temporariness is a cornmon characteristic of any project organization by its 

nature (since projects are defined in ternis of a start date, a lapse of time and a finish date), 

the mdti-organizational characteristic is, as has been mentioned, specific to building project 

organizations3. Each organization participating in the building team is itself an independent 

organization, with its own objectives, long-term plans and so on (Davidson, L 988; Mohsini 

and Davidson 1986). 

3 Some OF the entertainment industries (e.g. film-making) also possess some of these characteristics 

Q Tard .4 Itmed A bdel rtfquid 199 7 
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A temprary multi-organislation thus has to reconciie the disparities between two 

levels of organizationd objectives: 

1- The "temporary" objectives of the organization responsible for the project; 

7. The "permanent" objectives of each participating task-organization. 

The fm level of objectives in building projects is genedly defined by the owner 

(where the term "owner" includes the consideration of the interests of the users and the 

af3ected cornrnunity - even if this "consideration" is often only marginal). These 

"temporary" objectives are the requirements and the conmaints that are imposed upon the 

project by the purchaser and by the environment within which he or she operates and widiin 

which he or she must build; the project organization is obligated to meet these requirements 

and accept the consnaints. 

The second level of objectives includes those that are typicai of any permanent 

organization namely, survival in the marketplace, enhancement of its domain and its 

position in it. and so on. 

Each of the task-organizations participating in a project is a permanent organization 

in its own nghc and as such also has its own permanent organizationai objectives. However. 

once it becomes part of the project organization, the independent organization has to 

undertake to confine, to a certain extent, the achievement of its independent objectives in 

order to respect the project's system of objectives (the fïrst level objectives). Thus, the 

degree to which these second-level objectives are met depends largely on the relative 

bargaining power of the firms within the project organization, and on the extent to which the 

disadvantaged organization may or may not be able to rneet its survival objective, possibly 

even abandoning its role in the project organization and jeopardizing the first-level 

objectives of the temporary organization as whole (Mohsini, 1 992). 
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A project organization that is mandated to serve the interest of the client, and hence 

is committed to fulfiiling the fm-level objectives. must create an environment that 

rninunizes the risk of individual participants failing to meet their own objectives adequately: 

in other words, the mode of organization must brhg under control, as far as possible. the 

disparity between the project-level objectives and the participant-level objectives. 

As resulk a situation that requires joint decision making is transformed into a kind of 

contest to claim greater bargaining powers. and al1 this despite the abundance of precedents, 

both in practice as well as in the literature which suggest that, in situations where 

interdependence exists, the combined retums of al1 task-orgmkations that seek to maximize 

their separate retum functions is less than the joint retums in situations where the task- 

organizations are willing to coordinate their actions under a super-ordinate objective. This 

situation is known in management terms as "inter-organization codict". 

1.4 PROCURENENT STRATEGY - A CONTRACTUAL FRAMEW0R.K 

As most buildings are normdly purchased before they are designed or built, their 

acquisition cannot be based on the farniliar methods of evaluating and selecting off-the-shelf 

products. Instead, a building owner has to identiq and systematicaily compare the various 

procedures that he or she can set in motion to obtain his or her biiilding. Furthemore. as the 

building owner has to deal with an industry that is often described as a rnulti-industry, 

refemng to its unique characteristic that on any project a large nurnber of task-organizations 

are brought together, he or she is gohg to have to deliberately integrate these speciaiist 

organizations into a building team through a process of organizational design. This process 

of strategic decision making (or procurement) refen specifically to the sequence of 

decisions a d o r  actions that the client must envisage as soon as he or she contemplates 

acquiring a new facility. 

These procurement strategies establish the contractual h e w o r k  that will 

determine the nature of the relationships between the various participants in the project 
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team. together with the timing and duration of their interventions. Legai contracts merely 

tramIate these strategies into the d e s  goveming the relationships, rights and responsibilities 

of each party. 

Given the multi-organizational nature of the project organization, these different 

procurement strategies correspond to the many possible foms that the relationships between 

the different independent organimtions can assume, the extent of the bargainhg powers 

ailowed to each of thern, and, by setting the timing, the degree of uncertainly within which 

they must operate. Thus, selecting a procurement strategy is, in fact, equivalent to a strategic 

decision, taken by the owner. to decide how the building process is to be organized and by 

implication, how well it will perform. The procurement process usually involves four stages 

(Mohsini and Davidson, 1 99 1, see Figure 1 2): 

Stage 1: 

Stage 2: 

Stage 3: 

Stage 4: 

The owner makes the strategic decision whether to purchase, to lease the 

required facility or to commission a purpose-built facility. This decision is 

based on the owner's objectives and constraints as wel1 as on the market 

availability of this type of facility. 

If the cornmissioning of a purpose-built facility option is selected in the first 

stage, then the question of organizing the building process is addressed. The 

bespoke nature of the building project (the building being purchased before 

being built) represents a challenge to determine the most appropnate way of 

organizing the process to fit the particular needs and constraints of the 

project. 

In the third stage, a project organization is actuaily assembled in accordance 

with the dictates of the selected procurement process. 

In the fourth stage, the project is developed through the various phases of 

design and design development, and the owner awaits the end of the 

construction for the project to be delivered and ready to be occupied. 

0 Tarek Alrmed Abdel M@d 1997 
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BLOCK 'A' 

I r 1  nad? S; 

(Blocks 'A', 'B' and 'C represent the procurement path) 

Figure 12:  Building procurement - a strategic decision (Mo& and Davidson, 199 1) 
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Since most clients are generaily interested in acquiring only a specific type of 

consmicted facility, they shouid be aware of the critical problem posed by the second stage 

of the procurement process (Le. to be able to determine the rnost appropriate way of 

organizing the building process). Some clients require periodic acquisition of new faciiities 

whereas othee oniy require one once in a long wMe and rnay not be so conversant with the 

various contractual alternatives (Hendrickson and Au, 1989). One client project manager 

interviewed stated that "there are something like 137 different standard conditions of 

contracts; it is difficult for a client to keep up with the advantages of each one" (Gardiner 

and Simmons, 1992). Thus, the building owners must have at hand some systematic 

selection procedure to guide their choice. To guide in makuig this decision, information 

about how different task organizations fare under different procurement strategies should be 

forthcomuig. 

1.5 PROCUREMENT - A RANGE OF PROCESSES 

For a long period of tirne, the traditionai (design-bid-build) process has been the 

most common form for building procurement. In this process, the owner appoints 

consultants for design and cos  control, then later selects a main contractor to carry out the 

work based on an agreed upon fee. 

In its landmark report, "hterdependence & Uncertainty: A Study of the Building 

Industry" (Crichton (ed.), 1967), the Tavistock institute contended that the traditional 

process of construction is a closed loop system. The flow of infornation takes place in only 

one direction without any feedback to the initiator of the previous phases. Thus while 

design effects scheduling, scheduling cannot effect design. This unidirectional flow causes 

many of the woes of the industry. Each individual organization closely guards its 

experience and its expertise, and does not want to share them with cornpeting organizations. 

The traditionai (design-bid-build) process of construction has also been found to be 

inadequate in dealing with the growing compiexi~ of the techno-socio-economic 
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environment of the building process. The Tavistock report suggested that a system with 

proper feedback aod adequate sharing of information was needed by the industry, and that 

uniess such a system was developed, the building industry would have difficulty in evolving 

to meet changing demands on its services. 

Other negaiive factors that are characteristic of the traditional building procurement 

processes (and which are bringing pressure for change) include (Barrie and Paulson 1992; 

Masteman, 1992; Mohsini, 1985): 

- inadequate project briefing; 

- No overail coordination; 

- Separahon of design and construction; 

- Rernoteness of manufacturer froni the building process; 

- increased size of projects; 

- Changing owner profile: 

- International competition; 

- The changing socio-economic environment. 

They d l  suggest the oppomuiity of developing dtemate procurement processes. 

The procurement of building projects by means of non-traditiond methods is a 

erowing trend; the switch to these non-traditional project procurement practices is 
CI 

fiequentiy advocated due to their promise of higher productivity in the utilization of 

resouces (materiais, equipment, labor, money, t h e ,  and management) than is possible 

under the traditional method. In redity, however, each of these alternative procurement 

methods attempts to address a particuiar set of problems and, in a world of trade-offs, ends 

up introducing some problems of its own. Furthemore, since the extent or the nature of the 

relative advantages and disadvantages of each procurement strategy are sparsely studied and 

hence are largely unknown, the selecbon of one over the other is almost entirely based upon 

subjective data and daims (Barrie and Paulson, 1992; Tatum, 1986; Havilland, 1976; 

Glover, 1974). 
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Today, when the owners decide to acquire new buildings to meet some specifïc 

needs through a process of designing and construction, a complex procedure is set in 

motion. They are faced with a large number of plausible project organkation forms to 

choose fiom. They might wish to remain with the traciitional f o m  of procurement or choose 

one of the more ment  forms such as design-build, construction management and their 

variants (hunkey, project management, etc.). Therefore, the owners have to be very 

knowledgeable (or have good advison) to be able to rnake the nght decision and select the 

process most suited to their requirements. 

This proliferation of the different ways of orga-g the building process has, in 

h m ,  raised the question of cornparhg these processes and finding the best fit between what 

they can deliver and the particular requirernents and constraints of the building ownen. A 

number of authors have addressed this particuiar problem and have produced 

recommendations, mostly of a qualitative nature, to guide the building owner through the 

maze of available options. nieir shortcomings, however, lie in the fact that searching for a 

ba i s  of cornparison poses a problem of its own as different procurement strategies may be 

analyzed and compared in many different ways. For instance, a survey of recent literature on 

this particular problem shows that different project-procurement strategies can be described 

and compared in many different ways, for example (Mohsini, 1993): 

- In terms of the sequence in which building procurement options 

(design-bid-build; design-b-build-bid) are performed (Fazio et al, 

1988); 

- In terms of the dominant contractual framework (tumkey; design- 

build) which governs each one of them (Ibbs and Ashley, 1987; 

Naoum and Langford, 1987; Nahapiet and Nahapiet, 1985; Sidwell, 

1983); 

In terms of the central control and integrating mechanism underlying 

each of the processes (separated and co-operative procurement 
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strate=; integrated procurement strategy and management-oriented 

procurernent strategy) ('Masterman, 1 992); 

In tems of the organizational variables affecthg the performance of 

the process, e.g., inter-organïzational codict, learning experience, 

consmiction methods. design approaches, and the organitation f o m  

they give nse to (Kumaraswamy. 1996; Ta- 198% Lansley, 1986; 

Mohsini and ~avidson, i 986; Havilland. 1976). 

Procurement strategies rnust be related to the prionties of the building owner 

(which is the most pressing constraint for him: cost? tirne? quality?). Each mategy is ideal 

for some aspects of typical client demand, whilst being weaker on othes. No procurement 

path is best in al1 circurnstances. 

1.6 BUILDING PROCUREMENT - AN ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEM 

The very fact that buildings are sold before they are produced so that the usud  

metliods of product appraisal, prior to purchase, cannot be appiied to buildings causes 

serious problems to owners. The fbnire building owners - once they decide that their 

building needs c m  best be met by designing and building a new custom-made facility - are 

faced with a large number of procurement strategies. The selection of the most appropriate 

procurement strategy (that meets a project's specific characteristics and constrains) should 

be based on the assumption that where a combination of project conditions and 

organizational form offes a higher expectancy that the permanent objectives of ail 

participants will be met, there will be a lower potentiai for inter-organizational codict and 

consequentiy higher project performance will be achieved. 

Thus, the fûndamental problems that a building owner faces c m  be nunmarized as: 

a- How to achieve a quality product without the benefits of being able to evaluate it 

before its purchase?; 
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b- How to evaluate the altemate project organizational forms by which the building 

process can be organized?: 

c- How to reconcile the long term objectives of each of the task-organizations with the 

short term objectives of the project and avoid inter-organizational confiict?. 

d- iiow to avoid time-, money-, and effort-consuming disputes and daims? 

Classicai organizationai theory focuses on the principles of how the interna1 

organization of the "closed systems" fïrms îùnction. It p r e m e s  that the task of the 

manager is "universal" and that the manager's duty shouid be centered on the best way to 

divide up the tasks within the organization and on the best way to obtain an integration of 

the parts of the organization itself. Classicai theory assumes that the function of 

management should necessarily be separated fkom tasks of production. and that 

organizations should be bmken d o m  Uito departments or sections or work groups which are 

functionally independent. Thus, the classical organization theory only explains the 

performance of large permanent organizations (which are closed organizations) and does 

little to explain how the building industry operates. 

Another argument for the failure of the organizationd theory to address the specific 

problems of the building industry is that the temporary and rnulti-organizationai nature of 

the building tearn is an addirional contingency affecthg the structure of the building team 

itself In essence these two characteristics lead to a less bureaucratie and more decentralized 

structure - as time and coalition politics work against cenealization - than would be foreseen 

using the Classicai organizational theory. 

Recent developments in organizational theory are at last recognizing that the closed 

system is not the only form of organization and there are other forms of organizations, 

which are equally valid in particular circumstances. Prior to 1967. the dominant question in 

the field had been " What is the siîtgIe bert wuy to manage and organite? " B y intmducing 

the "Contingency Theory of Organizations", the main concem changed to "Wlrat 

management style and organization furrn U suiied to a particular sif~iafion?" More 
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specifically, the focus was on the fit between an organization and its environment 

(Lawrence and Lorsch, 1 986). 

The "Contingency Theory of Organizations" proposed by Lawrence and Lorsch 

(1969) suggested the existence of a continuum of organization types, ranging fiorn strict, 

authoritarian, a-personal organizations in a stable environment, to work groups bound 

together only b y a degree of cominunality of objectives in a rapidly changing environment. 

Lawrence and Losch claimed that the more different the patterns of thought and behavior of 

the individuals who are required to work together, the more dinicult it is for them to achieve 

an integrated effort. They dso recognized that in order for the tension to be resolved, formal 

di fferentiation between the individuai activities and organizations was an essential 

requirement for high performance, provided that - thus diierentiated - their actions are 

somehow properly integrated depending on the environmental conditions and requirements 

of the task. Thus, there exists a continuum of organizational types with clused W e m s  - 

stable environment - defined task at one extreme, and open systems - unstable environment - 
~mcirfined m k  at the other. 

It is interesting to note that the shift from traditional building process to alternative 

building processes was timely and coincided with the shift in the paradigm of organizational 

behavior. 

Miller and Rice (1967) argue that the reasons for the present poor performance of 

the building project organization are. firstIy, the lack of integration between the individual 

organizations and, secondly, the fact that the considerable differentiation between the 

individual members of the building process has only a reduced impact because the 

boundaries that accompany the differentiation are both ili-dehed and wrongly situated. 

One can add that the increase in the cornplexity of building projects and in the 

interdependency of task-organizations have led to more iriformality and flexibility in the 

project control mechanism. 
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Social and technological changes have undermined the traditional organizational 

boundaries, and the informai practices that have grown up in response to the demands of 

reality have blurred the formai boundaries. -4s a result, there is a situation of uncertainiy. 

Miller and Rice claim that unless a boundary is adequately located and clearly d e h e d  m to 

ils nature as well as ifs location, different people will draw it in different places and hence 

there d l  be confusion between "inside" and "outside". in the case of an individual, this 

confusion leads to amiety; in the case of an enterprise, to ineficiency and failure. They 

suggest that there is a need to redraw the organizational boundaries of the building process 

so that. if possible, the formal boundaries coincide with the administrative interfaces. 

These formal boundaries between the different organizations in the building process 

are defined by the contrachial arrangements; consequently by changing the contractual 

arrangements one can effectively alter the position of the organizational boundaries, which 

in tum alters the organization of the building process. This is for the O bvious reason that the 

contractual arrangements are the principal integrating device of the building process, 

formaily linking together the different organizations involved in the project. By introducing 

changes in the contractual arrangements (Le. through the procurement stntegies. which are 

the strategic decisions taken upstream and represent the fiarnework of the contractual 

arrangements) it should be possible to increase integration, irnprove the definition of the 

differentiation and therefore irnprove the performance of the building process. 

For the purposes of identification and communicatio~ it is necessary to adopt a term 

to descnbe this organization. An examination of past research and literature reveals that 

phrases such as "building procurement method", "procurement form". "procurement 

strategy", "procurement process", and "procurement path" have been used by various 

authorities when referring to this concept (Masterman, 1989; NEDO, 1985; Bennett, 1985). 
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Franks and Harlow (1990) describe "the amaigam of activities undertaken by a 

owner to obtain a building" as a "building procurement çystem" and an examination of 

definitions of the last two words of the phrase confïrms that when joined together, they 

relate to the organizational structure used to acquire a product, in this case a building. 

The procurement process is seen as the interface bebveen the building indumy and 

its ownen. It consists of a set of strategic decisions taken up-stream for an individual 

project Choosing an appropriate approach to procurement wouid ailow better value for the 

building owner's money, by allowing the project participants to work as an effective team 

for design and construction. Hence a procurement strategy is seen as a key set of decisions 

(i) which m u t  be planned for. and (ii) which requires the participation of hi&-ievel 

decision-makers. During the '70s and 80ts, a wide spectrum of approaches to procurement 

was identified: systems' approach perfoxmance specifications, design-build-bid, 

construction management, two-step plus footprint, etc. AU of these approaches explicitly or 

implicitly emphasized inter-firm coordination based on continuity and shared responsibiiity. 

In this research we shall adhere to the term "Procuremeni Strategy" since, as  we 

have explained. procurement is a strategic decision taken upstream by the owner. governing 

al1 ensuing contractuai relationships. 

The procurement strategy is defined4 as: 

"The Parnework within which c o n s ~ c t i o n  is brought aboirt. acquired or 

obtained". 

This definition was developed by the W92 (Procurement Systems) Commission of the International 
CounciI for Building Research, Studies and Documentation (CIB) at its meeting in 199 1 .  In its meeting in 
Montreal (1997) it was tecomrnended that this definition should be exrended ro the whole life cycle of the 
procured faci@ 
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Thus. procurement is a "process" terni which refers to the acquisition of new 

buildings or space within buildings either by: (i) directiy buying, renting or leasing fkom the 

open market, or by (ii) designing and building the facilities to meet a specific need (Glover. 

1974). The research reported here deals speciticaiiy with an aspect of the second 

approach. 

Procurement strategies must be related to the priorities of the building owner (which 

is the most pressing constraint for him or her: cost? tirne? quality?). Each stmtegy is ideal 

for some aspects of a typical owneis demands, whilst being weaker on others. No 

procurement strategy is best in al1 circumstances. The way to detemine which procurement 

strate= to use is to consider the prionties that the owner has for the particular project and to 

check them against the characteristics of each strategy. 

1.7 CATEGORIZATION OF PROCüREMENT STRATEGLES 

There is no recognized standard for categonzing procurement strategies, aithough 

several authors and bodies (Sharif and Morledge, 1994; Masterman. 1992; Barrie and 

Paulson, 1992; Franks and Harlow, 1990; Hibberd el al, 1990; NEDO, 1985; Franks, 

1984) have developed their own. 

In this research, we have favored Masteman's (1992) categorization since it 

focuses attention on the interaction between design and construction, which we perceive 

as the most criticai issue in any building project. 

Recent research (Barrie and Paulson, 1992) identified the following procurement 

strategies as the most popular project delivery options in North Amerka: traditional, 

tumkey (including design-build and design-manage), owner-builder, professional 

construction management and program management5 as well as several variants. These 

5 This procurement smtegy is interchangeably calted project management 
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procurement strategies can be classified under three general headings: separated and CO- 

operative procurement strategy, integrated procurement strategy and management- 

oriented procurement strategy, the categorization proposed by Masterman (Figure 1.2). 

1. Separatedandco-operativestrategy: wheretheresponsibility for the 

design and construction aspects of the project are the responsibility of 

separate organizations (separate design and construction teams). Within 

this strategy. the variants provide scope for the two teams to be brought 

together at an early stage so the construction team c m  contribute to the 

design process. In North Arnerica, the main variant in this strategy is: 

The traditional procurernent strategy: where a designer (architect, 

architect/engineer or engineer) is first empIoyed by the owner to prepare 

the plans and specifications (with some responsibility of inspection or 

monitoring during construction). usually before the constructor is selected. 

A single general contractor is the one who takes the responsibility of the 

construction and contracts the parts of the work to some specialty 

subcontracton. The subcontractors' Iegal relationships are with the 

general contractor directly. 

Several other variants exist under the traditional procurement strategy: 

The "hvo stage selecrive tendering" and the "negoriation systems" which 

are similar in that a limited number of contractors are invited to submit 

tenders on outline design information produced by the design team. Until 

this invitation, the design team's tasks have been the sarne as in the 

traditional procurement strategy. A contractor is chosen at this outline 

stage and becomes involved in evolving the detail design of the building. 

The contractor may make constnictability suggestions based on his 

experience. 
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Figure 1.3: Categorization of building procureineiit strategies in North Ainerica 
(after Barrie and Paulson ( 1  992) based on Masterman's (1  992) categorizatioii) 
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With "continuiîy and serial coniracts" the initiai project is carried out 

using the same procedures as in the traditional procurement stmtegy. the 

difference arises at the tender stage. A contractor who is successfùl on the 

initial project will be able to subrnit prices for future work on an on-going 

basis, assuming he performs properly. 

The   COS^ reimbtwsable contracts " resemble the " nvo stage select ive 

tendering" and "negotiation systems" except that the method of 

reimbursing the contractor changes. The contractor tenders on an outline 

design and then assists the design team to evolve the detail design. 

The contnct types (rnethods of payment) used under the separated and CO- 

operative procurement strategy include single fixed-price or lump-sum 

contract. unit-pnce contract, negotiated cost-plus-fixed-fee contract. 

guaranteed maximum-price arrangement. 

The traditional project procurement strategy is best suited for the project 

owner who values the familiarity of the standard f o m  of contract documents 

and allocation of risks long associated with this method. The traditionai 

project procurement strategy may also be preferable for the owner who has 

the tirne to allow for the project design to be completed brfore bidding and 

start of construction. An owner who aiso desires certainty of pnce 

associated with a cornpleted design, as in the case of a public owner (who is 

dso restricted to cornpetitive sealed bidding procedures). would look to use 

the traditional method. 

However, the separation of design and construction (both in tems  of its 

phases and its participants) make the CO-ordination and integration of the 

construction and the design a difficult issue. 
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2- Integrated procurement siraiegy: where the design and construction 

become the responsibility of one organization usually a contractor, and 

the owner has only one organization to deal with. In North America, 

severai variants exist: 

a) In the "ttrrnkey " approach al1 the phases of a project are handled by the 

same organization. other than the owner. It c m  be divided into " design- 

build" and " design-manage"; however, general usage treats the tumkey 

and the design-build interchangeably. in the case of design-build, the 

constructor acts as a general contractor with a "single-fm" control of ail 

subcontractors. Ln design-manage, nevertheless, construction is performed 

by a number of independent contractors in a manner similar to the 

professio na1 construction management concept. 

Having the capability of using any one of severai types of contracts, the 

turnkey approach has its own advantages and disadvantages. The type of 

contracts include fixed price (lump s u m  or unit prÏce), guaranteed 

maximum price, cost plus a fixed fee, and cost plus an incentive fee. 

The design-build project delivery rnethod is useful for the project owner who 

does not desire to be extensively involved in the design and construction 

process, seeks a facility with state-of-the-art capabilities and requires 

perforrnance-type guarantees fi-om the facility. Also, a reduction of project 

time can 5e achieved using phased construction and incorporation of 

construction expertise into the design. 

nie major disadvantage is that the owner may not be aware of the 

weaknesses in the project completion, and he may not have a great control 

on design-construction integration and the schedule and costs (Barrie and 

Paulson, 1992). 
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The project performance may be subordinated under lump-sum or 

paranteed maximum-price contract. 

b) The "owner-buildei' procurement strategy is generally characterized b y 

the owner taking the responsibility of the construction process and 

building the facility with his or her in-house resources or altematively 

through out-sourcing. The owner establishes some or d l  of the required 

(design md/or construction) resources for developrnent of his or her 

project and performs some or al1 of his or her own design work and some 

or al1 of the construction with his or her own in-house resources. Many 

different contract types, as used in the traditional procurement strategy. 

may be applied in this approach. 

The owner-builder project procurement strategy is best for those ownes who 

are expenenced? knowledgeable, have in-house capabilities and want to be 

significantly involved in the design and construction process. 

The advantages of this approach may be considered more significant than 

its disadvantages; however, they may not be applied to any situation. Its 

application generally may be justified for projects which are relatively 

large and take a long time to complete. 

In the "owner-builder" there is a high potential for a real integration of al1 

aspects of the project since al1 the resources may be brought together 

easily. Moreover, the doer is the user. Al1 the activities through the project 

development are done or managed through a single authority that is the 

owner. The proof of this claim is in the new trend of some successful 

construction companies tuniing, according to Barrie & Paulson 1992, into 

orner-builders, constructing apartrnent houses, office buildings and other 

rental or lease-back facilities. 
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3 - Managemeni-oriented procurement strategy : w here, the emp hasis is 

placed upon overall management of the design and construction process in 

close synchronization with the design. The main variant in the North 

-4merican context is: 

"Profesional Construction iManagernenf" (PCM):  where al1 the activities 

in the project delivery process are treated as integrated tasks. PCM unites 

a three-party team (Le. the owner, designer, and construction 

management) (Banie & Paulson 1992). A constmction Manager (CM) 

rnay be employed to provide construction experience services for the 

project. Aitematively, a Generai Contractor (GC) rnay act as the 

construction manger. 

In this approach, there is potential to use different types of contracts. 

Usually PCM contracts with the owner wi!! provide for full reimbursernent 

of field costs, plus a fixed fee for home-office costs and profit (in the GC 

option); altematively. in certain situations. home-office costs plus a fixed 

fee for profit only (in the CM option). 

A project owner might select the construcrion management project 

procurement strategy because of the size and cornplexity of the project that 

necessitate added supervision and management. Also, if the project 

architecdengineer and generai contractor are not wiliing to take on 

inspection and managerial roles. especially in the light of their expanding 

potential for liability, the owner may choose diis strategy. The owner may 

also choose this strategy if the project time can be shortened through expert 

management and coordination, and if the use of fast-track/multiple-prime 

project variants necessitates that either the project owner or the construction 

manager manage and administer the project. 
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PCM has several advantages as well a s  disadvantages; it is considered 

cornpetitive with the traditionai approach (with a negotiated contract) and 

the nimkey approach in overall project delivery time (Barrie & Paulson 

1992); however, using a phased construction rnay involve the owner in the 

risk of oveminnùig budgets. 

PCM provides closer communication amongst the participants. The owner 

hm an opportunity for full involvement in the project delivery process. He 

or she can use specialized constniction skills, in addition to the CM's 

knowledge, at al1 phases of the project with no contlict of interests with 

the designer. The application of different management techniques to 

project performance improvement is also possible. Application of value 

engineering (in the design, bidding, and award stages) and a 

constructability program (in al1 phases of the facility delivery process) are 

considered as other advantages of this approach. 

However, the attainrnent of success in the project is highly dependent on 

the CM's skills. The overall costs or quaiity may not be guaranteed by the 

CM option. in contrast with the GC option with a lurnp-sum contract 

(Barrie & Paulson 1992) 

1.8 BUILDING PROJECT PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL 

Building project performance is defined in this research as: 

" The effectivene of the process, throughout its driration, in trtilizing the 

availnble resources tu sufisfi the building owners' requirements and 

activities and tu meet their consrraints; and which r e m h  in the 

mmrimzrrn collective beneft tu al1 the participans  vith ho ut resorting tu 

exploitation within the prevailing environmental conditions'! 
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In building projects. the term "Performance" is understood to uivolve ai l  aspects of 

the building process; these are productivity, tirnelines, safety. quahty and risk. Ail these 

aspects are not mutually exclusive; each irnpinges on the others. 

Most of the literature focuses on post-occupancy evaluation of building 

performance7 rather than on project performance during the various phases of inception, 

design, construction and commissioning, which are the main concem of the current thesis 

research. 

The central problem conceming performance appraisai is one of s e t h g  up the most 

usehl feedback loop, so that evaluation findings c m  influence subsequent building projects 

as beneficially as possible. in the case of building projects, however, the strategic decision 

making rests with the orner  whose decisions are concemed with the project as a whole and 

not with its phases or parts in isolation, however important they ma): be. Therefore, to be 

useful, performance appraisal must satise two primary conditions: 

1. It must take place at the level of the project; 

2. Its results must be expresscd in a format that helps the owner (whether a 

repeat owner or a new owner) to optimize his or her strategic decision- 

making function in future projects. 

Nowadays, a number of generic classes of arrangements goveming designing and 

building have been developed, as we have discussed previously. These procurement 

strategies establish the nature of the relationships between the various participants in the 

project team, together with the timing and duration of their involvement. in due course, the 

procurement strategy decided upon will lead - without M e r  hi&-level decision needed - 

to a set of contracts legally binding the participants to fiil determined roles. Given the multi- 

organizational nature of the project organization (mentioned above), these diEerent 

procurement strategies correspond to the rnany possible forms that the relationships between 

the different independent orgaRizations can assume, the extent of the bargainhg powen 
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aiiowed to each of them, and, by setnng the timing, the degree of uncerrainly within which 

they must operate. Thus, selecting a procurement strategy is, in fact, equivalent to the owner 

deciding how the building process is to be organized and by implication how good will be 

the pracess performance. 

To guide in making this decision and at the same time to avoid inter-organizational 

conflict, two types of uiformation must be forthcoming; they are obtained from the appraisai 

activity mentioned above: 

1. Information about how different task organizations fare under different 

procurement strategies; 

2. Information as to how the aggregated performance of ail individual tiisk 

organizations, under a particular procurement strategy, compares with the 

project-level expectations. 

There appears to be generai agreement in the iiterature on the performance appraisai 

of building projects, that post-occupancy evaiuation of the building process is of little use. 

The results of such evaluation cannot be used to improve the performance of the building 

itseff, since it is too late to improve the building process, even if better processes might have 

produced a better building, and it is too late to get any useful feedback. Severai researchers 

have tackled this problem and laid the foundation for a practical methodolog to evaluate 

the performance of building projects (Mohsini, 1 992). 

The work of three researchers (Mohsini. 1985; Havilland, 198 1, 1976; Roberts. 1974 

- al1 in a North Amencan context) is now discussed in detail since they provide the 

theoretical background to this research. 
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1.9 PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON PROJECT PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL 

h his seminal work, Roberts (1974) describes a pilot study to determine the 

feasibility of rneasuring building project performance from the point of view of al1 the 

participants coilectively and suggests how project performance (which refers to the Ievel of 

utilization of resources) can be irnproved. 

Roberts used the broad definition of performance applying to the building process 

rather than to its products as the link between current organkational theory and its 

application to building project tearns, thereby making cornparison of different forms of 

project organization possible. Roberts concluded (i) that the performance of a building 

project is dependent upon how well the organizational form underlying the projectts 

procurement process matches the owner's conditions and (ii) that it is possible to measure. in 

quantitative terms, the variables of project performance and to i d e n w  where performance 

Ioss has occurred thus laying the theoreticai foundation for the feasibility of a methodology 

for a project organizational design. Thus the scope of the owner's problem is reduced to 

one of choosing the optimum procurement system that ensures a well rnatched, dispute-free 

organiza tional form. 

Haviland (1981) recognized that to better manage projects one has to Look into their 

organization structures. Haviland's project acquisition model leads a building owner to the 

selection of the most appropnate project strategy by the use of a two-step approach to 

identi@ and screen feasible building projects' organizations. F h t ,  he listed the main 

detemiinants of project organizational foms (which he cdled variables) and the various 

States (which he called options) that each of these variables can assume. Second, applying a 

set of logical d e s  he identified 185 realistic project organization forms. Haviland's model, 

however, stops short of ident img the set of viable stmtegies for a given set of project 

conditions (i.e. which single organkational form enables the highest peformance to be 

achieved?). The problem of selecting the optimum procurement strategy fiom this set of 
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viable ones remains unanswered, m d y  because the mode1 lacks a "performance 

vardstick by which M e r  evaluation may be achieved. 

Mohsini (1985) introduced the possibility of using inter-organizational confiict to 

compare the performance of alternative project organizational forms. Mohsini focused his 

midy on the traditionai building process and found out that: 

- In temporary multi-organizations, the independent task-organizations only 

induce conflict when prevailing conditions are such that their independent 

organizational objectives cannot be attained when perfomiing their allotted 

task; 

- The factors that influence the extent to which different conilict-inducing 

factors af5ect the performance of the project organization are: 

1. Domain Consensus: The greater the clarity of scope of 

participation and the degree of specialization the better the 

project performance; 

3. Avaiiability and access to information: The more 

successful exchange of information the better the project 

performance; 
3 
3. Interdependence of tasks: The greater the coordination and 

cooperation in dependent tasks the better the project 

performance. 

Mohsini concluded that more precise knowledge of the determinants of inter- 

organizational conllict is necessary for designing high performance project organizations 

and for managing them efiïciently. 

To place Mohsini's work in its proper context, one has to understand and accept 

the "Inter-organizational Decision Making" school's theory showing that in inter- 
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organizational decision making situations - whether temporary or permanent - 
coordinated decision-making (Le. where the task-organizationsr leïel of achievernent is 

prescribed within the overall project-Ievel objectives) produces a higher level of overall 

performance, as compared to a situation where d l  individuai task-organizations are 

allowed or encouraged to rnmimize their individual goals. 

Within this framework then, maximizing the overall project performance means a 

high level of coordinated decision making, which in ~m means attaining the lowest 

possible level of inter-organizational conflict (Le. conflict between participating task- 

organizations). 

1.10 SITUATION OF OUR RESEARCH 

The building indusûy is changing very rapidly. Projects are becoming larger and 

more cornplex, costs are nsing dramaticaliy and unpredictably, shortages and uncertainties 

in the market place are demanding more responsive management, and the general level of 

diEculty involved in accomplishing even simple projects is growuig at an even faster rate. 

Consequendy, in this climate of increasing uncertainty and growing stakes, important 

stlategic decisions c m o t  be optimally made on the basis of entireiy subjective data. In 

order to reduce the nsks and increase the efficiency of the building industry, therefore, more 

precise methods to measure the performance of altemate project procurement practices are 

urgently needed. The selection of a project procurernent method is a strategic decision 

(Davidson and Mohsini, 1987) 

Within al1 the available scenarios and variations in project procurement strategies, 

selecting the highest performing project organizational çtrategy still remains the highest 

priority for the building owner. This research builds on previous work regarding conflict, 

and investigates how, or whether, the level of project performance is reflected in the number 

and the extent of delay claims that impinge on projects under different contractual setungs. 

Indeed, it can be suggested that project performance correlates inversely with the number 
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and the gravity of the sets of claims. More specificaiIy, this research examines claims 

arising from delays and relates them to the available procurement strategies, particulariy in 

instances where project thne is found to be an important consideration for the building 

owner. 

In other words, this research builds on the work of Mohsini by using "Time- 

related Clairns'? (or "Delay Claims") as the basis of measuting the level of cooperation or 

of conflict between the task-organizations in building projects. 

The Meta-proposition here is: 

"Given that the greater the total amount of inter-organizational conflict in a 

building process, the lower the overall project performance, a project 

organization's overall performance is invesely proportional to the nurnber of 

claims". 

Thus the way building owners anange to procure the building they need. directly 

influences the way the industry responds. If the ownea virant better value for money, they 

c m  hprove the performance of their project through the wise choice of a suitable 

procurement process, long before the project starts; this is analogous to strategic decisions in 

organization theory . 

1.1 1 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter. we have discussed the nature of the building process and have 

shown the inherent difficulties that the owners face when choosing an appropriate 

procurement strategy to acquire a building project. 

A three-part categorization of building procurement strategies (Masterman, 1992) 

has been discussed in detail and will be adhered to throughout this research. 
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The "Inter-organizational Decision Making" school's theory has been chosen as 

the framework of this research. The claims aspect of inter-organizational conflict, which 

has been shown in previous research to be dysfunctional to the performance of the 

building process, is proposed as this research's performance evaluation criteria. 

Since a construction claim is in itself a manifestation of inter-orgmizational 

codict,  the proposition of this research is to investigate the suitability of using tirne- 

related claims as a rneasure of inter-organizationai conflict. L W g  the root causes of 

claims to the determinants of inter-organizationai conflict provides a yardstick that c m  be 

used to assess the performance of the building process under different procurement 

strategies and advise owners accordingly. 

In the next chapter (chapter 2), conflict (inter-organizationai contlict in particular) 

is discussed in detail and is linked to claims. 



CHAPTER 2: 

CONFLICT AND CLAIMS 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

To study the performance of different procurement strategies. one has to explore the 

inherent problem and identiQ the root causes of inter-organizational codic t  that are 

manifested in disputes and claims. 

Identification of some of the comrnon cntical factors affecting project success and 

failure. drawn from a number of building projects in which nich problerns arose. should 

give us an insight into the differences between different procurement strategies in this 

regard. By placing emphasis on strategic factors w i t h  dinerent approaches to project 

procurement, it should be possible to identi@ those which most affect time ruid cost 

o v e m s .  This would allow LIS to evaluate the performances of altemate building 

procurement stntegies. 

There is a considenble body of litenture relating to the procurement of buildings 

(Griffith and Headley. 1997: Conlin er al.. 1996: Shirazi et al.. 1996: Winch and 

Campagnac. 1 9%; Masterman. 1992: Mohsini. 1992; Chappell, 199 1 ; Winch, 1989: 

Skitmore and Marsden. 1988: Lansley. 1986: Mohsini, 1985; F&, 1984; Havilland, 

198 1. 1976; Roberts. 1974. and many others). But none of them has yet been able to 

provide a "yardstick" to mesure and quanti- project performance under different 

procurement stratesies for the purpose of advishg or being able to advise owners as to 

which procurement nrritegy to adopt that best rneets with their constraints and their project 

c haracteristics. 

As far as research in the-related clairns within the building process is concerned 

there seems to be much less research reported L i  the literature. Several researchers have 

discussed construction claims kom different angles: their causes, quantification, alternative 

resolution techniques and prevention (Havilland 1996, 1995a, 1995b; Alkass et al., 1993: 

Mazerolle and Alkass, 1993; Bubbers and Christian, 1992; Clark, 1990; Arditi and Patel, 

1989; Heather, 1989; Brunies, 1988; Brarnble and Cailahan, 1987; Kraiem and Dielimann, 
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1987; Cobb and D i e k m q  1986, etc.) bu t  they did not address the possible effects of the 

process of building procurement on the likelihood of claims. 

Recognition that a contract in the construction industry is used to pass nsks on 

from owner to others is not apparent in the process usually adopted in the selection of a 

contracting strategy. Furthemore, the fact that such risks must carry a premium does not 

appear to be fully appreciated by owners. Both these facts tend to open the door to 

conflict. 

2.2 CONFLICT IN TEMPORARY MULTI-ORGk-rlIZATIONS 

Gardiner and Simmons ( 1 992) de fine conflic t as: 

"Any divergence of interests, objectives or prioriries between individ~ials. grotips. 

or organizations; or nonconforrnnnce to reqzrirements of a task activiw or 

processll 

They cite Handy (1 983) who suggested tïve different situations in which conflict 

can arise: these are: 

- Forma1 objectives overlap: 

- Role definitions overlap: 

- Unclear contractual relationship: 

- Simultaneous roies. and 

- Hiddenobjectives. 

The question of whether contlict is intrinsic in construction processes has 

attracted much attention recently. This attention kvas focused on the legd implications of 

the adverse impact of disputes arising from such conflict, particularly when they lead to 

litigation. Sykes (1996) passed on the wide spread notion that "claims" and "disputes" 
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are inevitable widiui consmiction relationships, while Hartman (1993) and Clegg (1992) 

showed that "construction contracts cause codicts". They based their work on the 

assumption that "conflict" is inevitable in human relationships and, since al1 models of 

project organizations attempt to regulate the relarionstips between individuals as well as 

between organizations, "conflict" is inevitable. 

However, a difference should be made between constructive form of conflict 

(which stimulates better solutions for a problem through the interaction of ideas - and 

should be prornoted) and destructive conflict (which could lead to serious disputes and 

damage to relationships - and is best avoided) (Rhys Jones, 1994; Mohsini, 1985). It is 

usefûl to note that some claïms are necessary (for example to allow for changed 

conditions that require extra work), while othea rnay be avoidable. 

Given the many competing interests and rapidly changing scenarios in the 

building process, which, as we have pointed out, is distinguished by its multi- 

organizational nature and temporariness. it is reasonable to consider conflict to be 

'congenital'. However. it is worth investigating whether 'destructive contlict' leading to 

incapacitating disputes (e.g. unresolved claims) is merely endemic rather than congenital. 

For this purpose, it is necessary, as indicated by Fellows et al. (1994) to undentand the 

underlying causes, rather than merely scan the surface syrnptoms of conflict. If it is then 

found that some specific causes of conflict may be minimized, it would be useful to 

design suitabie strategies to reduce the destructive conflict that has plagued many 

cons&uction projects. On the other hand, an investigation into and an identification of the 

'contributon' to constructive conflict can help shape strategies that may shift the 

distribution of conflict occurrences fiom the construction phase to the planning and 

design phases. Constructive conflict at such earlier phases of the project may well lead to 

better solutions that help minimize changes, problems and destructive conflict later in the 

project (Gardiner and Sirnmons, 1 995). 
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Thus. in either of the above two scenarios, conflict needs to be managed 

effectively in order to derive the potential benefits, as indicated by Hughes (1991). It is 

therefore crucial to investigate the root causes of conflict in order to minimize. if not 

avoid, claims and protrac ted disputes. 

Diekmann and Girard (1995) described how a 'Disputes Potentiai Index' was 

developed in the USA. in order to predict the likelihood of contractual disputes on 

construction projects. While 'people', 'process' and 'project' issues were al1 found to 

contribute to such predictions, they concluded that 'people' were the most important 

factor to avoid contract disputes. 

Conlin er al. (1996) noted a correlation between the 'type of procurement' and the 

types and fiequencies of disputes, based on a UK study covenng 5 procurement types and 

483 dispute events. 

While the choice of procurement strategy cannot be based merely on the potential 

to minimize unhealthy conflict and disputes, this c m  be incorporated as one of the 

important criteria to be considered in selecting an appropnate procurement strategy. 

Conlin et al. (1996) indicated that both the choice and the implementation of the 

procurement methods currently used in the UK construction industry had been s h o w  to 

be one of the identified causes of conflict. 

McDermott and Quim (1996) stressed the importance of sorting out the 

syrnptoms from the causes. This is not always easy, just as it is most diEcult - for 

example - to argue whether the fiequent involvement of lawyers in construction matters 

was itself a symptom or a cause of conflict. However, if contlicts fiom claims or other 

sources are not resolved, they lead to disputes which are considered as a detrimentai drain 

to project resources, and should therefore be averted in full. 
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Since many conflicts in construction projects are manifested in claims for extra 

costs and/or time extensions, it appears worthwhile to examine the comrnon root causes 

of claims and the disputes arising fiom them. Identieing the root causes of claims under 

different contractual frameworks (or procurement strategies) can help assess the 

performance of these strategies and provide ownes with the yardstick they need and 

which was found to be lacking, if they are able to compare available choices of 

procurement strategies. Our research investigates the causal patterns of conflict in the 

North American building industry. 

2.3 CONSTRUCTION CLAiMS 

Goldsmith defined the tvord "claim" as "an assertion of a right to something" or "the 

demanding of something righdùily due to one". 

A consmiction c l a h  can be viewed as a request by a construction conmctor for 

compensation over and above the agreed-upon contract amount for additionai work or 

darnages supposedly resulting from events that were not included in the initial contract. in 

theory. the request for the compensation becomes a claim only when the dollar amount of 

the c l a h  is reflected by the other party either in part or in whole. The "other party" (i.e., the 

entity the contractor "claims against") is usually the project owner or the project owner's 

designer or construction manager 

This view of claims is very narrow, as the reverse may happen (i.e. the project owner 

may claim a compensation from the contractor, andlor the subcontractor); thus the following 

definition is proposed: 

" A con~actual cl& is n rvritten notice fiom either Party [O the contract 

(owner/contractor) to the other  par^ requesting a relief (i.e. an extension of rime or 

uddifional payment) due to unforeseen conditions, or changes to the work or 

inferpretarion of the contraci ': 
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According to Statistics Canada (1994), about $94 billion were spent on construction 

projects in 1993, which amounts to almost 13.5% of the Gross Domestic Expenditure. 

Based on the Rose report (1991), a 20% increase in project cost is due to clairns; this means 

that the annual cost of claims alone amounts to approximately $18.8 billion in the early to 

mid nineties, (incidentally, this figure must be compared to $10.8 billion in 1990 suggesting 

that there is an upward trend in the cos  of clairns). The Amencan Society of Civil 

Engineers also corroborates this percentage of claims for the US building industry in the 

1 980s (The Gazette, I 992) 

The increasing number of claims is likely to be due to: 

1 - lncreased complexity of the building process: New technologies that have evolved and 

need to be incorporated in the project design: the owner's increased demands or 

constraints on the design of the project (e.g. environmentai considerations. safety 

provisions) Iead to a more complex design; interpretation of contract documents 

(drawings and specifications) has become very ciifficuit since the designer cannot 

produce drawings and specifications that are definitive. precise and clear. Coniractors 

might assume a certain set of production requirements when preparùig a bid estimate, 

oniy to encounter a different set of conditions when performing the production. If the 

unexpected production process results in the contractor incurring substantial and 

unanticipated added cos& the contractor is likely to file a claim for damages agaùist the 

project owner and/or his or her project designer. 

2- Uncertainties: The fact that contract documents necessady contain specifics and do not 

deal with uncertainties, in itself constitutes a potential claim problem, since at any time 

that deterministic solutions are irnposed in an uncertain and unpredictable environment, 

an apparent codic t  results. 

3- Qtrality of connacf doczimenfs: Contract drawings and specifications vary in quality and 

often contain vague or "legal jargonf' terms, which induce claims. 

4- Economics of the consiniciion indusf'y: Codict  occurs when profitability or 

performance is considered less than anticipated. The construction industry has had one 
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of the lowest increases in productiviq in recent years [0.8% in USA cornpared to 2-3% 

increase in general economic productivity ntes (Adrian, 1988)], where productivity is 

d e h e d  as: 

Increasing the productivity does not necessarily mean getting a person to work harder 

(Le. produce more output per labor hour of effort), but to work smarter (proper tools. 

more efficient work methods. rninirnizing work delays such as those caused by a project 

owner's indecisiveness). 

The gap betsveen increasing cost and flat productivity increases the number of disputes 

and consequently of clairns. Other economic considerations impact on the econornics of 

construction such as: increasing interest ntes, increase in the pnce of raw materiais, 

taxes, tariffs and local laws and regulations. al1 of which therefore increase the potentid 

of disputes and claims. 

Changingproject delivery sri-ategies: For a long period of t h e .  the traditional process 

was used to procure building. It is characterized by the fact that the responsibility, 

liability and authority of each task organization involved in the process are quite distinct 

and weli defined in the contract documents. The fact that these documents have been 

used for many years, have been tested in CO- and are familiar to al1 parties results in a 

rather clear understanding between the parties as to the responsibility of each. This is 

not to Say that there are not occasional misunderstandings between parties as to the 

interpretation of the contnc t or the responsibilities. Nonetheless. the repetitive use of 

the traditional contractinç process and the use of standard documents have aided in 

keeping these misunderstandings to a minimum. 

In the previous chapter, we have seen why ownen are seeking new procurement 

strategies. Some of these new delivery systems add a fourth party (over and above the 
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project owner, the designer, and the contractor) to the project team. whereas others 

merely change the duties and responsibilities of each of the three main parties or entities. 

These new delivery systems have gauied in populaxity faster than the 

accompanying documents have been developed and tested to support the process (Le. no 

proper contract documents, documents still lacking in detail or completeness. even 

though the new systems have been repeatedly irnplemented in the Iast two decades) 

The occasional use of the generai conditions documents originating in the 

traditional process for the new aiternate building processes has lead to confusion. 

overlaps of responsibilities and a lack of clear and specific defmition of duties for each 

project tearn member, creatinç a high potential for dispute and subsequent claims. 

2.4 CAUSES OF CLAIMS 

A search in the literature has revealed some of the causes of claims in dieerent 

countries. Table 2.1 gives a synthesis of these causes. 
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Table 2.1: Classification of common causes of conflict and daims cited in the literature 

Hong Kong 

USA 

Top ten claims categories (ranked): 
Variations due to site conditions; 
Variations due to client changes; 
Variations due to design errors; 
Unforeseen ground conditions; 
Ambiguities in contract documents; 
Variations due to external events; 
Interference with utility Iines; 
Exceptional inclement weather; 
Delayed site possession; 
Delayed design information 

Top ten causes of claims (ranked): 
1 - Inaccurate design information; 
2- lnadequate design information; 
3- lnadequate site investigation; 
4- Slow client response (decisions); 
5- Poor communications; 
6- Unreaiistic time targets; 
7- lnadequate contract administration; 
8- Uncontrollable external events; 
9- lncomplete tender information; 
10- Unclear n'sk allocation. 

The N E  Management practices study conducted on 
behaif of CNNSchinnerer (Professional Liability 
Insurers) indicate that clients are a very important 
ingredient in project success. The top 20 Clairns starters 
or aggravators (ranked from 1 to 5, 5 being the most 
serious) include: 
1 - Site responsibilities are not clear and coordinated 

(4.1 O); 
2- Client differences not resolved imrnediately (3.90); 
3- Construction schedule, budget not tied to scope 

(3.85); 
4- Client's project representative is inexperienced 

(3.74) ; 
5- Clients have difficulty making decisions (3.60); 
6- Key issues are resolved after agreement signed 

(3.56); 
7- Project agreements are not well coordinated (3.46); 
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Semple et al. (7994) 

- -- 

Gardiner & Simmons, 
1992 (a fter Handy- 1983) 

Canada 

Canada 

England 

England 

8- High volume of change orders (3.39); 
9- Client decisions are not systematically documented 

(3.35); 
10- The client is a committee (3.31). 

Four common causes of claims (ranked): 
1- lncrease in scope; 
2- Weatherlcold; 
3- Restricted access; 
4- Acceleration. 

Six common categories of compensation (ranked): 
1 - Site overhead; 
2- Loss of productivity; 
3- Loss of revenue: 
4- Financing costs; 
5- Equipment costs; 
6- Premium tirne. 

Six common contract clauses quoted in claims (ranked): 
1- Delays; 
2- Changes in schedule/Acceleration/Overtime; 
3- Extra work/Change orders; 
4- Respon~ibilities/Relationships: 
5- Interdependence of the contractor; 
6- ScheduIl,îg. 

CIaims or Lawsuits are contract failures commonly 
caused by a difference in expectation between two 
parties to a contract due to one of three types of cause: 
1 - Unclear risk allocation; 
2- Item disputed not covered by terms of contract; 
3- Different interpretations of the contract by the two 

parties, resulting in misunderstanding of the work to 
be done, the quality standards to be met, the cost to 
be included - or not - in the contract, or the schedule 
constraints. 

Three variables influence the forrn and extent of conflict 
1- Ambiguity of role especially at boundaries 

(interfaces); 
2- Interpersonal skills of key players; 
3- Responsiveness to change. 

Five dÏfferent situations in which confiict can anse: 
1 - Formai Objectives overlap; 
2- Role definitions overla~; 
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Diekmann and Nelson 
(1985) 

England 

USA 

3- Unclear contractuai relationship; 
4- Roles are sirnultaneous; 
5- Hidden objectives. 

Six main categories of claims were identified: 
1- Change of scope; 
2- Changed conditions; 
3- Delay; 
4- Disruption; 
5- Acceleration; 
6- Termination. 

A study of 427 claims on 22 federdly administered 
project revealed ten factors in dispute development: 
1- Poor management; 
2- Adversarial culture; 
3- Poor communications; 
4- t nadequacy of design; 
5- Economic environment; 
6- Unrealistic tendering; 
7- Influence of lawyers; 
8- Unrealistic client expectations; 
9- lnadequacy of contract drafting; 
10- Poor workmanship. 

From the above, it is quite evident that the ower's role is crucial to the success of 

the building project since the decisions taken by h i d e r  at the onset are deterministic to 

the success of hisker project. Also, the three inter-organizationai conilict-inducing factors 

- found by Mohsini to be detrimental to the building process performance - are observed at 

the base of al1 these claims, sugpsting that these causes of claims can be grouped under the 

three general headlligs of inter-organizationai contlict-inducing factors as follows: 

- Domain consensu or scope of the project [e.g. arnbiguity of role, changes in 

scope of work (alterations, additions or omissions), different interpretations of 

contract documents, unclear nsk allocation, unforeseen physical conditions, 

etc.]; 
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- AvaiIabiIity und access to information (e.g. late approvais. ambiguous 

documents, poor communicatio~ late supply of information and drawings. 

delayed ordering of change orders or variations, etc.); 

- Cuurdinafion (e.g. acceleration, dimiption, problems in coordinating parailel as 

well as sequentiai activities, etc.). 

This proposed categorization of the root causes of claims provides the possibility to 

Iink claims to the procurement strategies through the inter-organizational contlict aspect 

that was found by Mohsini (1985) to be detemiinistic to the performance of the building 

process. 

Those involved in a construction problem quickly leam that it is not the hard (or the 

nuts and bolts) dollars which are important. rather it is the tune-related cost that lead to the 

huge damages that are often at stake. The ownea with the late facility have dl sorrs of extra 

costs or Iosses with which to contend in a delay posture; the contractors s a e r  the added 

costs of stretch-out, escaiation of wages and other costs, and the Loss fiom their inability to 

focus management on new spheres of work. (Hohns, 1979) 

In this research the causes of the-related clairns (delay claims) and their impact 

(outcornes of clairns) are proposed as the cnteria nrcessary to evaluate the performance of 

the building process under different procurement strategies. 

The "Inter-organizational Decision Making" school's theory that is chosen as the 

theoretical framework for this research recognizes the importance of solving the inter- 

organizational contlict aspect, through a better understanding of its root causes and a 

reconciliation of the long-tem objectives of the task organizations and the short-term 

objectives of the project, to irnprove the performance of the project organization (as 

mentioned previously in chapter 1 ). 
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The claims aspect of inter-organizational conflict, which h a  been shown in 

previous research to be dysfunctional to the performance of the building process, is 

proposed as this research's performance evaluation critena 

2.5 DELAY CLAlMS 

In a recently reported pilot study (Semple et al., 1994), involving 24 cases of 

Litigated claimi in Western Canada, 33% of the common contract clauses quoted in claims 

concemed delays. Other clauses were in the a r e s  of scheduiing (16%), independence of the 

contractor (1 6%), responsibilities/relationships (1 6%), extra workkhange orders (25%), and 

acceleration/overtime (25%). It is interesting to note that taken together, delays, changes in 

scheduiing, and accelerationlovertime (which also indicate changes in project duration), 

account for almost three quarters of the most common contract clauses quoted in claims. 

According to Bramble and Callahan (1987): delays are defined as " the time dunng 

which some part of the construction project has been extended or not petformed due 

to an unanticipated circumstance". Construction claims dealing with delays are among 

the most complicated and difficult to analyze. Delays do not occur in vacuum. Sometimes 

they are overlapping or "concurrent" delays. 

Determinhg the origins of the delay and the impact on the job. and even more 

importantly the responsibility for the delay, can easily lead to conflict. This potential for 

conflict is heightened by the fact that some delays are cornpensable only by time extension. 

For othen, costs may be recovered by the contractor. in stiii other cases, a contractor may 

have no choice but to accelerate and to pay for accelention costs or later put in a claim for 

recovery of these coas. According to Rubin et al. (1983) delays c m  be classified as: 

1 - Excusable delays (unforeseen by the contractor) 

a- Compensable (caused by owner) 

b- Non Compensable (Force majeure) 
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2- Non Excusable delays (caused by contractor or sub-contractor), owner is 

entitled to delay damages. 

Furthemore, delays c m  be classified at the activity level as follows (Kniem et al., 

1987; Bramble and Callahan, 1987; Rubin et al., 1983): 

A-Independent delays (classic): Where each delay occurs independently of 

any other delay and has no effect on any other activity of the project This 

kind of delay is easy to ide&@, assess its impact on total project duration, 

and apportion entitlement to the parties of delay (Rubin et al., 1 983). 

B- Concurrent delays: Where two or more delays occur at the same tirne or 

overlap, and where each one separatel y impacts project cornpletion time. 

Concurrent delays and their entitlement were classified by Rubin et al. 

(1983) as: 

Excusable + Non Excusable --> only time extension 

Excusable Cornpensable + Excusable Non Compensable -> ody  tirne 

extension 

Excusable Compensable + Excusable Compensable -> time extension + 

damage 

The foliowing table (Table 2.2) demonstrates this classification 
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Table 2.2: Concurrent deIays and entitlement 

Excusable 

Excusable 
Cornpensable 

C- Serial Delays: Where a senes of delays are connected together, of sirnilar 

or of different causes, the effects of a delay may be amplified by a following 

delay (Rubin et ui., 1983). 

Excusable 
Compensable 

Excusable 
Cornpensable 

The legal ba i s  for establishing the delay c l a h  entitlement is based on whether the 

daim is: 

Non Excusable 

Non Excusabie 

Eu-Gratia Claim 

O d y  tune extension - 
T h e  extension or delay apportioned 
between owner and contractor 

Excusable Non 
Compensable 

Which falls within specific clauses embodied in the contract, 

typically ground conditions, valuation variations, Iate issue 

of information, and delay in inspecting fdshed work. 

Which has no specific grounds within the contract document 

but results from breach of contract, typically extra work 

incurred as a result of defective material supplied by the 

client. 

Which does not have a ground to exist in the contract or 

comrnon Iaw, but the contractor believes that there is a moral 

basis, e.g. additional costs incurred as a result of rapidly 

increasing costs. 

Only t h e  extension 
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Excusable 
Cornpensable 

Time extension and damages 
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As far as ownen and contractors are concemed, the kinds of situations corning mder 

the above heading are generdly concemed with: 

- Changes in scope of work (alteratiom. additions or omissions); 

- Unforeseen physical conditions; 

.. Supply of information and drawings; 

- Variations; 

- Problems in coordinathg parallei as weil as sequential activities; 

- Delays and disruptions. 

In general. contractors daim for extension of time and when entitled, clairn for extra 

money including direct profits. It is important here to give our defuition of time extension 

and impact costs. 

The extemion: is the justified quantified, and entitled penod of tirne accorded to 

the contractor to finish the deiaying (or delayed) work. 

Impact cos&: are not direct costs of changed and altered work, but rather, additional 

costs incurred in the performance of work affected by the delays and disruptions 

(Leonard, 1988). impact costs can result fiom a number of consmiction probiems, 

including: change ordee; late and inadequate nipply of information; Iate delivery of 

owner-supplied equipment and/or material; poor scheduhg and coordination; 

changed subsurface conditions; labor disruptions; acceleration; restricted access to 

site; contractors' inefficiencies. 

For the purpose of quantification. impact costs may be broadly classified into two 

categories: 

1- Time related: are those costs mainly associated with extended 

duration. 
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2- Productivity related: are those costs resulting fiom productivity 

losses. Productivity losses can be dehed  as "the decline in labor 

efficiency due to specinc causes fiom the level which could have 

been achieved except for the cause(s) under examination". 

2.6 PHASES OF DISPUTE RESOLUTTON 

The procedures for the resolution of construction disputes are alrnost certainly 

outlined in the contract document. As disputes tend to be the d e  radier than the exception, 

a growing perception by d l  parties of the dnfting orgitnizations responsible for standard 

forms of contracts is to strongly recommend providing clauses pertahing to their resolution 

at the earliest stage. 

Practice shows that when any party to the conûact feels that he/she is entitled to a 

relief from the agreed-upon contract due to doreseen conditions, changes to the work 

and/or interpretation of the contract, hdshe will noti& the other party in writing outlining 

the entitlernent, the extent of damages and their daim adequate relief 

A five-phase sequential process is comrnon in the diqute/clairn resolution: 

1 - Architect's/Engineer's decision; 

2- Negotiations to reach an amicable settiement; 

3- Mediation, where a third party acceptable to both parties is involved 

to help the parties reach an agreement; 

4- Arbitration, where an arbin;itor or a panel of arbitrators is chosen by 

both parties in accordance with contract dispute settlement arbitration 

clause, or appointed by the Dispute Review Board @RB) in case of 

failure to reach an agreement, afler strict adherence to contract 

clauses on claini submittai and times associated with it; 
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5- Litigation, where a judge or a jury are involved either as part of the 

contract dispute resolution requirements or in cases where not called 

for by contract but on the bais of proof of hud, comption or gross 

negligence on the part of the arbitrator(s) (where bindïng arbitration 

is stipulated in the contract). 

For this research we have chosen to consider only the cases which went to litigation 

since they represent the wom case scenarios, have the highest cost of resolution and are well 

documented. 

2.7 SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT CLAIMS 

Revay (1992) demonstrated that the likelihood of disputes (andior claims) 

developing on most construction projects today is great, if for no other reason than because 

the language of the usual construction contracts is seldom so clear as not to leave room for 

disagreements. More importantly, the owner's ill-advised attitude of tryïng to Save money. 

at the wrong end of the project, by shifting more and more risk and responsibility ont0 the 

contractor (or supplier) and a similar approach by contractors towards their sub-contractors 

are clear invitations to disputes. But the acknowledgment of the likelihood of disputes 

occurrïng on moa construction projects need not force us to accept that they are inevitable. 

Conflict management does not start when the dispute first raises its ugly head, rather 

it begins with the selection of the phiiosophy of contracthg that could eliminate (or at lem 

reduce) potential areas of disputes. 

Even a cursory examination of trade joumals and serninar brochures proves that 

today we are more hterested in finding a cure for the syrnptom than for the disease. The 

following is a synthesis of the general perceptions of practitioners of claims as observed by 

the author: 
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1- The scenario for construction claims is invariably written nght hto  the contract 

documents. Long before men and machines reach the job site, conditions for claims 

and disputes have oflen been signed by both parties. This happens, for example, 

when plans and specifications are incomplete or defective. More commoniy, it 

happens when construction contracts are ambiguou, overly restrictive, or unfairly 

allocate particularly burdensome rïsks to one party alone. 

2- The fiequency and significant dollar impact of clairns on a construction project 

establish the need for al1 entities involved in the construction process to be 

knowledgable about the prevention and preparation (or defense) of claims. 

3- Every construction c l a h  entails two issues: liability and fmancial damages. The 

liability issue centers on such issues such as whether the work was performed 

according to specifications or whether individuals or firms performed their required 

duties. On the other hand, the fuiancial darnage issue centers on the quantification of 

alleged fmancial damages caused by the event that initiated the claim. While the 

liability issue usuaily centers on principles of law. the damage issue in great part is 

dependent on the use of topics such as accounting, productivity measurement and 

scheduling. The contractor's ability to prove and win his claim is dependent on his 

proving liability and damages, while the project owner can usually defeat a 

contractor claim by disproving the liability or damages. As such, knowledge of the 

quantification of damages as well as the liability is essential to the prevention, 

preparation or management of claims. 

To date, the majonty of the literature on construction claims has focused on the 

liability issue. Much of the Literature recites case iaw passed down by courts or 

arbitrators who have ruled on various claims. To better adrninister construction 

claixns, one has to deai with the quantitative issues which, coupled with a sound 

legal background, serve as a bais  for preparing, defeating, or reducing and or 

preventing construction claims. 
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4 Delayed claims settlement provides little or no assistance at dl in maintainhg a 

healthy cash flow or bonding capacity. Prompt settlement of contract claims oflen 

means survival for some contractors, and the avoidance of significant loss for 

others. Failure to settle a c1ai.m usually results in a long, arduous and costly 

Iitigation process for ali parties. The substantial expenses for witnesses, travel, 

ûmscripts. and attorneysf fees; the effect of inflation; and the fact that govemment - 
more than individual owners - pays no interest on claims. dl of which reduce the 

ultimate benefits obtained fiom a favorable award'. Any atternpt to reduce the 

gravity of this situation in advance should start fiom early stages of the project. 

6 Site personnel shodd be trained to measure performance actudy demanded against 

the performance standards of contracts. Adherence to the phrase "When al1 else 

fails, read the contract" leads to poor performance and often the waiver of one's 

rights to seek an equitable adjutment for e m  

2.8 SOME LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

In any unresolved dispute, the owner suEers at least increased financinp costs and in 

a commercial project, delays in the commencement of cash flow kom the project. The 

contractor may be subject to increased labor, material, or equipment costs, increased 

overhead and an inability to proceed on to the next contract. 

Due to a lack of any means for choosing an appropriate procurement sûategy, which 

establishes the contractual hmework of any project, owners have attempted to ensure the 

inclusion of various disclaimer clauses respecting damages for delay in the construction 

1 ASBCA (Anned Services Board of Contract Appeals) statistics in the United States show that the average time 
between (a) docketing a contractor's appeal from a contracting oficets decision, and (6) issuance of decisions by 
ASBCA is about 1 I to 12 months. Cases appeaied to the court cf claims (following adverse board decisions) often 
are even longer, sometimes requinng several years before decisions. Then, too, there is always the nsk of loss 
present in any contested trial; for example, about two-thirds of the approximately 900 cases a year docketed by the 
ASBCA are disdlowed. (from Preparing Construction Claims For Settlement - by Overton A. Cume er al. Briefing 
Papes, 1990) 
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contract, leading to more confusion, since. in any l ep l  situation case Iaw has established 

the following principies to deal with such clauses: 

- If the contract is incomplete in the sense that it does not provide for every 

eventualiv, then it will be presumed that the parties intended to adopt as 

implied terms the basic legd p ~ c i p l e s  applying to the case. if any; or 

custom and practice, including those of the business or milieu involved; 

- If  there is no doubt about the intentions of the parties and if the contract is 

clear and plain, it will be interpreted in its clear and plain sense and its words 

will not be twisted or "interpreted". This p ~ c i p l e  of giving effect to the 

plain meaning of a contract is often caiied the golden d e  of construction; 

- An ambiguous clause is to be interpreted in such a way as to have effect 

rather than no effect; 

- The arnbiguous contract is interpreted agaimt the person who draçted it 

(Contra proferenm); 

- The penon relying upon the clause bears the burden of proving that the facts 

of the case fa11 within the clause; 

- The clause will not exempt liability for negligence unless express words are 

used. 

2.9 PROCUFtEMENT STRATEGES AND CtAIMS 

In an attempt to link procurement strategies to delays and associated claims, a 

review of the literature was conducted. It was found that although there is a current trend to 

deal with claims and alleviate their impact on the building projecc two approaches exist 

namely: the analytical and the preventive approaches. 

Fint approach (Analytical approach): 

To assess claims after the fact (Le. &er a dispute remains unsolved and a 

claim is filed), and advise different parties to the c l a h  (owner I contractor I 
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architect or engineer) on the liability and hancial  damages issues so that 

each party knows where it stands and acts accordingly before entering in the 

arduous procedure of Litigation. Decision making tools were developed 

including expert systerns, cornputer integrated systerns for c l a h  analysis, 

etc. (Tnbaldos, 1994; Aikass et d, 1993; Mazerolle and Alkass, 1993; 

Bubbers and Christian, 1992; Mazerolle, 1992; Alkass and Harris, 1991: 

Akass and Mazerolle, 1990; Clark, 1990; Arditi et al., 1989; Heather, 1989; 

Brunies, 1988; BrarnbIe and Cailahan, 1987; Kraiem, 1987; Cobb, 1986; 

Hm, 1980). 

Second approach (Preventive approach): 

To look for better ways to write construction contracts and modiQ the 

wording of existing contract clauses (Sernple et al.. 1994; Hartrnan, 1993). 

Regarding assessing the building process performance. while the fmt approach 

hardly touches the issue, the second approach stops short of tackiing the reai cause of delays 

which can be found in the procurement strate=, since, as we have pointed out, it k the 

procurement strategy wlr iclt establislt es the contractrial framework for any project su that 

the con trac& mereiy transhte th eîe strategits into the rules governing the relations/~Îps, 

rig/lts and responsibilifies of each pnrty . 

The procurement strategy also sets the h e t v o r k  for project-related authonty and 

general responsibility assignments. The constniction contracts M e r  expand and define this 

authority and responsibility among the organizations involved. They follow the pattern of 

the procurement strategy by assigning roles and responsibilities to those who will be 

operating under contracniai relationships. In addition, because a procurement strategy 

implies a generd scope of work for each participant, the construction contracts must cl* 

and communicate the details of that scope. Construction contracts are the tools by which an 

owner irnplements the specifics of its procurement stntegy. 
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The intense search in recent years to find ways and means to abate, if not entirely 

eliminate, the adversary atmosphere which plagues so many construction jobs is perhaps the 

most powerful demonstration of the problems facing the industry. 

We believe that the need to resort to such extreme actions as litigation or arbitration 

demonstrates a failure of the contractuai process rather than an adjunct to the process. Since 

the building process - in o u .  opinion - is chancterized by nvo distinct features: 1) it is a 

circular process, and 2) it is a slippery process, any attempt to control this process should 

use the "&ontal navigation" approach, se thg  the control £kom the outset and, hopefully, 

eliminating undue problems dong the way. One way of doing just that is to select an 

appropnate procurernent strategy that is known to be associated with minimum delays and 

dimptions. 

Accepting the fact that there is no one procurement strategy (or organizational 

profile) suitable for any type of project. because of the unique features of each building 

project (site, requirernents, timing and so on). it can then be suggested that each strategy 

should be evaiuated in the Light of each project's specific charactenstics. 

While the choice of a procurement strategy carmot be based merely on the potentid 

to mïnimize unhealthy disputes and litigation, this can be incorporated as one of the criteria 

to be considered when selecting an appropriate procurement strategy. Selection critena 

may include: 

1 - Project charactenstics: 

a- building category (residentiai, commercial. etc.) and type (e-g. house, 

school, library, etc.) to give an indication to the square-foot cost ; 

b- project location; 

c- project complexity; 

d- legai and environmental constraints. 
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2- Owner characteristics: 

a- type of owner (private or public); 

b- degree of sophistication; 

c- desired degree of control; 

d- risk sharing profile. 

2.10 CONCLUSION 

This research is based upon the assumption that for an owner to achieve a qudity 

project that fulfiils hidher objectives, inter-organizational conflict/disputes have to be 

avoided, or at least minimized. Earlier research h a  shown that inter-organizational cod ic t  

is af5ected by the procurement strategies and has an impact on the projectrs performance 

(Mohsini et al., 1995; Mohsini and Davidson, 199 1 ; Davidson and Mohsini, 1990. 1987; 

Mohsini and Davidson, 1986; Mohsini, 1985). Since construction clairns are in themselves 

a manifestation of inter-organizationai disputes and since their root causes are observed to 

be sunilar to the inter-organizationai conflict-inducing factors, they are assumed to be the 

result of the selection of an inappropriate procurement smtegy. This suggestion remains to 

be explored and verified during the course of this research. 

To undertake such a research, one has to look into: fkequency of clairns, their dollar 

arnounts, and the time lost in settling them; then one m u s  establish a link between these 

variables and the different project procurement strategies, without losing sight of the ownefs 

objectives. One shodd be able to determine which strategy leads to an increased likelihood 

of delays, or is associated with longer penods of delays, or has a higher financial impact on 

the project. Then, it would be possible to develop a mechanism that selects a suitable 

strategy so that those claims that have a negative relationship with the owner's particular 

objectives are avoided or minimized from the onset. 
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As far as we are aware of, this is the fm study in North Arnerica which looks into 

the relationship between difEerent project procurement paths and delay-related claims and 

atternpts to quanti& it. 

Al1 facts were obtained eom historical data, since cases were drawn from case taw, 

which represents facts-based judgement and is not biased by subjective opinions. 

It is hoped that the results of this research d l  provide owners with suitable 

benchmarks for assisting them in assessing the risks associated with a particular 

procurement strategy, as well as creating an increased awareness arnong hem of likely 

causes of disputes and their fiequencies. 

This research is, therefore, intended to partially fil! the gap in the available 

knowledge of the sources. causes and effects of conflict in the North Amencan 

construction industry. Such an investigation into, and identification of the "contributing 

causes'' to contlict, cm help shape strategies that may minimize conflict occurrences in the 

first instance. 

In the next chapter (chapter 3, the choice of the research strategy and methodology 

is explained and the research variabIes are discussed. 



CHAPTER 3: 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The concepts of "inter-organizational conflict" and its Link to "Project organization 

design"; and that of "claims" as a manifestation of "inter-organizational conflict" have been 

discussed in the previous chapters and suggest that project process performance may be 

reveaied by the number, severity and recurrence of "Time-related claims". "Time-related 

claims" are identified fiom "case-law". The analysis of case-law provides data that will 

enable the relationship between the above concepts to be explored as well as providing an in 

depth understanding of the causes that give rise to conflict under different project 

procurement strategies. 

An examination and discussion of social science research strategies for experiments, 

surveys and case studies suggesrs that the latter two strategies provides the necessary high 

level of inter-related detail required to meet the needs of this research. An exphnation is 

given as to how the cases were identified and selected fiom adjudicated claims. The 

research hypotheses are stated and the strategy for the research is developed, considering the 

data that needs to be collected to support the stated propositions. 

3.2 THE NATURE OF RESEARCH 

Research is triggered by an observation of a particular problem that needs to be 

investigated and requires a solution to be found. The nomal sequence of any research is to 

learn more about the facts that surround the problem and adopt an adequate research 

strategy that, when irnplemented, will contribute to its solution. The role of the researcher is 

to use the "corpus of knowledge" and chose an appropriate methodology that enabies him or 

her to understand and contribute to the solution of the problem. Any research has stated 

limitations and should always conclude with a discussion based on actuai findings. possibly 

leading to suggested future work in the field under study. 
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The existing literature in the field (established knowledge) and the researchefs 

expenence (acquired knowledge) are major aids in determining the research questions and 

suggesting the most hitful  areas to consider. indeed, Zikmund (1994) defines research as: 

"The systematic and objective process of gathering, recording and anal'g dma for aiding 

making decirionr". Zikmund M e r  observes that "re-search" literally means to Tearch 

agaid', which suggests that part of the process is to review a problem fiom a different 

perspective. We perceive research as the production of new knowledge or as a new way of 

organizing and/or applying existing knowledge. Therefore, it is fundamental to pose the 

right research question since it possesses many features that predetermine the nature of 

possible answers. 

Phillips and Pugh (1994). as cited by Walker (1997), provide six criteria for 

recognizing a well-developed research project: 

The work says something useful and novel (original) that the research 

community wishes to hear; 

The researcher has dernonstrated a command of current knowledge and an 

astuteness in iden t img gaps in current knowledge of the chosen research field; 

The researcher has demonstrated a grasp of research techniques and their 

limitations; 

Research results have been effectively cornrnunicated; 

The research work has been carried out in an international conte.xt so that a grasp 

of current cvorldwide knowledge has not been confïned to a national or a local 

debate. 

Furthemore, these authors provide some useful guidelines on the definition of 

origindity of work within this contes. These guidelines include: 

1- Carrying out empirical work that has not been done before; 

2- Making a new synthesis that has not been tried before; 
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3- Making a new interpretation of existing matenai; 

4- Trying out somethg in a geographical area, such as a country, that has 

previously not been carried out in that area before; 

5- Applying a particular technique in a novel way; 

6- Introducing substantid new evidence to an old issue; 

7- Being cross-disciplinary and using different methodologies; 

8- Adding to knowledge in a way that has not previously been tried. 

Construction management research appears to be Lunited in the number of stmtegies 

and techniques which are particuiarly favored and are in curent use (Bresnen, 1990). 

Researches in the field of construction management have to draw heavily on techniques 

and strategies fiorn other disciplines, especidly the wider field of the social sciences. 

The researcher in construction management must either adopt from outside his or 

her field an appropriate research approach, or develop a strategy of research that fulfils the 

needs of his or her particular research; such a research strateg must completely address the 

researc h questions. 

3.3 THE RESEARCH MODEL 

Several researchers have proposed models for research rnethodology and research 

design (Davidson, 1997; Zikmund, 1994; Sekaran, 1992; De Vaus. 1991; Snyder, 1984; 

Paris, 1970; etc.). They al1 agree on the cyc!ic nature of the reseiinih strategy. This research 

is an adaptation of Davidson's model, which was chosen for its representativeness. The 

model adopted in this research encompasses the followhg steps: 
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Problem Identification 

Conclusion Research Hypotheses 

B B Formulation 

Analyze& lnterpret 

"""'" \ 1 Research Strategy 
Design 

w 
Conduct Research Choice of Tools 

Figure 3.1 The researc h design (adapted from Davidson's model. 1 997) 

1- IdentiQ the problem in the theoretical terms of the research field; 

2- Formulate research hypotheses based on these theories; 

3- Design an appropriate and defendable research strategy; 

4- Decide on the choice of appropriate theoreticai and practical tools (litenture 

reviews, questionnaires. experiments, etc ...) and develop a data collection 

me thodology; 

5- Conduct the research and document results; 

6- Analyze and interpret results (data); 

7- Draw conclusions h m  analyzed data based on formulated hypotheses; 

8- Back to step (l),  redefme the problern in the light of preliminary conclusions, 

etc. 

These steps are to be repeated as many times as is necessary to substantiate (or 

negate) the proposed hypotheses and answer the research question. The curent research 

follows the steps mentioned above with one slight modification: the first round of the cycle 

was initially designed as a pilot study with fewer data to test drive the process as reported 

earlier (Abdel Meguid, T. A., and Davidson, C. H., 1996). 
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33.1 Step 1: Problern Identification 

This research was triggered by severai "unaoswered questions" that the researcher 

had faced in his professional activities; these were later substantiated by the Literature 

review. The researcher's interest was triggered by the following questions: 

1- Why do owners still end up with idenor quality products? 

2- Why are projects still not perforrning well and îïnish behind schedule. or over- 

budget, or both? 

3- Why do clairns still persist in the construction industry? 

4- Since procurement sûategies are the decisions taken upstream of any project and 

affect al1 the ensuing decisions and hence the project performance, is it possible to 

use them to minimize those negative features of construction projects. in particular, 

daims? 

5- C m  a selection mechanisrn be found to help the building owner to choose, fiom the 

"pool of procurement strategies", a procurement strategy that satisfies the 

characteristics and constraints of his particular project? 

This research builds on previous work done within the IF Research ~ r o u ~ l  

(Davidson 1990, 1989, 1988: Mohsini and Davidson. 1993, 1986; Mohsini, 1993, 1989, 

1985; Mohsini et a l .  1995; GIover, 1976, 1974: Roberts, 1974). ln other words. this 

research is based upon the assumption that to improve the performance of the building 

process, the owner has to be advised as  to which of the procurement strategies that fit(s) his 

or her requirements would rninimize inter-organizational conflict and, by association reduce 

daims. In effect the minimization of the fiequency of clairns, their outcomes and their 

causes can be a part of a project procurement selection mechanism. 

' IF Resemch Group. Faculté de i'aminagemeni. Universite de Montnial. established in 1976 (prior to thai. h m  1968-1976 research 
was carried out by the "IF Rescnrch Team") under the leadership of Professer Colin Davidson. It is the leading Canadim rcsrcseafch 
group pnmarily conccrncd with Building Scielice and Information Science applicd to tcchnologtcal innovation in building and its 
orgruiizational implicaions. notnbly procurement, information management in the building process. information m f e r  from r e s m h  
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3.3-2 Stet12: Research Hvpotheses 

~ s k a t e d  earlier. previous research loolchg into the procurement of buildings on the 

one hand and examinùig claims on the other. has been largely hgmented; though previous 

researchers have examined certain areas separately and fiom different points of view. none 

have examined the two research areas together as a whole. This research seeks to examine 

this particular aspect of the building process, Le. building procurement together with its 

influence on claims management and vice versa, and evaluate their relationships and 

combined effects on the success of the project. Furthemore. the possibility of using claims 

as a yardstick to advise owners on the choice of a suitable strategy for their particuiar project 

is investigated. 

As a basis for the research. the following hypotheses are proposed: 

3.3.2a Meta-Hypothesis: 

Given that the greater the total amount of inter-organizationai conflict in a 

building process, the lower the overall project performance, a project organization's 

overall performance is inversely proportional to the number of claims which are a 

manifestation of such inter-organizational contlict. 

DiKerent procurement strategies induce differing levels of inter-organizational 

conflict. Accordingly, it is hypothesized that: 
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3.3.2 b Hypothesis (1): 

The closer the procurement strategy rnoves f?om the separated and 

coordinated system (traditional) to the management onented system (project 

management, construction management) and to the integrated system (design- 

build, nimkey, owner-builder) on a continuum. the inter-organizationai 

conflict decreases and so do claims. 

3.3.2~ Hypothesis (2): 

Different outcomes of claims have different root causes that differ according 

to the chanctenstics of each procurement strategy. 

3.3.2d Hypothesis (3): 

The frequency and importance of the root causes of clairns are different fiom 

what is generally perceived by construction industry participants. 

3.3.3 Step 3: The Research Design 

3.3.3.a Genera tities 

Yin (1990) identifies the research design as the logical sequence that connects the 

empincal data produced by research to the study's initial research questions and uitimately 

to its conclusions. One of the principal purposes of the design is to help avoid the situation 

in which the collected data does not address the initial research questions. Research design 

in the social sciences typically consists of an experirnent, a case study, or a survey (Robson, 

1993). 
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Erperirnents are undertaken to measure the effects of manipulating one variable on 

another variable and for h d h g  causal relationships between variables (Robson, 1993). An 

experiment is carried out by selecting samples of individuds from known populations and 

allocating them to different experirnental conditions. A planned change of one or more 

variables is introduced and measurements of its eEect(s) taken This manipulation should be 

achieved without biasing the results. 

Szrrveys collect data in a standardized form from samples of a population and allow 

the researcher to carry out statistical inferences on the data, often with the help of computes 

(Norusis, 1996). This statistical inference, movhg fiom the particuiar observations of the 

sample to the wider generalizations of entire populations, is a major reason why surveys are 

popular with researchen (O ppenhehn, 1 992). 

One criticism of surveys is that only standardized data can be collected. The data c m  

not easily be linked to other pieces of information which may have had a bearing on the 

response; as Diesing ( 1972) states: 

Statistical generalizuiions tell us fhai certain regularities ocmr a certain par[ of the 

rime. bzir say nothing about the actuai inner or interpersonal ~amacrionî rhat bring 

them about. To see ivhy a ''regti2rlarit-y" nppears in one case nnd not another, one 

mzist enter into the fivu cases and see hoiv the particîdar percepalal and cognitive 

processes produced the nvo reszilfs. 

Case stirdies are identified by Yin (1990) as: 

"empirical inquiries thai investigate a contemporary phenomenon wiihin its 

real-lfe context; ivhen the bomdar-ies befiveen phenomenon and context are 

noi cleurly evident; and in ivhich multiple sources of evidence are used'! 
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A common concem about "case studies" is that they provide very Iittle basis for 

scientific generaiization. Yin (1 990) addressed this concern by s tahg:  

Y.. Case stridirs, Iike experiments, are generalizuble [O rheoretical 

proposirions and not to popr iIutiom or universes ... the invesrigutor 's goal is 

ro expand and generake theuries (anulytic generalization) and not to 

enurnerate j-eqzrencies (stotisi'ical generalization) '! 

Yin (1990) suggests that the research design of case snidies has traditiondy been 

lacking of rigor and slack, the design ofien oniy emerging after a prolonged involvement in 

the field acnially collecting data, only then redizing that equivocal evidence or biased views 

might influence the direction of the findings and conclusions. This looseness has been 

mistaken with allowing the research design to be too flexible in nature. Yin (1990) suggests 

that a case study research design should be drawn up explicitly at the commencement of the 

research; the research design cari be tailored during the research to take account of any 

changing circumstances that the fieldwork throws up. 

This means that issues are explored as they develop in the data coliection phase 

(flexibility), sometimes necessitating spending more time on a particular case study than 

was origindly envisaged at the research design stage. Also, it means deciding at the 

research design stage which features will be covered selectively. A strong research design 

may lead to important features being ignored as they are "outside the research design" or to 

data being misinterpreted due to a lack of provision at the research design stage. 

Walker (1997) considers the case study research approach as the appropriate 

research mode1 for a class of problerns involving investigation of causal links through 

cornparison of variables. Walker actudly cites the problem of investigating whether or not a 

particular procurernent method affects construction time performance as one example of this 

class of problems. 
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3 3 3 . b  Specifics 

The study of the influence of procurement sûategies on the incidence of clairns and 

the different causes of claims is - in our opinion - considered to be so diverse that a remote, 

standardked form of data collection simply would not ident* them. Nso, the nature of the 

variables to be coffected (qualitative and quantitative, or categoncal and numerical in 

statisticd tems) and the need to verify and substantiate them, suggest that neither nirveys 

nor case studies alone c m  answer this particdm research's rnethodological needs. It is for 

this reason that a combination of surveys and case studies approaches was favored for this 

research (Le. a combination of a horizontal and vertical approaches to data collection and to 

the ïnterpretation of results). since the influences would present themselves without any bias 

fiom the researcher or the research uni& of study. This combination allows a very hi& 

level of abstraction to be undertaken fiom the data, and overcomes both the methodological 

concern related to the number of case çnidies and the potential bias of the researcher. 

At the commencement of the research, it was not known whether the number of 

cases would be enough to indicate the influences of procurernent sûategies on claims. 

Glaser and Strauss's (1967) theory of saturation was used (i.e. that in carrying out m e r  

case studies, no new categones of data are found, in other words, no M e r  causes of claims 

were found), bearing in mind that to establish the required nurnber of case studies, they rnust 

give adequate data and information, and that a subsequent case study would provide no new 

data For this research. the samples mut ,  however, be both manageable and yet large 

enough for each of the procurement methods used in the indwtry to be adequately 

represented, so that solid conclusions can be drawn. 

This suggestion was implemented by canying out the pilot study and i d e n t w g  the 

variables that need to be studied as weU as the causes of clairns. When the additional cases 

were studied, no new causes of claims were identifie4 showing that this criterion had been 

satisfied. 
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3.3.4 Step 4: Choice of Theoreticai and Practicai Toois 

33.4a Literature review 

The fint stage of this research was a comprehensive literanire review covering 

building procurement methods, organizational forms within the building process. 

construction claims and the different rnethods of their resohtion. The Iiterature review 

revealed that there is an abundance of research done on procurement and claims separately 

and provided usehl information on matters such as: variables in the context of the research 

topics; methodologies chosen by other researchers; gaps in available information, and views 

from difEerent researchers. Previous research, in our opinion, has the following 

shortcornings: 

Concemino proiect procurement strategies 

- A problem of t e d o l o g y  exists between members of academia, between 

academia and practitioners, and even between practitioners themselves (even 

within the same country and culture). This is the reason why Masterman's 

project procurernent classification was adopted since it deals with three groups 

or families of procurement strategies and not with individual classifications of 

procurement strategies which are subject to terminologicai debate; 

Ali literature suggests a normative approach to procurement strategies: 

suggesting which procurement strategy is better for what criteria but without 

esiablishing an appropriate methodology to follow when choosing a project 

procurement path. 
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Two approaches to ciaims were identified f?om the literature: 

- @iantitntive approach (symptornatic or de facto), manifested in an abundance of 

techniques to prove and quanti@ entitiement to a claim after it arises; 

- Preventive nppronch. manifested in research on contract standardization, and 

better wording for the conditions of contract. 

Our research approach - though preventive in nature - is novel since it is our 

objective to provide owners with a yardstick to evaluate the performance of each of the 

available procurement strategies and to chose one which meets their constraints. and which 

at the same time has a lower incidence of claims or yields claims with less negative 

O utcornes. 

33.4b Data coiiection 

Two approaches to the data collection were contemplated: 

Participative: an in-depth study of the problems associated with on-going building 

projects through the projects' cycles or phases. This approach was discarded for 

being: 

a- Unrealistically long for a Ph.D. research study; 

b- Data collected would be project specific and could not easily be 

general ized: 

c- Data collected would only represent the views of a particular 

category of task-organizations since, although even modest building 

projects have a large number of task-organizations working on them, 

most of the task-organizations fa11 in the category of sub-contractors. 
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Observatory: a study of a large number of iitigated ciaims cases under dïerent 

procurement strategies and an identification of their root causes. This approach was 

adopted for the following reasons: 

a- Large number of inriances fiom one point of view (the legal point of 

view) to extract pre-detemiined "data"; 

b- Treating "data" without M e r  reference to the instances; 

c- Treating "data" as elernents of information in their own right. 

Two options were available to collect the data: 

I - Out of court: discarded for the follotving reasons: 

a- Subjective: depending on the i n t e ~ e w e d  penon's 

perception; 

b- Difficulty of data collection: 

1 - Not documented; 

2- People are very reluctant and embarrassed when 

talking about their problems and/or their bad 

experiences; 

3- Confïdentiaiity in cases of arbitration or mediation. 

4- Data being sought were considered by many to be 

both sensitive and inaccurate. 

2- In-court (case-law -jurisprudence): chosen for the foliowing reasons: 

a- Docurnented and available in either a hardcopy andor a 

computerized database format; 

b- Judgement rendered by an impartial judge based on 

documented and proven facts; 
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c- Adjudication completed and outcome known; 

d- Represents the wom case scenario that could ever happen to 

a project and; 

e- Free of extemal influences, pressures or business 

environment compromises. 

A conniltation of available North Amencan (US and Canada) judicid databases and 

Law reporters2 yielded almost 3000 generai claims cases, necessitating a M e r  process of 

elimination. The foIiowing citeria were adhered to in selecting and retaiaing cases for in- 

depth study and analysis: 

Only claims pertaining to buildings were retained; 

Cases fkom 1980 and onwards were considered, since a preliminary survey 

of available databases showed that these represent almost 95% of the 

iitigated cases. hother  reason was that alternative procurement strategies 

staned to appear around that period of tirne and it is the a h  of this study to 

compare the performance of building projects under different procurement 

strategies; 

Only time-related claims (delay claims) cases were retained since, as we 

have explained in the previous chapter, they are the most recurrent and 

involve both tirne and cost overmns; 

Al1 cases had to have the owner as one party to the dispute and represent 

cornpensable delays (Le. owner ends up paying clairns and granting time 

extensions); 

Adjudication comp Ieted; 

Complete data available. 

-- 

Lexis legai on-line data base s m h  in ttie l a ~  Iibmy of both: Université de Montréal (UdeM) and Strite University of 
New York (SUNY) at Buffalo; Construction Law Reporter (CLR); The Canadian Abridgment ( z ~  edition); Annuaire 
de Jurisprudence et de Doctrine du Quebtic: United States Reporter, Court of CIaims Reporter: Fedeml Reporter, 
Fcded Supplement: AtIantic Reporter: Pacific Reporter; North Eastern Reporter, North Western Reporter. Southem 
Reporter, South Eastern Reporter. South Western Reporter. and New York Supplement Reporter. 
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Based on the above cnteria, 121 cases were retained for more indepth study and 

analysis. 

3 3 . 4 ~  Definition of variables 

The variables for this research are grouped under three headings (classif?cations): 

project procurement charactençtics, outcomes of claims and causes of claims (Table 3.1 

shows the research variables). 

1- Project procurement characteristics (categoricni) which include: 

- The proiect procnrrement snntecies adopted by  onmers in these Iitigated 

building projects were traditionai. design-b-build, owner-builder? fast track, 

and construction management. These were later regrouped into 3 groups 

according to Masterman's classification: 

Srparafed and cooperative procirrement strategy (traditional); 

Management-orienfed procirrement srrafeBy (construction 

management); 

lntegrared pronrrement straregy (design-build, owner-builder, and 

fast track). 

- Twe of buildine (residential, commercial, institutionai, industriai and 

specialized industries). 

- Twe of  owner (public or pnvate). 

- Tme of contract (method of payment: lump surn, unit pnce, guaranteed 

maximum price and cost plus). 

2- Claims outcomes (nrrmericaf) measure the claims severity in tems  of: 



a- cost performance: 

- Percentage of cost ovemin (% of claimed cost to the initial 

project budget and % awarded to initial project budget); 

- Percentage of awarded claim to initial claim; 

b- Time performance: 

- Percentage tirne overrun (detay expressed as a % of the 

planned duration of the project}; 

- Percentage trial o v e m  (time beforc the court decision. 

expressed as a % of the planned duration of the project). 
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Table 3.1: Research variables 

VARIABLE I MEASORE OF l waNG 

CA TEGORY 

STRA TEGY 

Type of building 

Indusaial 
Commercial 
lnübtional 
Rea'denbial 
Specialized industries 

Proiect procurement sttategy 

Private owner 
Public owner 

Separated and cooperatfve (1) 
lntegnted (2) 
Managementorientad (3) 

OWNER 

Method of payment 

Ownershlp of pmject 

Unit price (2) 
Guaranteed maximum price (Gap. )  (3) 
cos plus (4) 

COST OVERRUN 
CIaimed amount 1 Budget (X) 
Awarded amountl Budget (X) 

Awarded amountl Claimed amount(%) 

8 Tarek Ahmed AbdeI Meguid 1997 
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3- Causes of daims (categorical) 

Twenty-two causes of claims were cited in the 12 1 claims cases in 24 1 instances 

(sornetimes there were more than one cause per claim). Based on the factors in 

organizational design theory that were found to be conflict-inducing in muiti-organizations, 

and were proven to be detemiinistic to the performance of the building project (Mohsini, 

1984), the causes of delays were grouped into three main categories: 

Scope of the project (or domain consensus): The greater the clarïty of 

scope of participation and the degree of specialhtion the better the project 

performance; 5 causes of claims were cited under this category; 

Availability and access to information: The more successful the exchange 

of information the better the project performance; 9 causes of claims were 

cited under this category; 

Coordination (or interdependence of tasks): The greater the coordination 

and cooperation in dependent tasks the better the project performance; 8 

causes were cited under this category. 

The causes of daims were classified using the logical proposition (Figure 3.2) in two 

steps: 

Step 1: A synthesis of claims cases was camied out, causes of claims were identified 

and written down as reported. Each of the reported causes of claims was then cross- 

referenced to previously identified causes for logical consistency and either 

considered as a new cause or expressed in modified terms, if necessary. This was 

deemed necessary to maintain consistency with the previously-identified causes of 

claims, but was only confimied afier returning back to the individual case under 

study to ver@ the suitability of the new terrn. A final list of 22 causes of claims was 

produced. 
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Step2: The 22 causes of clairns were then classified under the three headings of the 

detenninants of building project performance (based on the inter-organizationd 

cod ic t  theory) into (Table 3.1): 

- Scope of the project (or domain consensus); 

- Availability and access to information; 

- Interdependence of tasks. 

(Example: if 1 is "late documents". and J is "availability and access to information 

category", we answer YES to the question "is I an aspect of J?") 

II- ControC group 

Two M e r  surveys were undertaken to establish: 

1- The control group: as a basis to compare the spread of procurement 

strategies in claims cases as compared to what is the actud practice of the 

indusûy ( 1 '' Montreal survey - 1997 ) [Appendku A]; 

2- Experts' Opinion: to establish the perception of practitioners on the 

importance of the discovered causes of codict  that lead to clairns and 

compare that perception to the incidence of these causes fiom the analysis of 

the actual ciaims (Yd Montreal survey - 1 997) [Appendk BI. 

Data for both surveys were gathered from randomly selected professionals 

covering the whole spectrum of al1 the participants in the building indwtry (public 

owners, private owners, architects and engineers), in addition to claims experts (for 

the experts' perceptions - znd Montreal survey). 
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LOGlCAL PROPOSITION - ALGORITHM 

: Descriptors 

1 

don? have a 
hienrchtal 

legend: BT 1 NT. Bmader Tetm 1 Narmwer T e m  Relationshlp; 
WT 1 PT. M o l e  Terni I Part Tenn Relationship; 
RT I RT . ReIated Tetm Relaüonship 

Figure 3.2: Logical proposition used to classi& the causes of daims (Canadian Thesam 

of Construction Science and Technology, 1978) 
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3.3.5 Step 5: Conduct the Research 

The research was carried out in a North Amencan context, databases and law 

reporters fkom both Canada and the USA were consulted at the law libraries of both the 

Université de Montréal (UdeM) and the State University of New York (SUNY) at 

Buffalo. The control group surveys were done in the Metropolitan Montreal Area (which 

was assumed to be representative of al1 large North Amencan cities). 

3.3.6 Step 6: Data Analvsis 

Data analysis is shown in the next chapter (chapter 4) in three sections under the 

previously rnentioned headings of data classification (project procurement characteristics, 

daims outcomes, and causes of claims). A fourth section is added to investigate the 

relationships between these classifications. 

Several techniques were used to analyze the data: 

- Frequency diagrams; 

- Cross tabulations: 

- Cluster diagramsi 

- Multiple regression analyses 

Al1 hypotheses were tested using the data gathered Erom the case studies. Any 

unanswered propositions were subject to Uiformed opinion (Le. based on the experts' 

survey), and fmally, conclusions are drawn from the research study. 

Analysis was done at the inter-classification level. the intra-classifications level. and 

between claims cases and control group. 
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The lack of previous major research time-related claims in relation to the 

influence of procurement rnethods make it Wnially impossible to tr). to compare results 

with O ther researc hers- 

This research involves a massive amount of data which is ofien in a qualitative and 

quantitative format, necessitating a careful choice of an appropriate analytical methodology. 

It would not be practicai to include in the thesis an appendk containing ail the transcripts of 

the cases together with copies of al1 the notes and documentation collected during the course 

of the research. 

3.3.7 Step 7 & 8: Anatvsis of Results and Conclusions 

Conclusions are draun kom the analyzed data based on the announced hypotheses. 

Partial conclusions are shown at the end of each section of the anaiysis in chapter 4. Final 

conclusions and recornrnendations for future work are shown in chapter 5. 

3.4 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH 

The researcher realizes that disputes between project participants are quite 

common and can be sotved: on site, by negotiation, by mediation, by arbitration, or by 

litigation. For the purposes of this research. only claims. which went to court (Iitigation), 

are considered, since: 

a- Some sort of a compromise was reached in the other daims through the fust 

four dispute resolution techniques (on site, negotiation. mediation and 

arbitration); 

b- The cases that went to litigation represent the more serious daims, t h e  and 

money wise, and most importantly: 

c- These cases are documented and traceable. 
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The researcher undertakes this research fiom the point of view of the OWNER, since: 

a- The building project is (or should be) a reflection of the owner's requirements; 

b- owner is the prime initiator of any building process and the one who sets 

the basis of al1 relationships between the parties to the project since he or she 

is the one who decides on the procurement m t e g y :  

c- The owner is the party who risks ending up with a lower quality project loss of 

time and perhaps, money as well. 

The ultimate objective of this research is to explore the appropriate building 

procurement strate= for a particdar project that minimizes clairns and, consequently, has 

the bea record for preserving performance: to this end. the following points are considered: 

a- Building processes are considered based on the Masterman's classification of 

the families of the procurement strategies. 

b- Cases cited in litigation from 1980 onwards, representing the industry at 

large. 

Here. performance is considered from hvo aspects only: time and money. 

3.5 CONCLUSION 

in diis chapter. the methodology of the research has been set out. An appropnaie 

research methodology is used to serve the research needs and is designed accordingly. It has 

been shown that surveys and case study approaches c m  be combined and adopted 

successfûlly at different stages of the research, depending on the research requirements. The 

next chapter (chapter 4) presents the results of the data anaiysis and their interpretation and 

chapter 5 presents the conclusions of this research and concludes with recommendations for 

futwe research. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The data for this research are presented under the three main headings used throughout this 

research, narnely: 

1- Project procurement characteristics (procurement strategy, category of 

project. type of owner. and contract type); 

- 7- claims1 outcomes (% time o v e m  to contract schedule. % clairned to 

budge~ % awarded to budget % awarded to claimed. and % trial ovemui to 

contract schedule); 

3- Causes of ciaims (22 causes of claims falling into three distinct categories, 

a) scope of the project (domain consensus), b) availability and access to 

information, and c) coordination (interdependence o f  tasks). 

This chapter is divided into four sections, since, in addition to the h t  three sections which 

show the results of the research under the three main classes mentioned above, there is a 

fourth section which de& with the relationships between the data classes, based on the 

surveys and on the experts' opinions. Each main section comprises a data analysis, which is 

followed by a discussion of the factors considered separately. 

l 
/ Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Discussion 

1 RELATIONSHIP 

CLASSIFICATIONS 

I 

Figure 4.1: Chapter 4 (Data Analysis and Discussion) outline 

' Henceforth, the tem claim will be used to designate "time-related claims or delay claims" 
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SECTION 1: 

PROJECT PROCUREMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
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4.1 PROJECT PROCUREMENT C H A R A ~ R I S T I C S  

Project procurement characteristics (procurement mtegy,  type of owner, contract 

type, and type of building) are presented separately and in cornparison with two other 

surveys which constitute a control group. 

4.l.a Claims Cases 

A preliminary study of the 121 claims cases reveaied that they were distributed 

amongst the different procwment strategies, the different types of owners (public and 

private), the dBerent contract types (lump sum, unit price, cost-plus-fee and garanteed 

maximum pnce-G.M.P.), and the different types of buildings (residentiai, commercial, 

industrial and institutional) as shown in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Claims cases by strategy, type of owner and contract type. 

4.l.a.l Claims cases and procurement strategy 

Among the 121 claims cases that were selected for study, the separated and 

cooperative procurement strategy has the highest incidence of clairns 5 1.24% (62 cases). 

fol10 wed by the integrated strategy 3 8.84% ((17 cases). The management-oriented strategy 

has the least incidence of claims, 9.92% (12 cases) 

4.l.a.Z Claims cases and type of owner 

Public O wners appear to face claims more ofien than pnvate owners (62.8 1 % public 

owners to 37.19% private owners). Moreover, public owners still have the highest ciaims 

incidence under the separated and cooperative procurement (traditional) strategy (80.65%). 

whereas private owners seem to have masrered the traditional procurement strategy and face 

fewer clauiis but they have a more pronounced tendency to face claims under the innovative 

procurement strategies: integrated procurement strategy (55.32%) and management-oriented 

strategy (58.3 3 %) . 
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4.1.a.3 CIaims cases and contract type 

Both public and private owners have a high incidence of ciaims under lump sum 

contracts (47.1 1 % and 28.93% respectively); this accounts for 76.03% of al1 claims. 

Unit pnce contracts have the second highest incidence of claims with public owners 

(13.22%) followed by guaranteed maximum price contracts (1.65%) and cost pl- fee 

contracts (0.83%). 

4 w 
Guaranteed maximum price contracts have the second highest incidence of claims 

with pnvate ownee (7.44%), -followed by cost plus fee contracts (0.83%). We cannot 

ascertain whether private owners do better with unit pnce contracts since no case of the 

incidence of claims under private owner and unit pnce contracts was included in the cases 

4.l.a.4 Claims cases and type of building 

From Figure 4.1' we cannot deduce any tendency of a particular type of building to 

result more ofien in claims. It should be noted that the claims cases included 16 residentiai. 

37 commercial, 38 industrial. 14 institutionai, and 16 speciaiized buildings, suggesting a 

broad spread of claims cases across the spectrum of building types. 

4.l.b Control Group 

In order to establish a "control", indicating the normal breakdown of contracts by 

procurement strategy, owner type and contract type, comparative data were obtained from 

two sets of surveys in the Montreal metropolitan area The first set was an early survey 

(1992) on procurement practices, and the second survey (1997) is a similar survey, placing 

more emphasis on practitioners' perceptions of Iisted causes of claims cited in case-law. 
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Both surveys were randomly conducted (as we have explained in the previous 

chapter) and are presurned to be representative of al1 contracts and can serve as a yardstick 

to compare with the data about contracts ending in claims. 

The timing of the surveys should be borne in mind when making cornparisons 

between claims cases and the control group; claims cases fkom case-law (1980 - 1996) 

derive from contracts started and finished during the period spanning 60m the mid-seventies 

to the begiming of 1990's. For this reason, the f i  Montreal survey (1992) WU be used as a 

yardstick for clairn cases since it coincides more closely with the sarne tirne fkme as the 

cIaims cases. 

The second Montreai survey (1997) wiU be mainly used to compare and substantiate 

the causes of claims - identified f iom case-law - with experts' perceptions as to the 

importance of these causes Figure 4.3aJ. 

Control groups 

1" Survey znd ~urvey  

Likely pr~ject  dates 
1 

4 F- 

I980 1992 1996 1997 

Figure 13a: Claims cases and control group 
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CLAMS CASES AND CONTROL GROUP 

Claims 
Cases 

1992 
Suwey 

Figure 43b: Claims cases and control group (by procurement strates& 

Comparing data from the control groups with the claims cases Figure 4.3b], it is 

obvious that the separated and CO-operative procurement strategy is the prefened 

procurement strategy by a11 types of owners and proportionally leads to fewer claims (80% 

in the conaol group to 5 1.24% in claims). 

The integrated procurement strategy is the second preferred procurement strategy 

(16% in the control group) but has a high incidence of claims (38.84% in claims cases, 

which represents aimost 2.4 times its usage). 

The management-oriented procurement strategy is the least preferred strategy by al1 

owners (4% of the control group) but proportionally has the highest incidence compared to 

usage (9.92% in claims cases, which represents 2.48 times of usage) 
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ClAlMS CASES AND CONTROL GROUP 

Claims 
Cases 

1992 Survey 

Figure WC: Clairns cases and control goup @y type of owner) 

Comparing data from the control groups with the claims cases Figure 4.3~1, it 

appears that the control goup (the first Montreai survey - 1992) has aimost the same 

percentage distribution of public and private owners that the claims data is showing (36% 

private owner and 64% public owner). 
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Claims 
cases 

PUBUC OWNERS 

Figure 4.3d: Claims cases and control group (public owner) 

Public owners show a strong inclination for traditional contracts (separated and 

cooperative nrateg); indeed. about 93 % of public projeas involve " traditional" 

procurement strategies. However, they only represent 65.8% of al1 cases ending up in 

claims Figure 4.3dI. 

On the other hand, the "non-traditional2" procurement strategies (6.25% of overall 

procurement strategies) represent a major portion of claims 34.2%, (27.6% integrated and 

6.6% management-oriented), indicating that the public sector is presently ill-equipped to 

innovate in this area. 

' The control gmup daes not include any projects under the management-oriented pnxurement strategy. 
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PWVATE OWNERS 

Clalms 
Cases 

Figure 4.3e: Clairns cases and control g o u p  (private orner) 

Private owners appear to have mastered the traditional procurement process and fa11 

even less into clairns under this strategy (only 76.7% of claims cases). Private owners on 

the other hanci, in their desire to exercise more control of their projects, are more ready to 

adopt non-traditional procurement strategies (44.44% of the control group - 3 3.3 3% 

integrated and 1 1.1 1% management-oriented). Once again the incidence of clairns for these 

strategies is higher (73.3%), particularly for the integrated procurement strategy (57.8% 

integrated and 1 5.5% management-oriented) Figure 4.3eI. 
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Table 4.2: Comparison between clairns and n w e y  data @y owner, contract type and 

procurement strategy) 

Table 4.2 shows a detailed cornparison between the claims data (upper portion) and 

the fmt Montreal s w e y  (lower portion), broken down by strategy, type of owner. and 

contract type. 

SECTION 1:  DISCUSSION^ 

In this section, the project procurement charactenstics of 12 1 building projects, 

which ended in courts of law, are presented. The analysis of these claims cases indicates 

that the ratio of public owners to private owners facing claims is proportional to their 

distribution in the control group (Figure 4.3 .c). 

- - 

In order to facilitate the analysis of the results, a normaiized presentation has been adopted in the 
discussion of this section and the discussions of the following sections of this chapter. 
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The separated and CO-operative procurement strategy still appears to be the 

preferred strategy for public owners in procuring building projects and has a lower 

occurrence of ciaims than the other two procurement strategies. This is not surprising 

considering that it is the one, which has been used the longest and that contract 

documents have been fue-tuned and standardized for its usage. The private owners 

appear to have mastered the separated and CO-operative procurement strategy and face 

even fewer claims under this strategy than public owners (Figures 4.3d and 4.3e). 

We have explained in chapter 1 the shortcomings of the separated and CO- 

operaiive procurement strategy and the reasons why alternative procurement strategies 

have appeared. These reasons, it should be noted, are independent of the claims issue we 

are studying here; consequently, it would be unwise to draw any immediate conclusions 

from (a) their introduction and (b) the higher incidence of claims they represent. 

While the integrated procurement strategy. with its main variani design-build, has 

been gaining much support lately and is being presented as the panacea to al1 the 

problems of the construction industry, ourfidings prove the opposire. Both public and 

private owners have a high incidence of claims under this procurement strategy. 

Combined, both ownes face twice as many clairns compared to usage than the other two 

procurement strategies (Figure 4.3 b). 

The public owner under the integrated procurement strategy has a higher claims to 

usage ratio than the private owner (4.4 to 1.7 - Fi,gures 4.3d and 4.3e). This is not 

surprising; indeed one might expect it considenng the constraints public owners operate 

under (public accountability, bureaucracy and open bidAowest bidder requirements). 

Public owners are in an awkward situation when adopting this strategy since, while they 

have a pronounced risk aversion profile and are ready to pass the responsibility to another 

party, they are still tied by the bureaucratie nature of their office, thus causing more 

conflict. 
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The management-oriented procurement strategy under the pnvate owner appears 

more often in clairns cases than its usage (Figure 4.3.e). 

i n ~ ~ c i e n c y  of information in the controi group about the distribution of 

management-oriented procurement strategy under the public owner prevents us From 

proposing any ùiforrned opinion. 

Our fmdings point to the consequences (in terms of claims occurrences) of the 

constnints within which public sector owners operate. They also throw an unexpected light 

on the iikelihood of al1 types of owners running into trouble when non-traditional 

procurement strategies are adopted, suggening the need to fine-tune the pracûcaiities of 

these strategies. 

The method of payment preferred by al1 owners is the lump sum contract, this 

highlights the expected dificulties of managing any other form of payment. 

En the next section (section 2). the clairns outcomes are presented under the three 

families of procurement strategies. halysis of outcomes is canied out, cornparisons 

performed and conclusions drawn are discussed at the end of section 2. 
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SECTION 2: 

C L m S  OUTCOMES 
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4.2. CLAMS OUTCOMES 

For the purpose of quantiQing the effect of procurement strategies on the duration 

and cost of resolving clairns, the "claims outcomes" are identified in two groups - 

cornpared to project schedule and to project budget. The first group deds with the tune- 

related outcomes of claims (Le. % tirne o v e m  and % trial o v e m  - both compared to the 

contract duration); the second group deds with the cost-related oütcomes of claims (Le. % 

claimed to budget, % awarded to budge~ and % awarded to claimed). All outcomes for d l  

claims cases are expressed as percentages of project schedule and project budget in order 

to have a normalized cornparison free of the impact of the project's size, budget and 

duration. 

4.2.1 Analvsis of Claims Outcomes 

Analysis of claùns outcomes shows that they vary in each procurement strategy and 

with each type of owneship as follows (Tables 4.3a - 4.3j) 

Table 13a: Variable Pl - % of T h e  Ovenun (private owners) 

1 Procurement Strategy 1 Range 1 Average 1 Std. Deviation 1 
1 Separated & Co-operative 1 16.36% - 260.00% 1 70.84% 1 67.97% 

I 

1 htegrated 1 4.45% - 7 12.22% 1 107.54% 1 177.2 1% 1 

Table 4.3b: Variable Pl - % of Tirne Overrun (public owners) 

Management - Oriented 

1 Separated & Co-operative 1 1.37% - 274.19% 1 56.99% 1 57.13% 1 

5.81% - 166.55% 

1 Integrated 1 3.52% - 131.51% 1 45.90% 1 43.70% 1 

Average 1 Std. Deviation Procurement Strategy 

1 Management - Oriented 3.16% - 1 19.67% I 1 63.56% 1 51.62% 1 

59.80% 

Range 

53.82% 
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Table J3c: Variable P2 - % of Claimed to Budget (pnvate owners) 

1 Procurement Strategy 1 Range 1 Average 1 Std. Deviation 1 
1 Separated & Co-operative ( 2.00% - 178.98% 1 32.71% 1 48.36% 1 

Table 43d: Variable P2 - % of Clairned to Budget (public owners) 

lntegrated 

Management - Oriented 

1 Management - Oriented 1 4.31% - 84.71% 1 54.45% 1 39.07% 1 

4.93% - 325.94% 

3.69% - 100.00% 

Procurement Strategy 

Separated & Co-operative 

Integrated 

Table 43e: Variable P3 - % of Awarded to Budget (private owners) 

1 Procurement Strategy 1 Range 1 Average 1 Std. Deviation ( 

44.77% 

57.24% 

Range 

0.08% - 2 14.23% 

0.70% - 93.78% 

1 Separated & Co-operative 1 0.22% - 19.43% 1 9.03% 1 7.21% 1 

7 1 -24% 

35.79% 

Average 

27.26% 

19.73% 

Table 4.3E Variable P3 - % of Awarded to Budget (public owners) 

Std. Deviation 

38.75% 

23 -98% 

lntegrated 

Management - Oriented 

1 Procurement Strategy 1 Range 1 Average 1 Std.Deviation ( 
1 Separated & Co-operative 1 0.03% - 170.99% ( 1 1.82% 1 25.24% 1 

0.04% - 83.79% 

135% - 85.07% 
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14.73% 

26.76% 

htegrated 

Management - Oriented 

23 -32% 

30.23% 

0.30% - 73.53% 

1.51% - 33.06% 

1 1.69% 

1 5.27% 

17.24% 

14.22% 
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Table 43g: Variable P4 - % of Awarded to Claimed (private owners) 

Table 43h: Variable P4 - % of Awarded to Claimed (public owners) 

Procurernent Strategy 

Separated & Co-operative 

Intepted 

~ana&rnent - Oriented 

Procurement Strategy 1 Range 1 Average 1 Std. Deviation 1 

Range 

Table 43i: Variable P j  - % of Trial Overrun (private ownes) 

Separated & Co-operative 

Intepted 

Management - Oriented 

1 Procurement Strategy 1 Range 1 Average 1 Std. Deviation 1 

Average Std. Deviation 

0.56% - 100.00% 

6.05% - 100.00% 

7.55% - 46.17% 

2 1.69% 

29.63% 

3232% 

10.71% - 76.38% 

0.7990 - 93.28% 

10.72% - 100.00% 

Separated & Co-operative 

3 7.24% 

41.16% 

44.14% 

44.40% 

5 8 -00% 

28.44% 

Integrated 

Table 43j: Variable P5 - % of Trial Overrun (public ownee) 

29.95% 

29.3 0% 

16.21% 

337.54% - 10093.33% 

L 

Management - Oriented 

1 Procurement Stntegy I Range 1 Average 1 Std. Deviation / 

242.47% - 4867.78% 

1 Separated & Co-operative 1 15 1 -30% - 1 1075.00% 1 1033.49% 1 1605.72% 1 

1599.86% 2728.42% 

1 142.925 

61 1.87% 247.29% - 1948.78% 

A more detailed anaiysis of each of the claims outcornes is given below: 

0 Turd Almed Abdei Meguid 1997 

1097.46% 

659.79% 

lntegrated 

Management - Oriented 

257.27% - 2092.12% 

3 15.72% - 1933.06% 

769.32% 

847.83% 

468.89% 

644.18% 
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4.2.1a % T h e  overrun 

Overall, the public owner seems to have a lower pro bability of occurrence of a hi& 

percentage of tirne overrun under the integrated procurement strategy while having higher 

probability of occurrence of a hi& percentage of tirne o v e m  under the management- 

onented procurement strategy; the separated and CO-operative procurement strategy lies 

between the two (see Figure 4.4a). 

% PROBABIUTY OF OCCURENCE OF TiME OVERRUN 

-- --- - 4- PUBLICS~C-a O 12 52 74 88 88 -90  90 90 94 96 96 96 98 t 0 0 1 0 0 -  

-PRIVATE S8C O 16.7 41.7 58 3 58.3 91 7 91.7 91 7 91 7 91 7 91.7 91.7 91.7100 100 100 

' 'x- P(JsUCINT. O 33.3 61.9 76.2 76.2 81 85.7 t00 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 i00 

-PRIVA= lm. 0 11 5 23.1 57.7 69.2 80.8 88.5 923 92.3 923 92.3 923 923 92.3 92.3 92.3 

' *' PUBLICMGT. O 20 40 40 60 60 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1OC) 

+PRIVA= MGT. O 28.6'429 n . 1  85.7 85.7 85.7 85.7 85.7 100 100 100 100 100 100 100- 

Figure 4.4a: Cumulative probability of occurrence of % time ovemin 

Specificdly, the public owner adopting the integrated procurement strategy has the 

lowest percentage of t h e  overnm, followed by the separated and cooperative procurement 

strategy then by the management-oriented procurement sû-ategy. On the other hand, the 

privale owner adopting the separated and cooperative procurement strategy has the lowest 

percentage of time overrun, followed by the integrated procurement strategy then by the 

management-oriented procurement strategy. 

Q Tarek A fimed A bdel Meguid 199 7 
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42. lb % Claimed to budget 

Overail, the public owner seems to have the lowest probability of occurrence of a 

high percentage of claimed to budget under the integrated procurement strategy, while 

having the highest probability of occurrence of a hi& percentage of claimed to budget under 

the management-oriented procurement strategy (see Figure 4.4b). 

% PROBABtUTY OF OCCURENCE OF % CLAIMED TO BUDGET 

Figure 4.4b: Cumulative probability of occurrence of % claimed to budget 

Specifically, the public oivner adopting the integrated procurement strategy has the 

lowest percentage of claimed to budget, followed by the separated and cooperative 

procurement strategy then by the management-oriented procurement strategy. On the other 

hand, the private owner adopting the integrated procurement mtegy bas the lowest 

percentage of claimed to budget, followed by the separated and cooperative procurement 

strategy then by the management-onented procurement strategy. 
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4.2.1~ % Awarded to budget 

Overall, the private owner seems to have the lowest probability of occurrence of a 

hi& percentage of awarded to budget under the separated and cooperative procurement 

strategy. The pnvate owner under the management-oriented procurement strategy has the 

highest probability of occurrence of a high percentage of awarded to budget (see Figure 

4.4~). 

% PROBABlUM OF OCCURENCE OF % AWARDED TO BUDGEt 

Figure 4.4~: Cumulative probability of occurrence of % awarded to budget 

Specifically, the pirblzc owzer adopting the integrated procurement strategy has the 

lowest percentage of awarded to budget, followed by the separated and cooperative 

procurement strategy then by the management-oriented proairement strategy. On the other 

hand, the private owner adopting the separated and cooperative procurement strategy has the 

lowest percentage of awarded to budget, followed by the integrated procurement strategy 

then by the managementsriented procurement strategy. 
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4.2.1d % Awarded to claimed 

Overail, the public owner seems to have the least probability of occurrence of a high 

percentage of awarded to claimed under the rnanagement-onented procurement strategy 

while having the highest probability of occurrence of a hi& percentage of awarded to 

claimed under the integrated procurement strategy (see Figure 4.4d). 

% PROBABIUTY OF OCCURENCE OF % AWARDED TO CLAlMED 

4 

x 
F 

% AWARDED TO CLAlMED 

O 5  10 15 20 25 30 35 40 4 5 . 5 0 ' 5 5  60 65 7 0 ' 7 5  80 85 90 95 1001 

Figure 4.4d: Cumulative probability of occurrence of % awarded to claimed 

Specifically, the public owner adopting the management-oriented procurement 

strategy has the lowest percentage of awarded to clairneci, followed by the separated and 

cooperative procurement strategy then by the integrated procurement strategy. On the other 

hand, the private owner adopting the separated and cooperative procurement strategy has the 

lowest percentage of awarded to claimed followed by the integrated procurement strategy 

then by the management-oriented procurement strategy. 
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3.2.le % Triai overrun 

Overall, the privute owner seems to have the least probability of occurrence of a 

hi& percentage of trial ovemin under the maoagement-oriented procurement strategy whiie 

having the highest probability of occurrence of a hi& percentage of trial o v e m  under the 

integrated procurement strategy (see Figure 4.4e). 

% PROBABILITY OF OCCURENCE OF TRiAL OVERRUN 

H T R A L  OVERRUN 
2% 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 ' 

Figure M e :  Cumulative probability of occurrence of % aid overrun 

Specifically, the public owner adopting the integrated procurement strategy has the 

Iowest percentage of trial overmn, followed by the separated and cooperative procurement 

strategy then by the management-oriented procurement strategy. On the other han& the 

private owner adopthg the management-oriented procurement strategy has the lowest 

percentage of tnd ovemin, followed by the separated and cooperative procurement strategy 

then by the integrated procurement strategy. 
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4.2.2 Overall Performance of Claims Outcornes 

The separczted and cooperative procurement strategy proved to be the best strategy 

in terms of al1 the clairns outcomes for the private owner while being the second ben 

strategy in terms of dl the cIaims outcomes for the public owner. Furthexmore, we note that 

the pnvate owner is better able to manage the number of occurrences of clairns as weil as 

their outcomes under the separated and CO-operative procurement strategy (compare Figure 

4.3e to Table 4.4b). 

Table 4.4a: Consequences for pirblic owners under difEerent procurement sûategies (frorn 

the ownefs point of view) 

PROCUREMENT STRATEGY 

Table 4.4b: Consequences for private owners under different procurement strategies (fiom 

the owner's point of view) 

% Time O%. Claimed % Awarded Oh Awarded % Trial 
Ovemn to Budget to Budcet to Claimed Ovemin 

PROCUREMENT STRATECY 5 g g g $ 

The integrated procurement strategy proved to be the best stmtegy in terms of all the 

claims outcomes for the public owner except for the % awarded to claimed (see Table 4.4a - 
this does not have any significant negative impact since both the % claimed to budget and 

the % awarded to budget outcomes are low and to the public owner's advantage). We note 
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that the integrated strategy, for the public owner, has a hi& occurrence of claims compared 

to the control group (see Figure 4.3d). The uitegrated procurement mtegy  is the second 

best w t e g  in t e m  of al1 the daims outcomes for the pnvate owner except the % nia i  

ovemin. 

The management-orienied proarrernenr strategy proved to be the wom strategy in 

terrns of al1 the claims outcomes for both the public and the pnvate owners except that it has 

the lowest % awarded to claimed under the public owner and the least % trial o v e m  under 

the private owner. Again. this does not have any negative impact since both the % claimed 

to budget and the % awarded to budget outcornes are high and to the public owner's 

disadvantage). 

Ovemll, the separated and cooperative procurement strategy still appears to be 

holding its place. This is not surprishg since it is the strategy that has been used for the 

longea time (indeed, it is often referred to as "traditional procurement"). 

Note that. as we have stated. this analysis is from the owner's perspective (a 

contractor's perspective will be different in the rnonetary side only since they both desire to 

minimize delays and trial the) ;  in contrast, it is to the contractor's advantage to daim more 

and to have the owner be obliged to award him more. 
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4.2.3 Relationship between Clairns Outcornes 

The relationships between al1 claims outcomes have been plotted as scatter 

diagrams (Figure 4.5) and dthough skewness of data was detected due to the uneven 

distribution of data over the ranges recorded, some preliminary conclusions c m  be drawn 

by visually comparing these relationships under the three identified procurement strategies. 

42.3~1% Time overrun and % claimed to budget 

Time o v e m  does not appear to systematically influence the arnount claimed. 

Indeed, we notice that for low % of time ovenuns, there is a higher incidence of % 

claimed to budget in both separated and cooperative, and integrated procurement 

strategies. In the rnanagement-oriented strategy. on the other hand, there are higher 

amounts of % claimed to budget at low % of time ovemuis. 

4 2 3 b  O h  Time overrun and % awarded to budget 

Time overmn does not appear to influence the arnount avarded. Indeed, we 

notice that for low % of time ovemuis, there is a higher incidence of % awarded to 

budget in both separated and cooperative and management-orienred procurement 

strategies. In the integrated procurement strategy, on the other hand, there are higher 

amounts of % ciairned to budget at low % of t h e  overruns. 

4.2.3~ % Time overrun and % awarded to claimed 

Time o v e m  does not appear to influence the ratio of awarded to claimed 

amounts. Indeed, we notice that for low % of time overruns, there is a higher incidence 

of % awarded to claimed in al1 procurernent strategies. 
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1.23d % Time overrun and % triai overrun 

Time overrun does not appear to influence the % of trial overrun. Indeed, we 

notice that most of the instances of high % trial overrun happen at low % of time 

o v e m s  in al1 procurement strategies. 

4.2.3e % Trial overrun and % awarded to claimed 

% Awarded to claimed does not appear to be influenced by the % of trial 

overrun. Indeed, we notice that most of the incidences happened at low % of trial 

o v e m  in ail the procurement strategies (and as a matter of fact al1 of the incidences of 

high % awarded to claimed). 

4.2.3f % Claimed to budget and % awarded to budget 

A pattern appears to exist in this relationship for each of the procurement 

strategies. This has been M e r  investigated and a strong correlation was found and 

plotted (see Figure 4.6). 

43 Tarek Ahmed AbdeIiUeguid 1997 
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Figure 4.5: Relationships between claims outcomes by stratem (continued) 

8 Tarek A lzmd ri bdel Mquid 1 99 7 
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Figure 4.5: Relationships between claims outcornes by strategy (continued) 
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Figure 4.5: Relationships between claims outcornes by strategy 
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4.2.4 Regression Analvsis 

From the previous analyses, it was noticed that the variables are skewed in statisticai 

terms, so that moa of whatever is interestkg in the plots is obscured by the few large values. 

There are several ways of remedying this situation, one of which is to start elirninating 

outlying observations. The other, which is cornrnonly used, is to transform (normalize) the 

data A comrnon transformation used for data of this sort is the log-linear transformation. 

A loglinear transformation was carried out for ail variables. A linear pattern of 

relationships between the % awarded to claimed 0 3 )  on the one hand, and the % claimed to 

budget (Pz) on the other (both variables in log scale), for dl three procurement strategies 

was observed. 

Regression analysis was conducted between these two variables for each of the 

procurement strategies. A strong and highly si~pificmt correlation (Sign F <0.05) was 

found to exist, and can be represented by the regression equation: 

Log P3 = A + B (Log P2) 

Where P3 = % award to budget; 

P3 = % claimed to budget; 

A = Constant; 

B = Coefficient of regression. 

The regression equation for these two variables for each of the procurement 

strategies is as follows: 
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4.2Aa Separated and cooperative procurement strategy: 

Log P3 = -0.426 + 0.93 1(L0g P2) 

R=0.804, ~ ' 4 . 6 4 7 ,  sigificance level = 0.000 (hïghly significant) 

Regression (Separated and Cooperative Strategy) 
Model Surnrnary 

a- Predictors: (Constant), LOGP2 

ANOVAo 

Mode1 
1 

a- Predictors: (Constant), LOGP2 

b- Dependent Variable: LOGP3 

R 
804" 

Mode1 
1 KegfeSSiOn 

Residual 
Total 

a- Dependent Variable: LOGP3 

R Square 
64 / 

Sum of 
Squares 

19.480 
10.629 
30.1 09 
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Model 
1 (Constant) 

LOGPZ 
1 

Adjusted 
R Square 

641 

d f 
1 

60 
6 1 

t 
3. /b'3 

10.486 

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate 
4209 

Mean 
Square 

19,480 
-1 77 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

-804 

Siq. 
000 
.O00 

L 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

J 

B 
426 
-931 

F 
109.962 

Std. Error 
113 
.O89 

Sig. 
OOF 
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42.4b Lntegrated procurernent strategy: 

Log P3 = -0.300 + 0.843Gog P2) 

R=0.653, ~~=0.427, ~ i ~ c a n c e  level = 0.000 (highly significant) 

Regression (Integrated Strategy) 
Mode1 Summary 

a- Predictors: (Constant), LOGP2 

ANOVAD 

Model 

a. Predictors: (Constant), LOGP2 

b- Dependent Variable: LOGP3 

R 
633* 

Model 
1 Kegression 

Residual 
Total 

Coefficient* 

Unstandardized Standardized 
Coefficients Coefficients 

Model 8 Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (~onstant) - 189 1.582 1211 

R Square 
42i 

Surn of 
Squares 

8.956 

12.022 
20.978 

a- Dependent Variable: LOGP3 
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Adjusted 
R Square 

414 

d f 
1 

45 
46 

Std. Enor 
of the 

Estimate 
5169 

Mean 
Square 

8.956 

.267 

F 
33.523 - 

Sig. 
O O O " ~  
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4.2.4~ Management-oriented procurement strategy: 

Log P3 = -0.4991 + 0.970(Log P2) 
R=O.8 19, ~ ' g . 6 7 1 ,  significancce level= 0.00 1 (highiy significant) 

Regression (Management-Oriented Strategy) 
Model Summary 

Predictors: (Constant), LOGPS 

ANOVPP 

Model 
1 

a- Predictors: (Constant), LOGP2 

b- Dependent Variable: LOGP3 

R 
81 9" 

Mode! 
1 Kegression 

Residual 
Total 

a. Dependent Variable: LOGP3 

R Square 
6/1 

Sum of 
Squares 

2.659 

1.306 

3.965 

Model 
1 (~onstant) 

LOGP2 

Adjusted 
R Square 

638 

d f 
1 

10 

11 

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate 
361 4 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Mean 
Square 

2.659 

1 31 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

-81 9 

8 
491 

-970 

Std. Error 
354 
-21 5 

F 
20.361 

t 
- / 

4.51 2 

Sig. I 

001" 

Sig. 
196 

.O01 
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REGRESSION ANALYSE 
(% ClAlMED TO BUüGET & % AWARDED TO BUDGW 

3 . 5  3 -25 -2 O. 5 O O. 5 I 
- ' . l o g  P2 -l 

(% Claimed to Budget) 

Figure 4.6: Cornparison beween the performances of the procurement strategies 

(% claimed to budget and % awarded to budget, Log - log1 scale) 

Plothg these equations, we c m  clearly see that the management-oriented 

procurement sûategy has the Iowest % of mîwded amount followed by the separated and 

cooperative procwement strate= and then by the intepted procurement strategy; this is in 

conformity with the findings depicted in Figure 4.4.d. it is interesting to note that when 

compared to the cumulative probability of occurrences for both the % claimed to budget and 

the % awarded to budget (Figures 4.4b and 4.4c), the exact inverse in the ranking of the 

management-oriented procurement strategy, for the overall performances of claims 

outcornes, is observed (indeed, the management-oriented procurement strategy is the least 

' Since both the deprndrnt and independent variables ;ue in log units. die coeficients cm be approximately interpreted 
in percentrige terms (Nonisis. 1990). 
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performing of al1 procurement strategies and for both types of owners). We shouid also bear 

in mind that ihearity cannot be assumed beyond the limits of the data since these equations 

were derived fkom the ranges of claims data s h o w  on tables 4 .2~  to 4.2f 

This is a very useful tool for the project owners when they assess the procurement 

strategies up fion& since they would know beforehand what to expect if things go wrong and 

they become involved in a legal claim situation (Iikewise, it is also useful for the contractors 

since it enables them to define their claims strategy in accordance to the project's 

procurement strategy). 

SECTION 2: DISCUSSION 

ln this section, a detailed analysis was presented for the dXferent outcomes of claims 

(% tirne ovemin, % claimed to budget, % awarded to budget, % awarded to claimed and % 

trial overrun) under the three farnilies of procurement sûategies (the separated and co- 

operative procurement strategy, the integrated procurement strategy and the management- 

oriented procurement stntegy). The synthesis of this analysis is presented in Tables 4.4a 

and 4.4b. 

From the orner's point of view, we note that overall, the performance of the 

separated and co-operative procurement strategy has proven to be the best performance for 

al1 claims outcomes under the private owner [whether, fiom low occurrences of claims 

(Figure 4.3e) or fiom better claüns outcornes (Table 4.4b)l. The private owner appears to 

have mastered the separated and CO-operative procurernent strategy 

The public owner appears to fa11 less into clairns under the separated and co- 

operative procurement strategy but has the second best performance of ail d a i m  outcomes 

after the integrated procurernent strategy (see Table 4.4a). 
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The management-onented procurement strategy proved to be the worst procurement 

strategy in claims outcomes for both types of owners, with the exception of % awarded to 

claimed under the public owner (but as we have indicated previously, this does not have any 

significance since it has the worst % claimed to budget and the worst % awarded to budget). 

The private owner has the highest probability of % trial ovemin under this strategy. 

The integrated procurement strategy proved to be the best strategy in the 

performance of ail the claims outcomes for the public owner, except for the % awarded to 

claimed (see Table 4.4a - this does not have any impact since both the % claimed to budget 

and the % awarded to budget outcomes are low and to the public owner's advantage). The 

integrated procurement strategy is the second best strategy in tenns of al1 the claims 

outcomes for the private owner except the % trial overrun. 

We note that the integrated strategy under both types of owner has a high occurrence 

of daims compared to the control group (see Figures 43b, 4.3d and 4.3e). 

A synthesis of the consequences for each type of owner under each of the three 

families of procurement strategies is shown in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5: Overall performance of the different procurement strategies, kom the owner's 

point of view (claims occurrences data fiom section 1 and clairns outcomes data 

fkom this section) 

I PUBLIC OWNER I PRIVATE OWNER 

PROCUREiMENT STRATEGY 
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An examination of the synthesis shown in Table 4.5 indicates that there is a 

divergence between the occurrences of claims and their outcomes (e.g. the public owner 

under the i n t e p e d  procurement strategy has a high claims occurrences but has low claims 

outcomes). This necessitates an in-depth study of the root causes of claims to be able to 

give an informed opinion about the consequences of the three families of procurement 

strategies. 

The relationship shown in Figure 4.6 is useful in the sense that it gives both owners 

and contractos a general idea of what to expect regarding awards when faced with a claims 

situation under the three families of procurement strategies. Although the regression 

analysis is not in confonnity with the syntheses shown in Tables 4.4a and 4.4b, it is useful as 

a general guidance to both owners and contractors on the consequences of each type of 

procurement strategy and what to expect as a reward in a "clairns situation". We have to 

bear in mind that the regression analysis was performed for each procurement strategy 

regardless of type of owner since it would have been impossible to perform this analysis for 

each type of owner due to the smaliness of the sample sizes if so divided. 

The next section (section 3) identifies and discusses the causes of ciaims found in 

our study, their fiequency, their importance, and their severity under each procurement 

strategy. 
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SECTION 3: 

CAUSES OF CLAIMS 
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43.CAUSES OF CLAIMS 

Twenty-two causes of claims were cited in the 12 1 claims cases in 24 t instances 

(sometimes there were more than one cause per claim).. Based on the factors in 

organizational design theory that were found to be conflict-inducing in rnulti-organizations, 

and were proven to be deterministic to the performance of the building project (Mohsini, 

l984), the causes of delays were grouped into three main categories: 

1. Scope of the project (or domain consensus): 5 causes of clairns were cited 

under this category in 26 instances (evenly distributed among public and 

private owners - 13 instances each); 

2. Availability and access to information: 9 causes of claims were cited 

under this category in 142 instances (92 instances for public owners and 50 

instances for pnvate owners); 

3. Coordination (or interdependence of tasks): 8 causes in 73 citations (46 

instances for public owners and 27 instances for pnvate owners). 

In the following presentation, the causes of claims will be treated as if they al1 

happened separately since it is impossible to isolate the effect of each cause of delay 

because of the ripple eEect of concurrent causes. 

Generally speaking, availability and access to information proved to be the most 

critical category in clairns' causation factors (58.92%) followed by coordination (30.29%) 

and then scope of the project (10.79%). Figures (4.7~Q4.8). 

In the availability and information category, uncoordinated change orders (Xî8) 

and late approvds (X24) are the most crucial factors. 

In the coordination category, lack of coordination (X3 1) and restricted site access 

and interference (X32) are the most crucial factors. 
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In the scope of the project category, changes in scope of work (XI 1) and dflering 

site conditions (X13) are the most aucial. 

CATEGORlES OF CAUSES OF CWMS 

Figure 4.7: Causes of claims by category (for al1 strategies) 

CAUSES OF CLAMS 

Figure 4.8: Individual causes of claims (for al1 strategies) 
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Availability and access to information is the worst cause of claims category for al1 

procurement strategies with the worst impact on the separated and CO-operative 

procurernent strategy under the private owner (73 .O8%), then under the public owner 

(64.36%). The public owner and the private owner in the management-oriented 

procurement strategy follow closely (60% and 56.25%) (see Table 4.6). 

Table 4.6: Individual causes of claims (by procurement strategy and owner) 

This scope of the project category of causes of claims proved to be the least 

important for ali strategies and owners except for the public owner under the management- 

oriented procurernent strategy where it assumes the second place of importance after the 

availability and access to information category. 

Looking more closely at the procurement strategies and the causes of claims 

categories, more or less the same order of importance in the claims-causing categories was 

noticed, with the exception of the management-oriented procurement strategy under the 

public owner where the scope of the project category takes second place of importance, 

M e a d  of the coordination category (30% to 10Y0) (see Table 4.7). 
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Table 4.7: Categorized causes of claims (by procurement strategy and owner) 

For a detailed analysis of the occurrence of claims causes under each procurement 

strategy and for each type of owner, the following observatioris were made: 

4.3.1 For al1 Procurement Stratemes 

a) Public owner: Untimely and uncoordinated change orders (X28) - 20% occurrences, 

late approvals (X24) and lack of coordination (X3 1) (1 4.5% occurrences each) have the 

highest fiequency of occurrence, followed by incomplete documents (X23)  - 8.6% 

occurrences, and ambiguous documents ml) - 8% occurrences (see Fiame 4.9). 

The causes with the least occurrence (one occurrence each) were: excessive 

interpretation of specifications (X15), late rectification (X27), lack of site supervision 

(X36), and disruption by AIE (X37). 

Late issuance of design documents 0(26), and payment delay 008) do not represent a 

cause of claim for the public owner in any of the procurement strategies. 
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Causes of Clalms by Owner 

a. un! .C*luU 
-un!ooCmew3 
Qs mc-O K%mDocU.QKs 
a- lm@ aœIIRCIlIz. 
Q U r < r q i & U V - m  

Figure 4.9: Causes of claims by owner 

b) Private owner: Untimely and uncoordinated change orders (X28) has the highest 

overall frequency of occurrence (30%, which is even worse than for the public owner) 

followed by: lack of coordination (X3 1) - 13.33% occurrences, restncted site and 

interference (X32) - 10% occurrences, late appr~vals (X24) - 6.67% occurrences, and 

ambiguous documents 0[2 1) - 5.5% occurrences (see Figure 4.9). 

The causes with the least occurrence (one occurrence each) were: faulty specifications 

(X22), delayed site access 0<33), winter work 0(35), and payment delay (X38). 

Changes of specifications by AIE (X12), late rectification (X27), lack of site 

supervision (X36), and disruption by AIE 007) do not represent a cause of daim for 

the private owner in any of the procurernent strategies. 
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4.3.2 Between Procurement Stratepies 

a) Public owner: Cornparhg the three procurement strategies under the pbl ic  avner. it 

can be seen that they do not have any instances for late issuance of design documents 

(X26), and payment delay (X38) (see Figure 4.10). 

1. Separated and ceoperative procurement strategy: is characterized by a high 

occurrence of late approvals (X24) - 21.78% occurrences which, by the way, is 

absent in both integrated procurement strategy and management-oriented 

procurement strategy, followed by untimely and uncoordinated change orders 

(X28)  - 17.82 % occurrences, and lack of coordination (X31) - 12.87% 

occurrences. 

Causes of Claims by Strategy (Public Owner) 

XI1  X12 X I3  Xi4 XI5 Z!1 X22 X23 m4 X26 S? X28 K9 ml Xn )C34 X36 X37 X38 

Figure 4.10: Causes of claims by strategy (public owner) 

Separated and CO-operative procurement strategy has the only occurrence of 

changes of specifications by AIE (X12), misinterpretation of documents by AIE 
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(X14), late approvals (X24), lack of site supervision (X36), and payment delay 

(X3 7). It has no occurrences of excessive interpretation of specifications (X 1 S), 

late issuance of design documents (Xî6), late rectifications 0<27), acceleration 

(X34), and payment delay (X3 8). 

2. Integrated procurement strategy: is, somewhat surprisiogly, characterized by 

the highest occurrence of lack of coordination (X3 1) - 22.50% occurrences 

(higher than the separated and CO-operative procurement strategy). 

integrated procurernent strategy has the only occurrence of excessive 

interpretation of specifications (X15), late rectifications (X27), and acceleration 

004). It has no occurrences of late approvals 0(24), late issuance of design 

documents (X26), untimely design revisions (X29), lack of site s u p e ~ s i o n  

(X36), disruption by AIE (X37), and payrnent delay (X38). 

3.  Management-oriented procurement strategy: is characterized by the highest 

occurrence of untirnely and uncoordinated change orders (X28) - 50% 

occurrences (higher even than the other two procurement strategies). 

Management-oriented procurement strategy has no other single occurrence at a 

higher level than the other two procurement strategies. It has no occurrences of 

changes of specifications by AIE 0(12), or misinterpretation of documents by 

AIE (X14). It also has no occurrences for al1 of the availability and access to 

information category (except for untimely and uncoordinated change orders 

(X28) and untimely design revisions 0(29)), nor for al1 of the coordination 

category (except for restricted site and interference (X32)). 

b) Private owner: Comparing the three procurement strategies under the private owner, it 

can be seen that while they do not have any instances of changes of specifications by 

AIE (X12), late rectifications 0<27), lack of site s u p e ~ s i o n  (X36), and disruption by 
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2. Integrated procurement strategy: is characterized by the highest and most 

frequent occurrences of most causes compared to other procurement strategies. 

Untimely and uncoordinated change ordes (Xî8) - 29.17% occurrences, was 

the most fiequent cause for claims, followed by lack of coordination (X3 1) - 
14.58% occurrences, restricted site and interference 0 0 2 )  - 12.50% 

occurrences, and both differing site conditions (X13) and excessive 

interpretation of specifications (X 1 5) - 8 -3 3 % occurrences each. 

Integrated procurement strategy has the only occurrence of differing site 

conditions (X 1 3, excessive interpretation of specifications 0[ 15)- Iate 

documents ( X î 5 ) .  delayed site access 0<33), and acceleration 004). It has no 

occurrences of changes in scope of the project 0<1 l), changes of specifications 

by AE 0<12), faulty specifications 0(22), late issuance of design documents 

(X26), late rectifications 0<27), untimely design revisions 0(29), winter work 

m5), lack of site supe~s ion  (X36), and disruption by N E  (X37), and 

payment delay (X38). 

3. Management-oriented proctirement strategy: is c harac terized by a hi& 

occurrence of untirnely and uncoordhated change orders (X28) - 31.25% 

occurrences (similar to the other two procurement strategies). 

Management-oriented procurement strategy has the only occurrences of late 

isniance of design documents (X26), untimely design revisions 0<29), and 

payment delay 008). It has no occurrences of changes of specifications by 

AIE (X12), differing site conditions (X13), misinterpretation of documents by 

AIE (XM), excessive interpretation of specifications (X15). It aiso has no 

occurrences for al1 the availability and access to information category except for 

untimely and uncoordinated change ordes (X28) and untimely design revisions 

0129)- all the coordination category except for lack of coordination (X31), 

restricted site and interference (X32), and payment delay (X3 8). 
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4.3.3 By Procurement Strategies 

a) Separated and CO-operative procurement strategy: under this strategy, the private 

owner has a high occurrence of untimely and uncoordinated change orders (X28) - 
30.77% occurrences (even higher than the public owner), followed by late approvds 

(X.4)  - 19.23% and by both ambiguous documents (X21) and lack of coordination 

(X3 1) - 11.54% occurrences each. The public owner has a higher occurrence of late 

approvals (m4) - 2 I .78% occurrences, untimely and uncoordinated change orders 

(X28) - 17.82% occurrences, and lack of coordination (X3 1) - 12.87% occurrences (see 

Figure 4.12). 

Separated and Cooperative Strategy 

XI1 XI2 XI3 XI4 XI5 XL1 X22 XTJ X24 XLS XZ6 Xn x2e XZS Bl xJz Xi!j X3f5 X37 X3ô 

Figure 4.12: Causes of claims under the separated and cooperative procurement strategy 
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c) Management-oriented procurement strategy: under this strategy, the private owner 

has the higher occurrence of causes of claims, although both the private and the public 

owners have the same problem with untimely and uncoordinated change orders (X28); 

its occurrence is very high with the public owner (50 % occurrence with the public 

owner compared to 3 1.25% occurrence with the pnvate owner). Private owner appears 

to be having problems in the availability and access to information and the coordination 

categories (see Figure 4.14). 

Management-Orienûzd Strategy 

X I I  X I2  XI3 XI4 XI5 X2t X22 X23 X24 X25 X26 XLf X28 X29 X31 X32 X33 X34 X36 X37 a 

Figure 4.14: Causes of claims under the management-oriented procurement strategy 
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4.3.4 Ex~erts '  Perceptions 

The analysis presented above suggests that, if the fiequency of occurrences of the 

causes of claims for each strategy and for each type of owner can be indexed and ranked, a 

methodology c m  be developed to select a "best fit" procurement strategy that meets an 

owner's project procurement characteristics and constraints. This methodology should 

y ield the required y ardstic k to measure the performance of each proj ect procurement 

strategy before a cornmitment is made. 

Since we had no way of assessing the impact of each cause of c lah  on that 

particular cIaimls outcornes (especially in cases where more than one cause was cited), 

experts' opinions were sought to indicate their perception of the importance of each cause 

of claim. 

A survey - in the form of a structured questionnaire - was conducted in the 

Montreal metropolitan area. Fifteen experts representing al1 parties to the building process 

(public owners, pnvate owners, architects, engineers, contractors, construction managers, 

and claims experts) were asked about their perceptions of the importance of the twenty-two 

pre-identified causes of claims that were found to be detemiinistic in the litigated claims 

cases (as described previously in the causes of claims section). 

The questionnaire was designed in such a way as to record the experts' perceptions 

of the importance of each cause of claùns for each of the three building procurement 

strategies (separated and cooperative, integrated, and management-oriented procurement 

strategies) and for each type of owner (public and private). 
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The weighted-average of each of these opinions was then calculated to represent the 

importance index for each of these causes of claims as denved fkom the experts' stated 

opinions. 

Where I = Importance index 

P = Experts' perception @om a scale of 1-5, where 1 is the leust important and 5 

the most importani) 

n = Nimber of experts (15) 

Tables 4.8a and 4.8b show a compilation of the claims Frequency indexes and their 

ranku.g (based on the anaiysis of the c l h s  cases - see Table 4.6), the Importance indexes 

and their ranking (Eom the survey of experts), and overall Severity indexes of causes of 

claims (obtained by muitiplying the claims Frequency index by the Importance index) and 

ranking them for both the private and public owners. 

It is interesting to note that the ranking of the overall Severity index of causes is in 

the sarne range as the Frequency index of causes of claims ranking even after taking into 

consideration the experts' Imporiance index. 
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SECTXON 3: DISCUSSION 

a) Causes of claims occurrences 

In this section, a detailed analysis is presented for the dierent causes of daims 

under the three families of procurement strategies and the two types of owners (public and 

private). 

Overall, the availability and access to information category proved to be the category 

that recurs more often as a cause of claims (58.92% of al1 causes) followed by the 

coordination category (3019% of dl causes) then by the scope of the project category 

(10.79% of ali causes) with the exception of the management-oriented procurement strategy 

under the public owner where the ranking is reveaed between the coordination category and 

the scope of the project category. (see Figure 4.7. Figure 4.8 and Table 4.6). 

As for the consequences of the three families of procurement strategies under the 

Merent types of ownes, we note that for: 

The separated and co-operative procurement strategy 

Generally speaking, the separated and CO-operative procurement strategy has no 

instances of: excessive interpretation of specifications 0(15), late issuance of design 

documents @6), late rectifications (X27), acceleration (X34) and payment delay 008) .  

The absence of the above causes of claims is not surprishg since, with the exception of 

payment delay, the separated and CO-operative procurement strategy is characterized by the 

completeness of design before construction. Also, the separated and CO-operative 

procurement strategy is the strategy that has been around the longest and its intncacies are 

beîter understood by al1 parties to the building project, leaving little space for 

misunderstanding S. 
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The separation of design and construction (which is the main characteristic of the 

separated and CO-operative procurement strategy) leads to more problems arising from the 

availability and access to information as well as coordination problems (for both owners) as 

one would expect. The fact that the private owner has a higher instance of problems arising 

fiom the availability and access to information category came as a surprise since it is in 

contradiction to the general belief that it is the public owner who is more prone to this kind 

of problern. 

A carefül examination of the individual causes of daims under the availability and 

access to information category revealed that the untimely and uncoordinated change orders 

(X28) was the deciding factor in this interesting result, but not so surprishg if we bear in 

mind the unpredictability of the private owners and their constant changing of mind (ihis 

may be due to their inexperïence, their inability to define their requirements or due to their 

changing needs), while the public owners are more experienced and do not have the same 

luxury of changing their minds due to the constraints they are functioning under (Le. 

bureaucratie nature of documentation; public service obligations, notably the nsk aversion 

attitude due to public accountability). 

Public owners appear to be having more problems in the coordination category than 

pnvate owners. Again, as we have explained above, this is due to the constraints they are 

functioning under. 

Both public and private owners stand on an equal footing in the scope of the project 

category for causes of clairns (7.92% and 7.69% respectively). 

The integrsied procurement sirategy 

Generally speaking, the integrated procurement strategy has no instances of: 

changes in scope of work (XII), changes in specifications by A/E 0(12), late issuance of 

design documents 0(26), untimely design revisions (X29), lack of site supervision m6), 
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dimption by AIE 007)  and payment delay ( ~ 3 8 ) .  The absence of the above causes of 

claims is not surprising since, there is one source of responsibility for the design and 

construction (whether a conûactor in the design-build variant or the owner himself in the 

owner-builder variant), thus providiig little room for the above causes of claims to appear. 

The availability and access to information category has the highest occurrences of 

claims causes for both types of owners (52.50% for the public owner and 45.83% for the 

private owner - see Table 4.6). Most of the causes of claims under this category are more 

inherent in the separated and CO-operative procurement strategy where the design and 

construction are apart. 

The integration of the design and the construction phases (which is the main 

characteristic of the integrated procurement strategy) did not help eliminate the causes of 

claims pertaining to the coordination category. Actually, the integrated procurement 

smtegy has the highest occurrences of causes of claims under the coordination category, 

regardless of the type of owner, compared to the other two procurement strategies (42.50% 

public owner and 35.42% private owner - see Table 4.6). 

Since one would not expect any cause for conflïct when the responsibility for the 

design and the construction is focused in the hands of one Party, it was necessary to go 

back to the individual clairns cases to get an explanation for this peculiarity. It was found 

that the coordination problems were either owner-related (i.e. delayed site access, 

acceleration - in the design-build strategy) or subcontractors-related (Le. lack of 

coordination, restricted site access and interference between subcontractors - in both the 

owner-builder strategy and the design-build strategy). 
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The management-oriented procurement strategy 

Generally speaking, the management-oriented pmcurement strategy has no 

instances of: changes in specifications by N E  (X12), misinterpretation of documents by 

AIE (XI 4), excessive interpretation of specifications (X 1 9 ,  ambiguous documents (X2 1 ), 

faulty specifications (X22), incomplete documents (X23), late approvals 0<24), iate 

documents (?CE), late rectifications 0(27), delayed site access (X33), acceleration (X34), 

winter work (X35), lack of site supervision (X36) and disruption by A/E (337); it appears 

that the existence of a third party (a professional project or construction manager) was quite 

helpful in eliminating most of the root causes of claims found in the other two procurement 

strategies. 

Again, the availability and access to information category proved to be the most 

crucial cause of clairns for both owners (60% public owner and 56.25% private owner). A 

closer look at the individual causes under the availability and access to information 

category reveals that they are al1 pertaining to design changes or untimely change orders. 

This raises the question of the participants' understanding of the use of this strategy 

(especially owners and architects). 

b) Experts' perce~tions 

As for the survey of experts' perceptions of the importance of the identified causes 

of claims, their responses covered a broad range of perceptions, as one would expect due to 

their varying perspectives and due to their tendency to minimize the importance of causes 

of claims sternming fiom matters intrinsic to each of their respective fields (e-g. architects 

gave low importance to the quality of documentation, while construction manages gave 

low importance to coordination problems). Nevertheless, the ranking of the Severity of 

causes of claims index (the result of multiplication of the Frequency of causes index by the 

experts' Importance index) coincides with the ranking of the Frequency of causes of claims 

index (Tables 4.8a and 4.8 b). 

0 Tard A hmed Abdei Meguid 1997 
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It is interesting to speculate on the last statement because it appears to irnply that in 

the experts' opinion, a cause of claims which they rank as "bad" nearly always coincides 

with a cause of claims which 'as a low fiequency and vice versa. The reason for ihis rather 

surprising result might lie in the fact that a cause of clairns that occurs fiequently is 

considered by the experts as almost "routine". 

Nevertheless, the ranking of the experts' Importance index for each category of 

causes of claims (calcuiated as the mathematical average of al1 the rankings of the 

individuai causes of claims under that particular category) shows that the availability and 

access to information category is the most important category in causes of claims (Tables 

4.8a and 4.8b), thus corroborating our findings. 

The ranking of experts' perceptions for the three categories of causes of claims 

proved to be consistent regardless of the procurement strategy and the type of owner (Le. 

availability and access to information category is the most important category causing 

claims followed by the scope of the project category then by the coordination category). 

This ciearly shows that the construction industry participants are rigid in their perceptions 

and have yet a way to go to adapt to the use and practice of the alternate procurement 

strategies. 

The next section investigates the relationship behveen the previous three 

classifications namely: (i) the project procurement characteristics (procurement strategy 

and type of owner), (ii) the claims outcomes and (iii) the causes of daims. 

Q Tard Ahmed Abdel Meguid 1997 
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SECTION 4: 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLASSIFICATIONS 
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4.4 RF,LATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLASSIFICATIONS 

In order to investigate the relationship between the procurement strategies, the 

claims outcomes and the causes of claims, the multiple regression analysis technique was 

used. Coding of the causes of claims was necessary to perform this technique. Each of the 

causes of claims was ranked (on a scale kom 1-7) according to its relative incidence in al1 

cases. 

In principle, the multiple regression equation is constructed to assess the 

simultaneous effect of several independent variables upon the dependent variable. 

Usually, in the general multiple regression equation, the dependent variable is seen as a 

linear function of more than one independent variable. Such a generai form is expressed 

as: 

Where Y represents the dependent variable and t h e x ' s  the independent 

variables and b, to b, , are designated as the partial regression coefficients. They are 

the dopes of the regression line for each independent variable, controlling for the effects 

of the other variables. Thus, b, reflects the arnount of change in Yassociated with a 

given change in X ,  , holding al1 other variables constant. a, designates the intercept 

point on the Yaxis for ail variables. 

Using the claims data, the regression models shown in appendix C were obtained. 

0 Tarek Ahmed Abdel Meguid 1997 
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4.4.1 Intemretation of Results 

The interpretation of the intercept, a,, is fairly straightfonvard. It is the average 

value of Ywhen each independent variable equals zero. Thus, for the traditional building 

organization, the performance will average close to 3 (on a one to seven scale) when 

X, to Xk register zero. The interpretation of the slope, bk= the average change in 

Yassociated with a unit change i n x , ,  when the other independent variables are held 

constant, requires more attention. By means of this control, it is possible to separate out 

the effect o f x ,  itself, and fiee it of any distorting influences due to the other 

independent variables. Such a slope is called a partial slope, or partial regression 

coefficient. Thus, for example, according to the above regression equation, for the 

separated and CO-operative procurement strategy and the % time overrun (P 1): 

Model Summary 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X35, X13, X12, X22, X23 

- -  - 

Model R R Square 

Std. Error 
Adjusted of the 
R Square Estimate 

I615- 

b- Dependent Variable: Pl 

0 Tarek A Itmd A bdel Meguid 199 7 

Sig. 
000" 

Predictors: (Constant), X35, X I  3. X12, X22, X23 

Mean 
Square 

26169.002 
1459.970 

d f Model F 
1 1.924 

Sum of 
Squares 

1 ~egressron 
Residual 
Total 

130845.0 
81 758.31 4 

21 2603.3 

5 
56 
6 1 
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Model B Std. Error Beta t 
I- 

502 6.693 

1 Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Sig. 
000 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

a- Dependent Variable: P l  

Partial slope 6, (19.896) estimates that, for example, with a unit increase in the 

incidence of "faulty specifications" (on a scale of one to seven), the average % of time 

overm (P 1) will increase by 1 9.896 %. 

To assess the goodnesç of fit of the multiple regression equation, the R' or the 

coefficient of multiple determination, is employed. The R2 for a multiple regression 

equation indicates the proportion of variation in Y " explained " by dl the independent 

variables. For the above model, R2 = -6 15, thus, indicating that the independent variables 

used in the equation (causes of clairns), together account for 6 1.5% of the variance in the 

% time ove- (P 1). 

Obviously, it is desirable to have a high R2, for it implies a more cornplete 

explanation of the phenornenon under study. Nevertheless, if a higher RZ were the only 

goal, then one could do it by adding more variables to the equation. That is because an 
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additional variable cannot lower the R2 and is virtually certain to increase it - at least 

somewhat. The inclusion of variables, however, should be guided by broader theoretical 

considerations a s  well as by a concem for the eficiency of the statistical analysis. 

The statistical significance of R2, and thus the regression, is determined by the F 

ratio, which is determined fiom the following equation (Norusis, 1996): 

Where 

K =  the number of independent variables 

N = the number of cases 

The F-ratio tells us that the regression of the dep endent variable (in our example - 
Pl)  on the independent variables (in our example - XI*, X13, XZ7 Xu ,and X35) is 

statistically significant because the probability of an F ratio as large as the one obtained 

in this equation occurring by chance is less than 0.000 (which means 100% confidence) . 

This means that the relation between the dependent variable (in our example - Pl )  and a 

linear least-squares combination of X' s could not at ail have occurred by chance. 

Similarly, regression models were built for the three procurement stmtegies 

correlating the different causes of claims to different claims outcornes (Appendix A). 

Only the models with hi& significance (F-ratio <0.05) were retained. The regression 

equations are shown below: 
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a) The separated and CO-operative procurement strategy 

where RL = -6 15 

P2 = 25.547 + 2 1 .469Xll + E where R2 = .O69 

P3 = 9.03 1 + 13.921X3, + E where R2= -112 

P4 = 39.880 + 16.019X,, - + E where R~ = -1 12 

PS = 588.246 + 2 129.630XI3 + 1359.284X3 + 4683.976X3, + E where R~ = -354 

b) The integrated procurement strategy 

c) The management-oriented procurement strategy 

4.4.2 The Relative Importance of the Independent Variables 

where R2 = -306 

where R~ = -289 

where R~ = -3 1 1 

where R2 = -477 

where R~ = 381 

where R' = .706 

where R' = .904 

Sometimes it is desirable to evaluate the relative importance of the independent 

variables in deteminhg Y .  Since the cegression coefficients reflect the net effect of each 

8 Tarek A Irmed Abdd Mquid 1997 
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variable, an obvious procedure is to compare the magnitude of these partial slopes. 

However, since each variable may be measured on a different scale and in different mirs 

[in our example, variables Xi2 (changes of specifications by A/E) and XI) (differing site 

conditions)], the relative influence of different independent variables on the dependent 

variables is difficult to assess. One solution is to standardize the variable, re-estirnate, and 

evduate the new coefficients. Such a standardized partial dope is designated by "B" and 

is referred to as 'beta weight' or 'beta wefncient'. With the help of beta-weights 

dcdated for the same data, it is now possible to write another regression equation as 

follows: 

y' =BI x,'+B, X; + B ,  X; + B ,  X; +---O--------- + 4 & 

where : 

x;, is the standardized variable. 

B, = beta-weight 

(Note that staadardiidon forces the intercept a, to zero) 

ne standardized partial slope estimate, or B, indicates the average standard 

deviation change in Yassociated with a standard deviation change in X ,  when the other 

independent variables are held constant. 

The multiple regression equation for the % time ovemin (Pl) under the separated 

and cwperative procurement strategy? expresseci in bzta-coefficients is: 

This would then indicate, for example, that for every increase of one standard 

deviation in, Say, changes in specifications by NE (Xi), the % time oveMn dl. 
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increase by .227 standard deviations, but on the other hand, one standard deviation 

increase in the differing site conditions (x,;) will increase the % time ovemin by .680 

standard deviations. 

The greater significance of beta-weight, however, lies in determining the relative 

value of the different variables, and hence when two variables X,, andX,, , are 

compared with each other (since they are both standardized, it is now allowable) it 

becornes evident that differing site conditions contributes about 3 times more to % time 

overrun than does the changes of specifications by NE. 

SECTION 4: DISCUSSION 

The fact that both the multiple regression rnodels and the independent variables 

have highly significant regression coefficients (< O.OS), means that the regression models 

as a whole are highly zI@ficant in terms of the insights they ailow into the effect of 

claims causes on each of the claims outcornes for each of the procurement strategies. 

In the example discussed above, £ive causes of claims - out of the twenty-two 

causes of claims that were identified - account for 6 l.5% of the variance of the dependent 

variable-performance. In other words, these five variables jointly account for 61.5% of 

the % time oveMn under the separated and co-operative procurement strategy. 

Furthemiore, the multiple regression mode1 used in the example gives specific 

information about the direction of the effects of the independent variables upon the % 

tirne ovemin. In the same example, al1 independent variables (XI2, Xt3? X221 XZ1 and X35) 

show a significant positive impact on the increase of % time ovemia 

It shouid be noted that ail the regression rnodels obtained were the result of a 

stepwise regression The stepwise regression only yields models with highly significant 
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correlation between the dependent and independent variables. The fact that only a few 

independent variables are present in the mode1 is also due to a statistical phenomenon 

known as mu~ticollinearity, meaning that many of the independent variables (causes of 

claims in our case) are interdependent (Bryman and Cramer, 1990). 

A correlation matrix was calculated (using SPSS) for dl  the causes of claims 

under each procurement strategy and for each of the outcornes. Pearson's r (tolerances) 

between independent variables (causes of claims) were very high (XI.8) indicating a very 

strong multicollinearity. 

This result is not surprising since when any cause of daims appears on a project, 

it will have a ripple effect on the other potential causes so that when things start to go 

wrong on the project everything goes wrong. 

In cases of multicollinearity, statisticiaos advise one to combine these interrelated 

independent variables into groups. This was not deemed necessary here, since the focus 

of this research is on identifying the root causes of claims. 

The following table (Table 4.9) gives a summary of the impact of each cause of 

claims - based on the beta coefficients - on each outcorne of claims under the three 

families of procurement strategies. 
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Table 4.9: Claims outcornes and their causes (relative beta-weights) 

The blacked-out cells represent the causes of claims not found in that particular 

procurement strategy. Blank cells represent either insignificant causes of claims or 

highly interdependeht causes of claims. 

In the next chapter (chapter 5), a general discussion and conclusions of the data 

analysis results and recomrnendations for future research are presented. 



CHAPTER 5: 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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5.1 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In this fuial chapter the extent to which the objectives of this study have k e n  

achieved is discussed. We conclude with the contributions of this study, some suggestions 

to building owners, and some guidance as to what direction future work might take in this 

area (in the forn of recommendations for f h r e  work). 

One hundred and twenty one cases of litigated the-relateci c h  were analyzed. 

One of the main hdings of this study is that the procurement stmtegy adopted and the type 

of owner procuring the project have an eEect on the fkquency of occurrences and on the 

outcornes of claims. 22 causes of claims wcre identifieci and grouped into three main 

categories that coincide with the i n t e r - o r g ~ o n a i  wnflict inducing factors which had 

previouly been found to be dete rministic of the performance of the building p-s, thus 

linking claims to the inter-organizatiod conflict-induchg factors and thence to the 

building process performance. 

DBerences between the causes of claims and their outcornes under the three 

families of procurement strategies were noticed and recorded, helping us to gain an in- 

depth understanding of the performance of each type of procurement strategies. 

Our fhdings point to the consequences (in terms of c l a h  occurrences) of the 

constraints within which public secfor owners operate. They also tbrow an une- light 

on the LikeIihOOd of ail types of owners running into trouble when non-traditional 

procurement strate@ are adopted, suggesting the need to fine-tune the practicalities of 

these sûategies. 

The management-oriented procurement strategy pmved to be the worst strategy for 

both types of owners. The introduction of a new party (the constmction manager) into the 

traditional project team poses a problem of integrating another party into the classic team of 

designers and constructors. Also, the fact that this new party is managing a project for 
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which he or she did not develop the design intelligence and logic, causes a new set of 

relationships to be involved thus increasing the probability of misunderstandings and 

conflicts. This is in agreement with the general industry consensus that havhg a 

construction manager on the project is regarded negatively (Havilland. 1998). 

The availability and access to Soma t ion  is the most fiequent category of causes of 

daims under al1 procurement strategies. 

For the private owners. the separated and CO-operative (traditional) procurement 

strategy leads to less damaging claims outcomes and to fewer claims, but the availability 

and access to information category is a fiequent cause of these problems. Regarding the 

public owners, they have more fiequent clairns but generally ~ i t h  better overail claims 

outcomes. Once again. the availability and access to information category is the most 

frequentiy occuning causes of these claims. 

Although the models yielded by the regression analysis for the relationships 

between claims outcomes (dependent variable) and causes of daims (independent 

variables) contained very few independent variables, they confirmed our suspicion that the 

other unreported (Le. rejected by the regression analysis) causes of claims are 

interdependent, especially afier calculating the tolerances fiom the correlation matrices and 

finding very hi& collinearity between the independent variables. This clearly shows the 

damaging ripple effects that causes of claims have, once they start appearing on a project. 

The first objective of this study was to investigate the premise that diyerent 

proarement strategies induce dflering levels of inter-organizutional conflict and that as 

proacrement strategy moves Rom separated and coordinated system (traditional) to 

management oriented system @rojecf management, consti-uction management) and tu 

integrated system (design-build. turnkey, orner-builder) on a continuum, the inter- 

organizational conflict decreases and so do claims. 

O Tarek A hmd A b& Meguid 199 7 
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The conclusion of our study of claims occurrences. outcomes and causes proved 

dserent. The separated and co-operative procurernent (or traditional) strate= still is the 

preferred strategy and has less occurrences of claims with less impact on time and cost of 

the project. Innovative procurement strategies proved to be in a bad position compared to 

the traditional procurement strategy. The possible expuplanation of this result is that die 

innovative procurement strategies (integrated procurement strategy and management- 

oriented procurement strategy) are relatively new, comparatively untried and obviously 

require m e r  development in order to iron out contractual and other kinds of problems. 

The second objective of this midy was to investigate the premise that different 

outcomes of cZairns have dzyerent root causes that dzfler according to the characteristics 

of each proarement strategy. 

Again, this is not true, the availability and access to information is the common 

root cause for claims for all procurement strategies. But interestingly the severity of their 

outcomes does not relate to any particular category of causes, which again means that the 

causes of clairns (under the three categories: scope of the project. availability and access 

to information, and coordination) are either scattered or are collinear (dependent on one 

another). This again confirms that root causes of claims for the various procurement 

strategies do not differ. 

The third objective of this study was to investigate the premise that thefiequency 

and importance of the root causes of claims are different from ivhat is generally 

perceived by the consmicrion indzutry prticipuntr. 

This premise is partially tnie regarding the scope of the project category and the 

coordination category. It is not true for the availability and access to information 

category, since there is there is a consensus between the experts' perceptions and the 

findings of our study, both pointing to this category being critical as far as causes of 

clairns which lead to frequent incidences of Iitigation are concemed. 

O Turek Ahmed Abdel Meguid 199 7 
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The ranking of the experts' perceptions for the three categories of causes of claims 

(i.e. availability and access to information category is the most important category causing 

claims followed by the scope of the project category then by the coordination category) 

proved to be consistent. regardless of the procurement strategy and the type of owner. This 

clearly shows that the construction industry participants are rigid in their perceptions and 

have yet a way to go to adapt to the use and practice of the altemate procurement 

strategies. 

5.2 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

The discourse concemuig deiay-related clairns is not very different from that on 

inter-organizational codlict and the performance of the buitding process from the point of 

view of the availability and access to information. A systematic effort to co-ordinate 

information management appears to be a prerequisite for the successful introduction of 

innovation, changes in the building process and the improvement of the performance of the 

process itself. 

Meanwhile, our findings point to the consequences (in terms of claims) of the 

constraints within which public sector owners operate. They also throw an unexpected 

light on the likelihood of al1 types of oviners ninning into trouble when non-traditionai 

procurement strategies are adopted. suggesting the need to fme-tune the practicalities of 

these strategies. 

The curent research which looks into the relationship between different project 

procurement paths and delay-related claims is - to our infonned knowledge - the fint of its 

kind in North America. Linking disputes and claims to project procurement strategies as 

well as identifying and snidying the effect of the causes of claims on building process' 

performance will provide owners with a suitable benchmark for assisting h e m  in assessing 

the risks associated with a particular procurement strategy as well as  creating an increased 

awareness among them of Wely causes of disputes and their fiequencies. 
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All facts were obtained fiom historical data since cases were dmwn Eom case law? 

which represents facts-based judgement and is not biased by subjective opinions. No data 

were denved from perceptions or opinions obtained frorn participants of ongoing projects; 

instead, concrete and sad facts were extracted systematically from adjudicated cases. 

A noticeable shift to more private-owner participation in the building indwtry 

indicates a shift in the needs of the clients. Building clients have more needs and 

aspirations that they want to satisfy by themselves. without depending on govemment 

bodies and agencies that are facing budgetary problems due to the current bad economical 

situation. 

In this context, it is important to stress once again that private owners appear to have 

mastered the traditionai procurement process and are less likely to fa11 into claims under this 

strategy. Private owners on the other hand. in heir desire to exercise more control of their 

projects, are more ready to adopt non-traditional procurernent strategies. Once again the 

incidence of claims for these strategies is higher. particularly for the integrated procurement 

stratem. 

In the management-onented procurement strategy the question of the participants' 

understanding of the use of this strategy (especiaily owners and architects) is very 

important if one is to hope for better implementation of this strategy. 
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53 CONTRIBUTIONS 

This research has made the following contributions: 

- A better understanding of temporary multi-urganization behavior in the 

construction industry, achieved from evaluating the performance of the 

building process under different contractuai arrangements, and isolating the 

problems observed and recordai b m  the case law. 

- A more comprehensive understanding of clairns, their causes and their 

impact on projects and how they can be m h h î d ,  and how the loss of 

money, tirne and quality cm be avoided by the selection of a pmper 

procurement strategy. 

- IdentiQing, developing and using techniques for systematidly collecting 

and analyzing highly qualitative data 

It is dso hoped thai this research has paaially filied the substantial gap in the 

available knowiedge of the sources, causes and effects of conflict in the North Amencan 

construction industryuStry Such an investigation into, and identification of the "~ntributing 

causes" to conflict, can help shape sûategies that may rninimize conflict occurrences in the 

fint instance. 

5.4 SUGGESTIONS TO OWNERS 

The selection of an appropriate form of procurement requires a carefhi exploration 

of each of the factors thai influence an owner's decision to build (project characteristics, 

owner's nsk profile, approach to design and coordination, etc.); then he or she cm chwse 

the contractual fhnework which is particularly suited to the needs and characteristics of the 

situation. Since each procurement path has both strengths and wealaiesses, procurement 
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strategy selection involves balancing these against the specific dernands of a panicular 

project. 

Though a selected procurement path has a direct bearing on the success of a 

particdar project, each project delivery method, whether it be traditional, nirnkey, design- 

build, owner-builder or construction management, has its own parricular advantages and 

risks that must be considered and evduated by a prospective project owner. Each project 

deiivery method haç its own benefits and risks and no method should be considered or 

accepted by a project owner as if it would d e  out a i i  construction changes, claims or 

disputes. Accordingly, the project owner must look for a project procurement method that is 

most advantagrnus to his or her goals and limitations rather than base the decision on a 

theoretical analysis of goals or Limitations. 

Management of nsk starts with the docation of risk through the project owner's 

seiection of a paaicular project delivery method, continues in the prime contract, 

subcontracts and purchase orders, and culminirtes Ui the prevention and, if necessary, the 

successful resolution of changes and any clairns that occur during a project. Ultimately, 

those who manage risk best are those who do the following four things: (1) recognize that 

no project delivery method or risk-shifting contract clauses wiil be a panacea for ail the risks 

of construction; (2) know the extent and sharing of the risks associated with the available 

project delivery method or those contract ciauses before choosing a particular project 

delivery method or risk-shifting clause; (3) plan head so as to m h b k e  the allocated risks 

of the actuai project delivery method or contract clauses; and (4) provide a costeffective 
8 

means for resolving changes and claims that will inevitably &se during a projech regardless 

of al1 risk-shifting whether by choice of project delivery methoci or contract clauses. 

In the end, successful management of changes and clairns contributes d h t l y  to 

bettering the timing and finai cost of the building project 
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Owners should think of the procurement strategy as a course of action and not as an 

organizationd framework. The "discrete H e  cycle of the project" shodd be taken into 

consideration to benefit Mly fiom the strategic decisions (procurement strategy) taken 

upstrearn of the project 

Feedback is perceived as a major problem in the building industry, each project 

participant (task organization) keeps its experience to itself and does not share with others. 

It is for this reason recommended that the procurement practices, once adopted, shouid 

aiso include mechanisms to: 

- Assure the involvement and commitment of al1 participants to the short- 

term objectives of the project by eliminating the traditional adversarial 

behavior between participants. Indeed. the findings of this research indicate 

that successfid contlict management may rest on "paying attention" 

irrespective of procurement method. The introduction of the partnering 

concept in the last few years c m  be implemented as a business relationship 

Gamework for dl parties to the project. 

- Incorporate a discrete review process to facilitate learning fiom experience 

and sharing this experience during the life cycle of the building process, in 

order to obtain continuous performance improvement. 

- Encourage and promote performance specifications wherever possible to 

ensure that all parties grasp the logic and spirit of the project and open the 

door for innovation. Innovative ideas and products may change the actual 

procurement practices to the better. 

- There is an urgent need to build a database to keep track of projects and their 

causes of success and failure in order to avoid the latter in the fùture; this is 

particuiarly important since experts' perceptions tend to be biased and 

d u e n c e d  by projects they have been recently involved with. 
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The conclusions about the connections between procurement processes and claims 

warn strongly against a "nish to judgernent" on the presumed deficiencies of more 

traditional ways of building. 

At the end of the day, one must wonder if one procurement process is "better" than 

another in any t d y  generalizable way - or if success is more a matter offir between project 

circumstances and project procurement processes. and then execzition once the procurement 

strategy is selected. 

5.5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCK 

The current situation of the constniction industry appean to be like a transitional 

penod, in which the innovative procurement strategics need to be "re-engineered" and fine- 

tuned to suit the evolving needs of buildin, 0 owners. 

Continuous monitoring of the situation to fmd out whether the acquisition and 

availability of experience with the novel procurement methods change the positions we 

have discussed. This work needs to be done at an equivalently detailed level, in order to 

detect possible shifts in the impacts of the various sources of claims. 

Since availability and access to information is the most critical factor in clairns 

causation, information management systems should be investigated more closely and 

refined to make a better use of the new tools that are now available (e.g. Internet and 

intranet) and which are redefining many current paradigrns. At the same t h e ,  the use of 

such tools offen an excellent opportunity to transfer research into practice (both regarding 

procurement and other related subjects) and thus benefit the construction industry. 

The study was carried out on building projects in North America (Canada and USA). 

The causes of claims classified in this study are specific to the North American buiIding 
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indusûy and are not necessarily similar to those fond  in other countries or in other socio- 

economic environments. Nevertheless, the same study could be repeated elsewhere ushg 

the same categorization of the root causes of claims, since this categorization stems fiom the 

theory of inter-organizational confiict which is applicable to al1 environments and al1 

organization structures. 

Incidentally, a "standardized" cornparison of the root causes of clairns in different 

countries would help in understanding the impact of the cultural differences and wouid lead. 

most beneficidly, to improved performance for mdti-national owners and for international 

constniction companies. 

While the choice of a procurement system cannot be based merely on the potential 

to minimize unhealthy disputes and litigation this criterion c m  be incorporated as one of 

the criteria to be considered when selecting an appropnate procurement system. One such 

application is the integration of such a criterion as a module in a more comprehensive 

procurement selection mechanism (decision support system or expert system) such as 

PASCON (Mohsini, 1993). 
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APPENDIX A 

CONTROL GROUP: lSt MONTREAL SURVEY (1992) 



Managed CIaims Procuremmt Stlolegy (MCPS) - Appendù. A: l* Montreal Suney II 

Enquête sur les stratégies des donneurs d'ouvrage* 
un projet de la Chambre de commcrcc du Montréal métropolitain 

et de la Faculti dc I'amdnagcmcnt, Université de Montréal. 

.......**.. ....-..................................*. Nom du répondant" : .... ,. -.-...--.---.-.---; Compagnie: 

Veuillez choisir un projet récent auquel vous avez participé. e t  répondre aux questions 
suivantes à son sujet, en cochant les cases appropriées: 

Le projet que i'ai choisi s'a~oelle: ......... ... ................................................................. 
Le type de  roie et est: résidentiel insti tutionne1 a commercial a industriel &il 

autre: .............................................................. .+..-....-.. 
Son financement est: public iprive [ les cieux 
Son coût (en $1 est: c 5,000,000 de 5 à 50 m. ~50,000,000 
Le proiet est: I simple t complexe exceptionnel 0 

Le proiet était effectué en mode: conception-appel d'offres-construction 

conception-construction 
clé-en-rnain 
produit-en-main 
gérance d e  projet 
gérance de la construction LI 

............................................................. autre: 

Oui était resuonsable oour: 
1. le design: le propriétaire/donneur d'ouvrage CI 

l'architecte 
1' ingénieur 

le gérant de projet 

le fabricant d'un produit principal 

le concepteur-consuucteur/promoteur 
i 

autre .............................................................. 

Par (mrarigies des donneurs d'ouvrage» ou -maitrise d'ouvrage- nous entendons I'enscrnble des 
décisions de nature con~actuelle prises par chaque donneur d'ouvrage; tout porte croire que ces 
décisions dttermintnt ti) l'ensemble des contrits qui régissent I'kquipe de concepteurs, de fournisseurs et 
d'cnuepreneun chargée du design et dc Ia rtidisrition d'un bitiment. (ii) Ics liens fomeis et informels qui 
peuvent s'trablir a l'intérieur de I'iquipe et iiii') le rapport auaIité/prix tïnai du projet 

La contidcntialitk des rkponscs s e n  rcspecde: seules des cornptlations anonymes seront utiiisets pour la 
su~te ut I'itudt et pour les açtivites visant 3 pmnwvoIr le concept de Ia rnriiuist u'ouvcgt  par  la 
Cham brc. 



le propriétaire/donneur d'ouvrage 
l'entrepreneur général 
plusieurs entrepreneurs spécialisés 
le concepteur-contructeur/promoteur 

autre .............................................................. 
3. 1' adminisation du contrat de design: le propriétaire/donneur d'ouvrage. 0 - 

1' archi tecte-adminis trateur 
l'ingénieur-administrateur 
le gérant de  projet 

autre .............................................................. 
4. I'admin. du contrat de construction: le propriétairekionneur d'ouvrage 

1' archi tecte-administrateur 
1' ingénieur-administrateur 
le gérant de construction 
le gérant de projet 

autre .............................................................. 

Ouelle était I;i base uour: 
3. le choix du concepteur: négociation 

concours 
faisant panie d'un contrat de consmicrion a 

6. le choix du/des consuucteur(s): 
autre ................................. ,.. ....................... 
de gré à gré 
appel d'offres ouvert 

a 
0 

appel d'offres sur invitation [7 
appel d'offres après préqualification 0 

(dans le cas d'un appel d'offres. le contrat était accorde au moins offrant: oui d n o n  

....................................................................................................... si non, expliquer: 1 
....... .......................... autre ......................... ... 

7. la rémunération de la construction: a forfait LI 
coût plus honoraires 
prix maximum garanu 

autre ............................................................... 
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Quel &ait: 
8. le type de documentation contractuel1e:plans et devis complets 

listes des facilités (devis 
avant-projet sommaire 
devis de performance 

fonctionnel) 

autre .............................................................. 

et. recommanderiez-vous d'adooter la même s t m :  oui U n o n  
Si les difficultés découlaient des choix suivants (se référer aux numéros ci-dessus): 
(encerdez le(s) numéro(s) pertinents s.v.p): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

commentaires? ........................................................................................................... 
...-.... continuez sur une autre feuille au besoin) ....................-.-.--..-........*. ....... 

Accepteriez-vous éventuellement de répondre à d'autres questions au téléphone? 
oui non. c'est malheureusement impossible 0 

Merci beaucoup de votre aide. Veuillez retourner ces informations Dar fax 
au 343-2183 à l'attention du Pr Colin Davidson. 



APPENDIX B 

CONTROL GROUP: 2nd MONTREAL SURVEY (1997) 



* Survey of Procurement Sirategies (1 99 7) 

................................................... Firrn's Name ................... ....,., 
Special ity: ............................... (Architect / Engineer 1 Project Mgt. / Contractor /Other - indicate) 

Ouestion (1): Please indicate the % of projects undertaken by your Company and type of owner 
Traditional Turnkey Design-Build Owner-Builde Constr. Mg 

Public Owner .......... % .......... % .......... % ...*...... % .......... % 
........ Private Owner .......... % .......... % .......... % ..% .......... % 

Question (2): PIease indicate your perception of the relative importance of causes of delay and daim under each 
type of project organization and ownership (on a scale from 1 - 5. 1 beino least important and 5 beinrr the most 
important) 

Traditional Turnkey Design-Build Owner-Builder Constr. Mgt. 

Pub. Priv. Pub. Priv. Pub. Priv. Pub. Priv. Pub. Priv. 

Cornplexity of the project ......................................... .............. ..me-.. --..-.- 
Budget constraint ......................................... .............. -............. 
Time constraint ......................................... ..-.--. .-.-m.- -.-.-a. ...-..- 

.............. FIexibility to change during constr. ......................................... .............. 
Lowest- bid constraint ......................................... .............. .............. 

Ambiguous documents ......................................... .............. .............. 
Changes in scope of work ......................................... .............. .............. 
Changes of specs by NE ......................................... .............. .............. 
Differing site conditions ......................................... .............. .............. 
Misinterpretation of Docs by AfE ......................................... .............. .............. 
Excessive Interuretation of mecs ......................................... .............. .............. 

Faulty specifications 
Incom plete documents 

.............. Late approvals ......................................... .............. 

.............. Late documents ......................................... .............. 

.............. Late issuance of design Docs. ......................................... .............. 

.............. .............. Late rectifications ......................................... 

.............. Untimely design revisions ......................................... .............. 

Untirnely and uncoordinated CIO' ........................... 
Lack of coordination ........................... 
Restricted site & interference ........................... 
DeIayed site access ........................... 
Acceleration ........................... 
Winter work ........................... 
Lack of site supervision ........................... 
Disruption by NE ........................... 
Payment deiay ........................... 



APPENDIX C 

REGRESSION ANALYSE - SPSS OUTPUT 



Managed CIaUtrs Procurement Strategy (MCPS) - Appmdk C: Regression Analysb - SPSS Output VTIZ 

Regression Analysis (Separated and Cooperative Strategy) 

In this procurement strategy, X15, X26, X27, X34, and X38 have no occurrences 

P l  (% Time Overrun) 

Model Summary 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X35. X i  3, X12, X22. X23 

ANOVPP 

Model 
1 

1 1 Sum of 1 1 Mean 1 1 

R / R Square 
78bd 1 61 5 

Predictors: (Constant). X35, X I  3. XI  2. X22, X23 

b- Dependent Variable: P l  

Mode1 
7 Kegression 

Residual 

f otal 

Coefficients? 

R Square 
581 

Estimate 
38.2696% 

Squares 
130845.0 

81758.314 

21 2603.3 

a- Dependent Variable: P I  

Model 
1 (~onstant) 

d f 
5 

56 

6 1 

Square 
26169.002 

1459.970 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta t 
6.693 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

B 
38.502 

F 
1 t.924 

Std. Error 
S./52 

Sig. 
0 0 0 ~  



Managed C I a h   procure^ Sfrategy (MCPS) - Appendir C: Regrexrion Anaiysk - SPSS Output CX 

P2 (% CIaimed to Budget) - 

Model Summary 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X1 1 

Adjusted 
R Square 
.05439.30aQ% 

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X i  1 

Model 
7 Negression 

Residual 
Total 

b- Dependent Variable: PZ 

Sum of 
Squares 
6899.1 89 

92690.298 
99589.487 

a- Dependent Variable: PZ 

Mode[ 
1 (Lonstant) 

X1 1 
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d f 
1 

60 
61 

Mean 
Square 

6899.189 
1544.838 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

.263 

B 
25.541 

21,469 

F 
4.466 

Std. Error 
5.761 

10.1 59 

Sig. 
039" 

t 
4.930 

2.1 13 

Sig. 
O00 

.O39 



Managed C l a h  Procurement Straregy (MCPS) - Appendir C: Regrasion Anarusis - SPSS Outpur X 

P3 (% Awarded to Bud~et) 

Model Summary 

Std. Error / Adjusted 1 of Vie 
Mode1 R 
1 334" 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X33 

ANOVR 

Predictorç: (Constant). X33 

b- Dependent Variable: P3 

Model 
1 Kegression 

Residual 
Total 

a. Dependent Variable: P3 

Sum of 
Squares 
3563.469 

28292.034 
31 855.503 

L 

Mode1 
1 (~onstant) 

X33 

O Tarek Ahmed Abdel bfeguid 1997 

d f 
1 

60 
61 

Unsbndardized 
Coefficients 

Mean 
Square 

13563.469 
471.534 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

.334 

B 
9.031 

13.921 

Std. Error 
2.m 
5,064 

F 
/.55/ 

t 
3.140 
2.749 

Sig. 
OOP 

Sig. 
003 
.O08 



Managed C I a h  Procurement Sfrategy (MCPS) - Appendr'r C: Regressiott AnaQsk - SPSS Output ,V 

P4 (% Awarded to Claimedl 

Mode1 Summary 

- --- - 

a- Predictors: (Constant). X22 

Model 
1 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X22 

b- Dependent Variable: P4 

R 
335* 

Model 
1 Kegression 

Residual 
Total 

Coefficientsa 

R Square 
112 

Sum of 
Squares 
5362.2/3 

4401 8.81 2 
49581 .O86 

Dependent Variable: P4 

Model 
1 (~onstant) 

X22 

O Tard Ahmed Abdel Meguid 1997 

Adjusted 
R Square 

097 

d f 
1 

60 
6 1 

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate 
2f.- 

Mean 
Square 

55@,2f3 
733.647 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

-335 

B 
39.880 

16.019 

F 
/ S O ~  

Std. Error 
3.620 
5.81 8 

Sig. 
0 0 8 ~  

t 
11.018 

2.753 

Sig. 
- O00 

.O08 



Managed CfaUtts Procurement Strafegy (MCPS) - Appendk C: Regrasion Anaiysis - SPSS Output X I I  

P5 (% Trial Overrun) 
Model Sumrnary 

Predictors: (Constant). X35, X13, X25 

ANOVPP 

Model 
1 

a- Predictors: (Constant). X35, X I  3, X25 

b- Dependent Variable: P5 

R 
59Sd 

Model 
1 Kegression 

Residual 
Total: 

I 

a- Dependent Variable: P5 

R Square 
354 

Model 
1 (constant) 

X i  3 
X25 
X35 

0 Tard Ah& A bdel Meguid 1997 

Sum of 
Squares 
/.3t+0/ 

1.3€+08 
2. t E+08 

Adjusted 
R Square 

320 

F 
i 0 . W  

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate 
1514.319% 

d f 
3 

58 
6 1 

i 

Sig. 
0002 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Mean 
Square 
2.4 t+07 
2293163 

S tandardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

.207 
-367 
-454 

B 
588.246 

21 29.630 
1 359.284 
4683.976 

Std. Error 
206.0f3 

1090.435 
392.351 

1 090.435 

t 
2.855 
1.953 

3.464 
4.296 

Sig. 
006 
.O56 
.O01 

.O00 



Managed C l a h  Procurement Sfrategy (MCPS) - Appendir C: Regression Analysk - SPSS Output XII1 

Regression Analysis (Integrated Strategy) 

In this strategy, X11, XlZ, X26, X29, X36, X37, and X38 have no occurrences. 

P l  (% Time Overmn) 

Model Summary 

Predictors: (Constant), X33, X I 3  

Model , 
1 

a- Predictors: (Constant). X33. X13 

b- Dependent Variable: P l  

R 
553" 

R Square 
306 

Mode! 
1 Kegressron 

Residual 
Total 

a- Dependent Variable: Pl 

Adjusted 
R Square 

2f4 

F 
9.691 

Model 
1 (~onstant) 

X I 3  
X33 

O Tarek A hmed A bdd M@d 1 9 9 7 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 
116.9843% 

Sum of 
Squares 
2 6 f h f .  /' 

6021 54.1 

867391 -8 

Sig. 
OOod 

d f 
2 

44 

46 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Mean 
Square 

132618.8 
13685.320 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

-462 
-257 

B 
45.359 

188.073 

62.460 

Std. Enor 
18.81 / 
51 -457 
30.769 

t 
2.41 1 

3.655 
2.030 

Sig, 
026 
.O01 
.O48 



Muttaged Ciaims Procurement Strategy fitfCPS) - Appendir C: Regression Ana&siS - SPSS Output XIV 

P2 (% Claimed to Bud~et)  

Model Surnmary 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X33. XI4 

ANOVPP 

Mode1 
1 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X33, Xi4 

b- Dependent Variable: PZ 

R 
538" 

Model 
1 Kegression 

Residuat 
Total 

a- Dependent Variable: PZ 

R Square 
289 

Sum of 
Squares 

421 24,849 
103541 -7 
145666.5 

Model 
1 (Gonstant) 

XI4 
X33 

Adjusted 
R Square 

25 /  

d f 
2 

44 

46 

Sid. Error 
cif the 

Estimate 
48.5100% 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Mean 
Square 

21062,425 
2353.220 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

-331 
-439 

B 
23.408 

127.670 
43.794 

Std. Error 
(-485 

49.084 
12.692 

F 
8.950 

t 
3.12/ 
2.601 
3.451 

Sig. 
OOF 

Sig. 
003 
.O1 3 
-001 



Managed CIuim Procurement Strategy (MCPS) - Appendir C: Regrasion AnaiysS - SPSS Output XV 

P5 (% Trial Overrun) 
Model Summary 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X I  3 

Model 
7 

Sum of Mean 
Model Squares d f Square F Sig. 
T Kegression SSSEZ~-8656327- 

Residual 1.9€+07 45 425600.3 
Total 2,8E+07 46 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X i3  

b- Dependent Variable: P5 

R 
5SUd 

Coefficient* 

R Square 1 R square 
311 l 296 

a- Dependent Variable: P5 

Estirnate 
652-3805% 

Model 
1 (~onstant) 

X i  3 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

8eta 

-558 

B 
631 -823 

1286.021 

Std. Error 
1 01.885 

285.1 56 

t 
6.201 
4.51 0 

Sig. 
000 

.O00 



Managed CIaims Procurement Strutegy (MCPS) - Appendir C: Regression AnafyslS - SPSS Output XVI 
-. . 

Regression Analysis (Management-oriented Strategy) 

In this strategy, XI-, X14, X15, X21, X22, X23, X24, X25, Xt7, X33, X31, X35, X36, 

and X37 have no occurrences. 

PZ (% Claimed to Budget) 

Model Summary 

Std. Error 
Adjusted of the 

a- Predidors: (Constant), X38. X32 

ANOVPP 

Mode1 
1 

a- Predictors: (Constant). X38, X32 

b- Dependent Variable: P2 

R 
69da 

Sum of Mean 
Model Squares d f Square 

Residual 7231.796 9 803.533 
Total 13814.690 11 

R Square 
417 

F 
3291-a 

Model 
I (unstant) 

X32 

X38 

Sig. 

R Square 
360 

a- Dependent VarÏable: P2 

Estimate 
2 8 . 3 4 m  

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

-578 

.491 

8 
39.129 

15.1 02 

60.271 

Std. Error 
10.022 

6.397 

30.066 

t 
3.964 
2.361 
2.005 

Sig. 
003 
.O43 

,076 
k 



Managed CIaims Procurement Srrategy (MCPS) - AppendrX C: Regression Anabsir - SPSS Output XVII 

1 - 

Model Summary 

- - - - - - - - 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X32. X29 

ANOVPP 

Model 
1 

Predictors: (Constant), X32. X29 

b- Dependent Variable: P3 

R 
93ga 

Model 
m m  

Kegression 
Residual 
Total 

a. Dependent Variable: PS 

R Square 
881 

Sum of 
Squares 
Tm 

792.806 
6677.932 

Mode1 
1 (~onstant) 

X29 
X32 

O Tarek A hmed A bdel Meguid 19 9 7 

Adjusted 
R Square 

855 

d f 
2 
9 

11 

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate 
9.3- 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Nean 
Square 

2942.563 
88.090 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

-458 
-770 

8 
5.241 

24.974 

13.981 

Std. Error 
3 -427 

6.296 
2.099 

F 
33.404 

t 
1.529 

3.967 
6.662 

Sig. 
OU@ 

Sig. 
161 

.O03 

-000 



Managed CIaim Procurernent Strategy (MCPS) - Appendir C: Regrasion AnaiysLs - SPSS OurputXVUI 

P4 (% Awarded to Claimed) 

Mode! Summary 

a- Predictors: (Constant). X32, X29 

ANOVAP 

Model 
1 

1 1 Sumof 1 1 Mean 1 

R 
840" 

Residual 2382.764 
Total 1 81 12.300 1 

Model 
Kegression 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X32, X29 

b- Dependent Variable: P4 

R Square 
(06 

Sig. 3 Squares 
5 t29.536 

Adjusted 
R Square 

641 

a- Dependent Variable: P4 

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate 
16.2/1= 

d f 
2 

Mode[ 
1 (~onstant) 

X29 
X32 

Square 
2664.768 

F 
1 U.821 

Unsbndardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

.578 
-549 

B 
20.6 / 1 
34.71 1 
10.991 

Std. Error 
5.941 

10.91 5 
3.638 

t 
3.4 r 9 

3.1 80 
3.021 

Sig. 
001 - 
.O1 1 
.O14 



- 

P5 (% Triai Overmn) 

Model Summary 

a* Predictorç: (Constant), X38. X I  3 

Modal 
1 

--- - 

a- Predictors: (Constant), X38. X13 

b- Dependent Variable: P5 

R 
951 * 

t ' Sumof Mean 
Model Squares d f Square 
j 

Residual 379740.0 9 42193.338 
Total 39431 10 11 

Coefficientsa 

R Square 
904 

F 
17816854S.227-i5 

a- Dependent Variable: P5 

J 

Sig. 

Mode1 
1 (constant) 

X I  3 
X38 

Adjusted 
R Square 

882 

Std. Error of 
the 

Esümate 
2 0 5 . 4 1 m  

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Beta 

-71 2 
.698 

B 
333.094 

1 476.824 
1447.394 

Std. Error 
64.956 

21 5.436 
21 5.436 

t 
3.128 

6.855 
6.71 8 

Sig. 
O 0  1 
-000 
.O00 
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